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SUM M A R Y 
Various control schemes are presented in this thesis for 
dealing with the problems which arise from the tie-line re"actance 
existing between a generator and an infinite-bus system. 
ii 
A simplified power system model is considered, consisting 
of a synchronous generator oonneoted through a lossless tie-line to 
an infinite bus represented by a oonstant voltage and frequency 
source of zero internal impedance. The generator rotor and its 
associated turbine masses are lumped together and represented by a 
single inertia oonstant, and the reactances of the tie-line and any 
associated transformers are combined into a single reactance. 
Linearized equations for this model are written in state-spaoe 
form. Voltage regulation and speed governing systems are added to 
the basic system, and the overall closed-loop system is modelled on 
a digital computer. A program is developed to compute the 
eigenvalues of the system matrix for stability limit considerations, 
as well as the time response of the system when subjected to a 
small disturbance. Open- and olosed-loop operation of the basic 
system on variation of the tie-line reactance are studied and 
compared. 
The effeot of additional system damping, provided by a 
stabilizing signal derived from the generator output power through 
a suitable stabilizer, and superimposed on the normal error voltage 
signal is investigated. It is found that this signal oannot extend 
the existing range of the tie-line reaotance for a stable operation. 
When the source of the stabilizing signal is replaced by a control 
Hi 
law, resulted from the application of Optimal Control Theory to the 
system, the possibility of a ~ider and freely chosen range of tie-
line reaotance for good and stable operation is revealed. The 
effects of the weighting factors in the performance index on the 
resultant optimal system performance, and the versatility of the 
optimal control for disturbances of different forms and magnitudes 
are also investigated. 
Modal Control Theory and Optimal Control Theory with.a 
modified performance index are further used to ensure a certain 
degree of stability on the system. Techniques for overcoming the 
problems arising from the unmeasurable states of the system are 
then designed and compared. 
The performance of the system with two input optimal 
controls is investigated and compared with that of the system with 
a single input optimal control. Finally, direct optimal control 
over the field voltage and input power of a synchronous generator/ 
tie-line/infinite-bus system is considered, and the performance of 
the optimal system is 'evaluated and compared with that of the 
system without control. 
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C H APT E R 1 
I N T ROD U C T ION 
An electric power system consists of three principal 
elements: the generating stations, the transmission lines, and the 
distribution systems. The transmission lines are the connecting 
links between the generating stations and the distribution systems. 
A distribution system connects all the individual loads in a given 
locality to the transmission lines. 
The locations of hydro stations are fixed by the presence 
of water power, but the choice of sites for steam stations using 
fossil or nuclear fuels is more flexible. steam stations using 
fossil fuels are often located throughout the system so that some 
generating plants are near the largest load centres. New nuclear 
plants are usually very large. Often plans for a nuclear plant 
specify a size equal to the entire system capability at the time 
the design is started; Thus, nuclear plants may require 
transmissio~ of large blocks of power over fairly long distances, 
a hydro plant may also require long transmission lines from the 
plant to the load centres, and fossil-fueled steam plants usually 
supply loads over shorter distances. 
The stability of long transmission lines depends 
very much on their capability to transmit large amounts of 
sync~ronizing power with corresponding high power limits under 
normal operating conditions. With the advent of the automatic 
voltage regulator and its application to synchronous condensers at 
2 
the receiving end of long transmission lines, it became possible to 
obtain good local voltage re~lation and practical to operate 
systems much closer to their steady-state stability limits. 
Parallel with this development of long-distance transmission, the 
interconnection of large power systems for economic and emergency 
purposes led to a different form of stability problem. The 
operational characteristics in this case depend very largely upon 
the properties of the tie-line, which acts as a link between a large 
generating unit and a main system, which has a very small overall 
impedance compared with that of the generator or the tie-line, and 
which can be approximated to an infinite-bus system. Frequently 
these lines operate quite satisfactorily during steady-state 
conditions, but in the event of a disturbance, instability is 
inevitable if the tie-lines are incapable of transmitting "sufficient 
synchronizing power. However, no difficulties have been encountered, 
except during severe faults, when the systems are tied solidly 
together through tie-lines designed to carry a large amount of load. 
Troubles were for the-most part encountered on systems which were 
connected through so-called "shoe string" lines. Interconnection 
to reduce cost and to improve service reliability thus became a 
factor in the stability problem. 
Many studies have been conducted to consider the stability 
problems presented by the tie_lines1- 4 , and it has been generally 
concluded that the most obvious method of increasing the stabili~y 
limit of a power system is to reduce the tie-line reactance between 
the generating unit and the infinite-bus system, as this directly' 
incr~ases the synchronizing power that may be interchanged between 
them. Tie-line reactance reduction has been achieved by reducing 
the conductor spacing, using bundled conductors, additional 
3 
parallel lines, reduced reactance transformers and series 
capacitors to compensate part of the line inductive reactance. The 
last method is usually the cheapest and has been extensively 
investigated by many authors. 5- 9 However, series-capacitor 
compensated power systems give rise to a major problem called the 
subsynchronous-resonance (s.s.r.) phenomenon. This phenomenon 
occurs, owing to series-capacitor compensation, when some of the 
natural frequencies of the transmission system are less than the 
supply frequency by an amount which coincides nearly with one or 
more of the natural torsional modes of individual generator dynamic 
systems. Overstressing of generator shafts is a possibility if' 
conditions are particularly severe, owing principally to an absence 
of sufficient damping, or the system may become unstable even in 
otherwise stable region. 
Parallel with the work on the problems of reducing the tie-
line reactance, Modern Control Theory and its application to power 
systems for stability improvement has also been extensively 
investigated. 10- 14 The objective of this thesis is therefore to 
present a thorough investigation into the effect of tie-line 
reactance on the stability of a power system where Modern Control 
Theory is employed to improve the performance. 
Throughout the thesis, a simplified system model has been 
employed, which is represented by a synchronous generator feeding 
into an infinite-bus system through a lossless tie-line represented 
by a single reactance. This simplified model has in fact been the 
4 
b i f ' t t b'l't t di 2,10-17 as s or many preV10US power sys em s a 1 1 Y sues. In 
cases where the generator is supplying a local shunt load, the 
transmission network can be reduced to a single external impedance, 
which is mainly inductive, together with an equivalent bus bar 
voltage. 2 ,18 System model equations are then developed 17 based on 
Park's equations for a synchronous machine. 19 The linearized forms 
of these equations, which are valid only for a small region of the 
state space surrounding a specified point, are arranged in a set of 
1st-order differential equations (state-space representation) for 
open-loop steady-state stability studies. This is followed by 
closed-loop stability studies when voltage regulating and governing 
devices are added into this system. The evaluation of the 
eigenvalues of the system matrix by a digital computer is used to 
determine whether or not a system is stable. The role of a 
stabilizing signal added into the summing junction of the voltage 
regulator to provide additional damping is investigated. The 
source of this signal is either the output electrical power 
measured directly at the generator terminals, or generated by a 
state-feedback controller designed by Optimal Control Theory or by 
Modal Control Theory. Where the state-variables required for 
feedback are inaccessible, state-estimating ob.servers and 
suboptimal controllers are employed. Optimal controllers for other 
system configurations are also designed and compared. 
In Chapter 2, the general effect of the tie-line reactance 
on the stability of a power system is outlined. Methods of 
modelling this system, of analysing its stability, and of solving 
its set of 1st-order differential equations are described. 
5 
Under suitable assumptions, the equations for a power 
system and its associated voltage regulation and governing systems 
are derived in Chapter 3. The linearized forms of these equations, 
suitable for steady-state stability studies, are used to 
demonstrate the procedure for developing state-space equations to 
represent either the dynamics of individual subsystems or the 
dynamics of the overall closed-loop system. The equations for 
steady operation of a synchronous generator at synchronous speed 
are also derived. 
For certain parameter values for the three subsystems 
considered in Chapter 3, Chapter 4 introduces a numerioalmethod of 
verifying the validity of the state-space equations representing 
these three systems. The effects of the tie-line reactance on the 
stability limit of the system, in both open- and olosed-Ioop 
operations, are investigated. 
Retaining the same governing system of Chapter 4, Chapter 5 
looks at another voltage regulator of more reoent design and a 
synohronous generator-of a different rating. The effeots of the 
tie-line reaotanoe and of some generator parameters on the 
stability of the system in both open- and closed-loop operations 
are evaluated. This overall closed-loop system, called the 
original closed-loop system, then forms the basic system for all 
further studies in the thesis. 
Chapter 6 looks at the role of a stabilizing signal, whe~ 
added into the summing junotion of the voltage regulator. The 
souroe of this signal is the output electrical power measured 
directly at the generator terminals. Under the performanoe 
6 
criteria of good voltage regulation and good damping, a suitable 
stabilizer transfer function is found. 
In Chapter 7, state-feedback optimal controllers for 
different values of tie-line reactance are designed according to a 
suitable performance index to generate the source of the stabilizing 
signal. Dramatic improvements in the system performance result, and 
the possibility of having various ranges of tie-line reactance for 
good and stable operation is realized. The effects of the weighting 
factors in the performance index on the resultant optimal system are 
presented in simplified graphical form. For disturbances of 
different forms and magnitudes, the versatility of an optimal 
controller is also revealed. 
In Chapter 8, Optimal Control Theory with a modified 
performance index, and Modal Control Theory are applied in the 
single-input system, to shift its eigenvalues to prescribed regions 
or locations in the left-half of the complex s-plane for further 
system damping improvement. . The required controller gain is higher 
-
than that of a conventional optimal controller, and a method for 
overcoming this problem, in actual implementation, is suggested. 
In Chapter 9, full-observer, low-order observer and 
suboptimal controllers are .. designed to overcome the problems 
arising from the unmeasurable states which are required for 
feedback. In low-order observer design, a method for solving an 
algebraic matrix equation of the form QT TA = C is developed •. 
7 
The characteristics of these three devices for different values of 
tie-line reactance are also investigated and compared. 
In Chapter 10, a 2-input system, formed by adding another 
stabilizing signal into the summing junction of the governing 
system, is considered. The performance of this 2-input optimal 
system is compared with that of the single-input optimal system. 
Direct optimal control over the field voltage and input power of a 
synchronous generator in a power system without voltage regulation 
and governing systems is also considered. The advantages and 
disadvantages of this type of control are listed. 
Finally, an overall conclusion and some suggestions for 
further investigations are presented in Chapter 11. 
C H APT E R 2 
ANALYSIS OF TIE-LINE 
CHARACTERISTICS AND EFFECTS 
8 
Before introducing any regulating devices into a power system 
to mitigate the adverse effect of a long tie-line, the general effect 
of the line reactance on the stability of the existing system should 
be thoroughly understood, so that the benefits to be gained from the 
control devices can be appreciated. This Chapter presents a 
justification for the representation of a tie-line by a single 
reactance, together with the likely errors involved. An outline of 
the effect of line reactance on the effect introduced by the saliency 
of a synchronous machine and on the maximum power transfer is also 
given. Methods of modelling a power system, of analysing the system 
stability and of solving the set of 1st-order differential equations 
which describe the system are ,also described. 
2-1 LINE MODEL JUSTIFICATION 
From a system point of view, the overall electrical 
characteristics of the transmission line are of primary interest. 
Usually, these can be expressed in terms of the following four line 
parameters, listed below in order of importance: 20 
(1 ) Line inductance L 
(2) _Line shunt capacitance C 
(3) Line resistance R 
(4) Line shunt conductance G 
9 
The reason why Rand G are of least importance is that they 
affect the equivalent line impedance, and thus the power transmission 
capacity, to a relatively small extent. They do, of course, 
completely determine the losses incurred in transmission, and to the 
extent that transmission economy is of interest, their presence must 
be considered. 
The parallel elements, of which the capacitance C is dominant, 
r.epresent a leakage path for line currents. Such currents are 
proportional to the line voltage, and their importance increases with 
the magnitude of the operating voltage. For line voltages between 
300 to 500 kV and line lengths in excess of 125 km, the impact of 
these shunt elements is of primary concern to the system engineer. 
As far as the steady-state stability limit is concerned, the omission 
of Rand C usually gives, respectively, an optimistic and a 
pessimistic result for the theoretical maximum power transfer through 
a line represented by a nominal or an equivalent n circuit. 4 Often 
the degree of accuracy obtained by making a more exact calculation 
does not justify the additional complexity involved. 
The inductance L of a power line is by far the most 
significant line parameter from the system engineer's viewpoint. 
For normal line designs it is the dominating impedance element, 
directly affecting the transmission capacity of the line. It is 
therefore important to give full and proper attention to this 
particular parameter. 
10 
2-2 EFFECTS OF LINE REACTANCE 
For a salient-pole synchronous machine connected directly to 
an infinite bus, the equation for the per-unit power output when 
losses are neglected is 1 
sin ~ + sin 2 ~ (2-2.1) 
where E = per-unit field excitation voltage corresponding to the 
field excitation (frequently referred to as the voltage 
back of synchron'ous reactance), 
V = per-unit infinite bus voltage (in this case also the 
machine terminal voltage), 
xd = per-unit direct-axis synchronous reactance, 
Xq = per-unit quadrature-axis synchronous reactance, 
and ~ = angle between the equivalent field excitation voltage 
and the bus voltage (often called the load angle). 
Equation(2-2.1) defines the steady-state power angle 
characteristics of a salient-pole machine. The second term is 
independent ~f the field excitation and, since it is caused by the 
difference in the magnetic reluctance of the direct- and quadrature-
axes, it is sometimes called the reluctance power component. For a 
round-rotor machine xd = Xq and this term becomes zero. Figure(2-2.1) 
shows P plotted against ~ for a machine for which xd = 1.0, Xq = 0.6 
and V = 1.0, and with a field excitation such that a power factor of 
unity is obtained at full load. The figure also shows P plotted 
against ~ for the same conditions, but for a round-rotor machine for 
which xd = Xq = 1.0. It will be noted that the reluctance component 
of power increases slightly the maximum power available and also makes 
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the angle at which the maximum power is obtained less than 90. It 
is also apparent from the figure that the load angle for the round-
rotor machine is greater than that for the salient-pole machine for 
a given power output in the stable region. It follows immediately 
that the reluctance power component is appreciable in determining 
both the maximum power output and the angular displacement for 
maximum power. 
In the case of a salient-pole synchronous machine connected 
through an external reactance to an infinite bus, the equation f9r 
the per-unit power output with losses neglected becomes 1 
(2-2.2) 
12 
where x t = per-unit external reactance. 
A plot of e~uation(2-2.2) is given in figure(2-2.2) for an 
infinite bus voltage of unity, a typical tie-line reactance of 0.5 
p.u., and a field excitation such that unit machine terminal voltage 
is obtained at unit load. Also shown is the corresponding 
charaoteristic obtained when saliency is neglected. It will be 
noted that the error in neglecting saliency is not nearly so great 
now as when the machine was connected directly to the bus (xt = 0). 
This clearly arises from the decrease in the relative magnitude of 
the reluctance power component conse~uent on the introduction of 
external reactance. For most practical problems in which the power 
limit is of importance, the presence of external reactance weakens 
the effect of saliency and makes valid the quite common assumption 
that round-rotor theory may be used. 
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For a round-rotor machine, equation(2-2.2) becomes 
P '" EV sin 6 
and the maximum power transfer between the machine and the infinite 
system is 
Pmax '" 
EV 
If E and V are constant, it is obvious from equation(2-2.4) that a 
higher xt means inevitably a lower steady-state stability limit. 
Any gain to be realised by designing low synchronous reactance 
machines will be reduced as the external reactance increases, 
because xd then becomes a smaller portion of. the total effective 
impedance. A higher xt also decreases the reactive power transfer, 
and in order to maintain a given active and reactive power 
requirement at higher xt greater field excitation is necessary. 
2-3 MATHEMATICAL REPRESENTATION OF SYSTEM 
The per-unit notation24 ,25 together with Park's 2-axis 
transformation19 of the machine are commonly used to derive 
mathematical "models for the transmission network and for the 
synchronous generator with one damper winding on each axis. 17 The 
turbines and the rotor masses are lumped together and represented 
by a single inertia constant, and the reactances of the tie-line and 
any associated transformers by a single reactance. The system 
equations, so derived,_ are however nonlinear. Their linearized 
forms for perturbations about an operating point, which are suitable 
fOr steady-state stability studies, may be arranged in state-space 
14 
form as 
• 
x = Ax + Bu (2-3.1) 
where x is the state vector containing suitably chosen state-
variables, 
u is the input control vector, 
and A and B are matrices containing the constant quantities of 
the 1st-order differential equations of the model. 
Equation(2-3.1), representing the dynamics of the linearized system 
model, is compact and easily manipulated and solved by a digital 
computer. Further advantages of this form of representation become 
apparent when subsystems representing the characteristics of the 
prime mover and the exciter are added to the basic machine 
21 
representation. 
2-4 METHODS OF ANALYSIS AND SOLUTION 
Techniques involving the Lyapunov method, the eigenvalues of 
the system, or the Routh Criterion are all suitable and 
computationally feasible for analysing the stability of systems 
modelled mathematically by equation(2-3.1). However, when the order 
of the system is large, the eigenvalue method has been shown to be . 
the best in terms of computational time. 22 This method is adopted 
in this thesis, not only because subroutines for computing the 
eigenvalues of the system matrix A are readily available in the 
NAG (Numerical Algorithms Group) library of this University's 
computer facilities, but also because the eigenvalues, so computed, 
reveal directly whether or not the system is stable, and if it is 
15 
stable, how stable it is. These eigenvalues, representing the roots 
of the characteristic equation of the system and henc.e its dynamics, 
are either positive or negative. Positive eigenvalues mean that the 
state-variables increase with time and hence that the system is 
unstable. Negative eigenvalues, on the other hand, mean that the 
state-variables decay exponentially with time and hence that the 
system is stable. Furthermore, when these eigenvalues are portrayed 
in a 2-dimensioned complex s-plane, the further they are located 
towards the left of the plane, the more stable is the system. 
Solutions of equation(2-3.1) can be obtained by numerical 
integration when the control u is arbitrarily chosen. If only step 
. responses are required, and u thus comprises zeros and constants 
only, the convenient method of solution shown in Appendix I requires 
the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the system matrix A to be 
computed at the same time. This method of solution is easily 
implemented on a digital computer and no difficulties have been 
encountered in computing the responses of systems subjected either 
to step or to impulse disturbances. 
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C H APT E R 3 
DERIVATION OF MATHEMATICAL MODEL 
In this Chapter, an overall closed-loop power system layout 
is described. Under suitable assumptions and using Park's 
transformations19 , equations in per-unit form are written down for 
both the generator and the tie-line. Equations for an automatic 
voltage regulator with two stages of magnetic amplification and a 
standard oil-servo type governor are also derived under certain 
assumptions. The linearized forms of all these equations, arranged 
for steady-state stability studies, are used to demonstrate the. 
procedure for developing state-space equations to represent either 
the dynamics of individual subsystems or the dynamics of the overall 
closed-loop system. Finally, the equations for steady operation of 
a synchronous generator at synchronous speed are also given. 
3-1 OVERALL SYSTEm MODEL 
The ~chematic layout of the overall system studied is shown 
in figure(3-1.1). It consists of a synchronous generator connected 
to an infinite bus system through a single reactance called the tie-
line reactance. Regulation of the generator terminal voltage is 
provided by an automatic voltage regulator which senses the terminal 
voltage, compares its value against a reference level, and generates 
an error signal which, after amplification, drives the field of an 
exciter. The output of the exciter is then rectified to provide 
rcll,'rl,'ncc 
IlYill 
tie-
line 
Figure(3-1.1). Schematic layout of system studied 
directly the field excitation of the synchronous generator. 
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Regulation of input power to the turbine is achieved by a governing 
system, which detects an error signal between the rotor speed and a 
reference level, and amplifies this signal to adjust the opening of 
the governor valve through which the steam is admitted into the 
turbine. 
3-1.1 Generator equations 
The layout of the windings of a 3-phase 2-pole 
generator is shown diagrammatIcally in figure(3-1.2), with the rotor 
field winding and the stator armature windings represented by 
windings i, a, band c respectively. Paths for current flow in the 
solid steel of the rotor are represented by windings k, with the 
additional suffices d and q designating windings on the pole and 
interpole axes, respectively. The sign convention used in this 
figure corresponds to a generator action in which the stator curr~nts 
are defined as positive in the direction of positive potential. The 
fieluand damper windings currents are defined as positive in the 
opposite sense. These mixed definitions agree with the normal mode 
V~b _____ • 
, 
, 
t 
v 
1 
Figure(3-1.2) The windings of a synchronous generator 
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of operation of the respective windings of a synchronous generator. 
However, they cause a mixed-sign situation in the forthcoming 
generator equations. 
Three assumptions are made in deriving the basic machine 
equations: 17 
(1) The stator windings are sinusoidally distributed around the air 
gap, in so far as mutual effects between them and the rotor are 
concerned. 
(2) The stator winding self- and mutual inductances vary 
sinusoidally as the rotor moves. 
(3) Hysteresis, saturation and eddy currents are negligible. 
Under-these assumptions, equations may be written immediately from 
figure(3-1.2) for the individual circuits of the generator, including 
I Ouad~orure 
, aXIS 
I 
kq }< ;=' 
ikq 
q Iv 
! Iq q 
I 
'TI' f kd Qirect 
--r-- OXIS 
I if 'kd 
V .... 
d Vf 
Figure(3-1.3) d, q representation of a synchronous generator 
with one damper coil on each axis 
their mutual effects. These equations contain fundamental and 
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second-harmonic frequency terms, which make their solutions difficult 
but which may be removed by use of the axis transformation due to 
R. H. Park. 19 According to the 2-axis theory, figure(3-1.2) is 
transformed into the simplified machine shown in figure(3-1.3). The 
per-unit equations, when apply to this figure, are21 ,24,25: 
Direct axis: ~lux linkage: 
~f = -xafid + xfkdikd + xffif 
~uadrature axis flux linkage: 
~q = -x i + x k i k q q a q q 
(3-1.2) 
~kq = -Xakqiq + Xkqkqikq 
Direct axis voltage: 
xaf . 
vf = - -- plo Wo d 
Xd . 
- - plo W d 
o 
x 
O akd. = - - plo W d 
o 
X fkd . 
+ -w-- Pl.f + 
o 
~uadrature axis voltage: 
x 
ri _..s pi 
q w q 
o 
o = 
x 
akd i 
-w- p kd 
o 
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Aaditional equations are necessary to complete the description of 
the synchronQus generator, although no assumptions in addition to 
those given previously are required. Thus 
Electrical torque at the air gap: 
Mechanical equation.of motion: 
T. - T - Tl l.n u 
2H •• 
= -- b + 
W 
o 
• (3-1.6) 
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Terminal voltage: 
2 2 
+ 
2 
v t = vd v q 
and 
• 
Pin = Tin ...2... w 
0 
i 2 id 
2 i 2 = + a q (3-1.8) 
G = w t + 6 
0 
3-1.2 Transmission system eguations 
In the transmission system, lumped series inductance 
and resistance is used to represent the transformer and the tie-line 
-connecting the generator to the infinite bus system. Transformer 
magnetising and line-charging currents are neglected on the grounds 
that they are small. 
In a similar manner to that described for the generator, the 
transmission-system components are resolved along the generator 
direct and quadrature axes, when the following per-unit equations 
are obtained. 
Xt • xt 
Vd = vbd + rtid + pid - G i w w q 
0 0 
x t • x t 
v = vbq + rtiq + pi + G id q w q w 
0 0 
(3-1.9) 
vbd = V sin 6 
where xt = sum of the transformer and tie-line reactances (for 
simplicity called the tie-line reactance), 
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= sum of the transformer and tie-line resistances = 0 
(for a loss less tie-line), 
• 
and the term G arises from the axis transformation process where 
time derivatives of the terms sin G and cos g are involved ( d. " dt Sl.n ., 
• d • 
= cos g • g and dt cos G = - sin g • g). 
3-1.3 Automatic vOltage regulator eguations 
Figure(3-1.4) shows a block diagram of a typical 
voltage regulator. 17 ,23 Its main forward loop consists of a voltage-
sensing element from which an error signal is derived to drive two 
stages of magnetic amplification, the second stage of which controls 
the field of the main exciter; there are also two subsidiary 
stabilizing loops. 
The assumptions made in the formation of the equations for 
the voltage regulator are that17 : 
(1) The two stages of magnetic amplification and the exciter may be 
represented by a simple time lag. 
(2) Saturation of the magnetic amplifiers may be represented by 
limits on their output voltage. 
(3) The characteristics of the rectifiers are linea~ and affect the 
operation of the generator only in exceptional circumstances; 
e.g. when the rotor current is forced to zero. 
Under these assumptions, the equations (in volts, amperes and seconds) 
of the elements of the voltage regulator, with K
m1 , Km2 and Kx as 
constant bias voltages 23 , are: 
v , V m. 
,T 
~ ...... _ ... ,s 
Figure(3-1.4) Block diagram of voltage regulator 
First magnetic amplifier: 
v
m2 = 
Second magnetio amplifier: 
·v = 
x 
Gm2 
1 T vm2 + Km2 +p m2 
v min :s v ~ v max 
x x x 
Exciter and rectifiers: 
G 
x K vf = 1+pT v + x x 
x 
Amplifier stabilizer: 
-G T P ms ms 
v = 1+pT v ms' x 
ms 
K 
x 
(3-1.10) 
(3-1.11) 
(3-1.12) 
(3-1.13) 
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Exciter stabilizer: 
-G T P xs xs 
v = --~~~--vf 
xs 1+pT 
xs 
Transformer and voltage-sensitive circuit: 
3-1.4 Governor and turbine equations 
The governor shown in figure(3-1.5) is a standard 
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oil-servo type, actuated by either the speed of the generator or the 
speeder-gear motor; no other feedback is incorporated. The 
assumptions made in developing the equations for the governor are17 : 
(1) There is no time lag between the main shaft and the governor 
sleeve movement. 
(2) Under steady conditions, the operation of the governor is such 
that the steam admitted to the turbine is a linear function of 
the speed of the turbine throughout the governor's working 
range. 
(3) The pilot valve, relay valve and turbine-entrained steam may 
each be represented by a simple time lag. 
(4) The boiier may be represented by a source of steam at constant 
pressure and temperature. 
(5) The efficiency of the turbine does not change over the small 
range of speed in which it is normally required to operate. 
Under these assumptions, the equations of the elements of the 
governing system, with Kt as a constant bias quantity, are: 
st 
in 
eam 
-put 
Y 
,Igovernorl. 
-I valve 1 
G; 
" 
p 
s 
~ 
G2 ,T-1 ,T2 
I ~ \ 
pilot J relay I 
valve I valve I 
T; 
p- P!> entrained l.n turbo-
steam generator 
Figure(3-1.5) Block diagram of governing system 
Watt governor and comparator: 
Pilot and relay valves: 
Governor valve: 
Turbine: 
1 
P l.-n = --:=-'--;;:-- Ps 1+PT3 
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-
G1 
Watt ~ governor 
+ 
reference y 
level 0 
(;-1.16) 
(;-1.18) 
(3-1.19) 
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3-2 EQUATIONS FOR SMALL CHANGES AND SMALL OSCILLATIONS 
The equations describi~g the performance of a single 
synchronous machine without associated excitation or prime-mover 
control, when connected to an equivalent transmission system, are 
generally nonlinear. 
Small changes and small oscillations arise when a machine 
operating under steady conditions is subjected to a small 
disturbance. If the changes in the variables are small, so that 
their square or product terms can be neglected, the differential 
equations relating the changes are linear even when the general 
equations are nonlinear. Also, when the changes are restricted to a 
narrow band there is little variation in the flux level, and the 
machine inductances can be regarded as constants. The equations 
which can then be derived can be used for studying the steady-state 
stability, which depends on the effect of making a small change 
relative to a steady condition, or for calculating the magnitude of 
small oscillations which may b~ superimposed on a condition of 
steady operation. 
The Rrocedure of linearization by small departures is to set 
up subsidiary equations by replacing each variable (such as id) by a 
reference level plus a deviation (id + ~id). The equation relating 
deviations from a reference situation have the same form as those 
for the original variables except where a product of variab·les 
occurs. If an equation such as Z = XY exists and increments ~X and 
~Y give rise to a resultant ~Z, then 
Z + ~z = (X + ~x) (Y + ~Y) 
= Xy + y~X + Xt:,y + ~X~y 
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Terms at the reference levels can be eliminated from this equation, 
leaving a relation between the deviations with coefficients that can 
be considered constant over a limited region. If the deviations are 
very small, the last term may also be neglected, unless X and Y are 
also very small. 
Employing the above approximation, the linearized equations 
for the generator, transmission system, automatic voltage regulator 
and governor are written as follows: 
Ca) Generator 
Direct axis flux linkage: 
Quadrature axis flux linkage: 
Direct axis voltage: 
AVd 
xaf 
= ---
= 
w 
o 
rAid 
.. 
xd . 
- - pA1 
w d 
0 
+ 
• x 
G...s Ai 
w 
0 
x
akd PAikd -
• x k 
G ~. + w W A1kq 
0 0 
+ q 
(3-2.2) 
x . 
+ fkd lIi 
w P kd 
o 
x x 
-.S i PA~+ af 
w q w 
0 0 
x
akg 
ikqPAb w 
0 
pAif 
0 
xakd 
PAid + 
xfkd pAif + rkdAikd + 
xkdkd pAikd = - w w w 
0 0 0 
Quadrature axis voltage 
• x xd x • x 
llv = - G ~ lli i dPllC - rlli _...£. plli + G ~Ai q w d w q w q w f' 
0 0 0 0 
x x ~ akd. akd 
~ -;-- ll~kd -+ --w--
o 0 
o = 
x kokg 
w plli kq 
o 
Torque equations and equations of' motion : 
• • 
2H •• 
= -.!le 
w 
o 
Terminal voltage: 
• 
(b) Transmission system 
Xt 
+ - plli w q 
o 
-,,"Vbd = y cos Co,," + "Y sine 
"Vbq ="y cOSo - V sinb."c 
= 0) 
(3-2.5) 
(3-2.6) 
X t 
--iP"e w q. 
o 
(3-2.8) 
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2-2 MATRIX REPRESENTATION OF EQUATIONS 
Matrix representation~rovides a very efficient method for 
arranging a system of equations in compact form. When in state-space 
form, the eigenvalues of the system matrix provide a direct insight 
into the stability of the system. For the linearized equations in 
the previous Section, the matrix method is convenient for the 
inclusion of prime-mover and regulator representations into the 
generator and tie-line system for the evaluation of the overall 
performance of the system. 
2-3.1 Generator and tie-line 
In order to manipulate the linearized equations into 
a set of 1st-order differential equations and associated algebraic 
relationships, suitable for direct computer solution, they are first 
rewritten in the matrix form 
p 
where 
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MATRIX P (19x 19) 
p.'tJ px, pid pi, pi, pi~d pi~4 
" 
", l'.., v,, p. 
" 
r. ., tjlq - ., tjI.., 
." 
Wo 
:!.fl 
x, ~ x"u Wo Wo 
.:t ~ 
(:)0 Wo 
-xar xff Xril 
Wo w, Wo 
X.~d xru Xl<Ill 
w, Wo W 
x.lq ~ 
Wo Wo 
-5 . 
-I 
100 
-..:2 
-I 
WO 
;, ;, 
-2 ,-
-' v, 
" 
-iq ;, 
, 
MATRIX Q(19x7) MATRIX R (19:.<3) -, 
-<, x, I, I, I, lu il4 v, Pis V 
(7; ... + C!)nK~) WO 
2H "lH 
x,b ·'C"kqi.~ 
-, 
-', 
-x"4 Wo 
x.ri! + '~"Wi~d - :'c,Jid 
-x" -, x·r ''CQi:,J W, 
-', 
-'u 
-r~q 
-x,i" 
Wo '. 
-X, 
x,id 
Wo -<. '. 
V-cos ,; ~in ,5 
V Sin J ~o~ S 
'-, I' , 
-,/I., Ib, 
- .\J ''C~r ".1J 
-x., x.,., 
-''C''r ·"rr Xrid 
-X,'IJ XJIJ X lJ1J 
-'\'''l~ '\1., • ., 
and the vectors x 1, u1 and Z1 are given by 
x 1 = [l> I> 
u1 = [l>V f 
Z1 =[~'Vd 
• 
I 
Md L\ Lif Likd Likq] , 
• 
, 
LP. L.v] ~n , 
LV q LVbd L.Vbq LP 0 L.Vt 
L."'f L."'kd L"'k l' 
'U, 
LT 
u 
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and x1 is the derivative of x 1 with respect to time. Equation 
(3-3.1) is then pre-multiplied by the inverse of matrix P to give 
where F = p-1Q and G = P-1R (for details of the elements of matrices 
p-1, F and G, see Appendix I1). After conformable partitioning, the 
equations of the generator and tie-line can be written in state-
space form as 
• 
x 1(t) = A1x 1(t) + B1u 1(t) 
Z1(t) = C1x 1(t) + D1u1(t) 
The set of state-variables seleoted for the vector x1 comprises axis 
currents, rather than flux linkages as in [26]. This choice seems 
to be a natural one when machines are interconnected through a 
transmission network, and the performance may be more readily 
visualized in terms of voltages and currents than in terms of flux 
linkages. 
The inclusion of the vector Z1 in equation(3-3.1), and 
finallY in equation(3-3.4), enables important quantities such as 
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~Po and ~Vt to be expressed in terms of the state- arid control 
variables. This process is necessary when a voltage regulator is 
employed in a closed-loop system, with AV t as the feedback signal, 
or a stabilizing signal derived from~Po is required. 
3-3.2 Addition of the prime-mover 
An unified approach to the steady-state stability 
problem for the generator and tie-line system has been shown to 
result from the state-space form of equation(3-3.3). Further 
advantages of this form of representation become apparent when 
subsystems representing the prime-mover or the exciter are added to 
the basic machine representation. For variations about a specified 
operating point, the equations of the prime-mover can be expressed 
in matrix form as 
. 
x2(t) = A2x2(t) + B2u2(t) 
where 
1 
- T3 
o 
o 
o 
o 
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o 
1 
- T1T2 
1 o 
To combine e~uation(3-3.5), which represents the governing system, 
with e~uations(3-3.3) and (3-3.4), which represent the generator 
and the tie-line system, matrices B1 and D1 of these latter 
equations are partitioned so that 
I I J t.v f • [ ~11 ----x 1 = A1x 1 + !B121Bn t.P. l.n 
----
t.V 
I·· I 
~vf 
[D11 
----
Z1 = C1x1 + I D121 D13] t.P in I I ----
t.V 
where the vector of system inputs u1 has been expressed explicitly 
in terms of its elements. The combination of e~uation(3-3.5) with 
equations(3-3.6) and (3-3.7) gives 
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Dn] LVf - ---l.Ut 
.. - --
l.V 
where M1 = [1 0 oJ. 
Equations(3-3.S) and (3-3.9) represent the generator, tie-line and 
prime-mover equations in state-space form, and as such constitute 
a basic model to which various excitation systems can be added for 
comparison and evaluation. 
3-3.3 Addition of regulator and exciter system 
For small variations about a specified operating 
condition, the linearized equations of the regulator and exciter 
can be written in state-space form as 
• 
x3(t) = A3x3(t) + B3u3(t) (3-3.10) 
where 
G 1 0 -1£ 0 -- T T 
x x 
G 
m1 0 1 0 -- T T 
m1 m1 
A3 = 0 
G
m2 1 0 
Tm2 - Tm2 
G G G 1 0 ms m2' ms 
Tm2 T m2 
-T 
ms 
G G G 
..!!!. xs x 0 0 T T x x 
0 
G
m1 
Tm1 
B3 = 0 
0 
0 
X3 = GV f t..vm2 t..vx ,/::,vms t..Vx~' 
and u3 = /::,ur 
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0 
G 
...!!!.1. 
T 
m1 
0 
0 
1 
--T 
xs 
The combination of equation(3-3.10) with equations(3-3.8) and (3-3.9) 
gives 
• 
= 
, I 
A1 I B12M1 I B11M2 
---1---,-'---
o I A2 , 0 
---(----+----
o I 0 I A3 
, I 
, 
o , 0 I B13 
- - ., - --,- - -
+ 0 , B2 I 0 
--1'--'1"--
B3 I 0 0 
I 
t..U 
r 
(3-3.11) 
o 
where M2 = G 0 0 0 0 J . 
Lu 
r 
l.V 
(3-3.12) 
Equations(3-3.11) and (3-3.12) represent the open-loop 
system, except for the inclusion of the amplifier-stabilizer and 
exciter-stabilizer loops in the excitation system. 
)-3.d Closed-loop system 
For the system considered, it may conveniently be 
assumed without loss of generality that no changes occur in the 
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infinite bus voltage, i.e. AV = 0 for the purpose of governor and 
regulator adjustments. 
The steady-state stability boundaries of the closed-loop 
system can be studied by rearranging the system representation of 
equations(3-3.11) and (3-3.12). First the open-loop form is 
written more concisely as 
• 
x = Hx + Eu 
where 
(3-3.13) 
(3-3.14) 
and 
I 
A1 : B12M1 : B11M2 
H = 
- - -,- - - - -; - - - -
o I A2 , 0 
---r---,-----
o I 0 I A3 
c = [ C 1 1 D 1 2M 1 1 D 11 M2 ] 
• • 
U = [ c, ur l c, Ut] • 
B = 
o 0 
___ L __ 
o I B 
___ .L~ 
B I 0 
3 I 
x = [1 l x2 : x3 J 
With a signal proportional to C,b fed back to c,ut and a 
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signal proportional to c,v t fed back to c,ur ' then, in matrix form 
it follows that 
where K is given by 
K = [~ 0 ......... 0 k1 21 0 ........ 0] . , o •.•••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 0 
with K an (2 x 27) matrix and I an (15 x 15) unit matrix. 
Substitution of equation(3-3.15) into equation(3-3.13) gives the 
closed-loop state-space form 
• 
x = 
= Ax (3-3.16) 
where A = { H + BK [~J} 
and 
r-
1 
, 
F(2,2) F(2,l) 
, 
F(j,1) F(J,2) F(l,l) 
F( 4,1) F( 4,2) F(4,l) 
F(5,l) F(5,2) F(5,l) 
F(6,l) F(6,2) F(6,l) 
F(7 , 1 ) F(7,2) F(7,l) 
A = 
G2 k --22 T1T2 
GaF( 1),1) CaF(ll,2) GaF(ll,) 
. 
'--
F(2,4) F(2,5) 
F(J ,4) F(j,5) 
F(4,4) F(4,5) 
F(5,4) F(5,5) 
F(6,4) F(6,5) 
, 
F(7,4) F(7,5) 
GaF( ll,4) GaF(ll,5) 
C k 
with G
e 
= m; 1.21 
.1 
F(2,6) F( 2,7) 
FO ,6) F(l,7) 
F( 4,6) F(4,7) 
F(5,6) F(5,7) 
F(6,6) F(6,7) 
F(7,6) F(7,7) 
G
a
F(ll,6) G
a
F(ll,7) 
-
G(2,2) 
GO ,1) 
G(5,l) 
G(6,l) 
1 :'i 
- Tl T) , 
T1+T2 1 
- T1T2 - T1T2 
1 
1 C x 
-T T 
x x 
G
a
G(l),l) 1 
G
m1 Cm1 
- Tm1 Tml Pml 
Gm2 1 
P
m2 - T rn2 
C 
msGm2 C 1 rn, 
-~ Pm2 -:r rn, 
Gxs C G xs x 
--;f-~ --P-x 
" 
-
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3-4 STEADY-STATE EQUATIONS 
During steady-state and dynamic stability investigations, 
only small deviations from the steady-state are considered, and 
relations between these small deviations of the variables involved 
(i.e. the perturbation relations) are sufficient for the derivation 
of stability criteria. In order to compute the stability 
borderline, it is necessary to choose different steady operating 
points and thus equations for calculating the steady-state 
quantities from given parameters are essential. 
During normal steady operation, the speed of the machine is 
• 
the constant synchronous speed (G = w). The field voltage and 
o 
current are constant, the damper currents are zero, and the armature 
phase voltages and currents are balanced 3-phase quantities. The 
, 
axis voltages and currents are thus all constant and independent of 
time. When the nonlinear equations of the generator and tie-line 
are simplified by putting p = 0 and i kd = i kq = 0, the resultant 
steady-state equations obtained are 
'l'f = - xafid + ~ffif (3-4.1 ) 
'I'd = :,xdid + xafif (3-4. 2) 
'l'kd = -xakdid + xfkdif (3-4.3) 
'l'q = -x i (3-4.4) q q 
'l'kq = -x i akq q (3-4.5) 
vf = rfif (3-4.6) 
Vd = -rid + x i (3-4.7) q q 
v = -xdid - ri + xafif (3-4.8) q q 
quadrature 
axis 
v q 
i q 
x i q q 
-----ri 
a 
direct 
axis 
Figure(3-4.1) Steady-state phasor diagram 
Vd = vbd + rtid - x t \ 
V = Vbq + rtiq + xtid q 
vbd =V sin I. 
vbq = V COSb 
A steady-state phasor diagram relating the 
(3-4.9) 
(3-4.10) 
(3-4.11 ) 
(3-4.12) 
voltages and 
currents of the system is shown in figure(3-4.1). From this 
figure, 
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and i = i cos( b + q ) q a (3-4.14) 
For given values of i and~, -the steady-state value of b can be 
a 
obtained by substituting equations(3-4.13) and (3-4.14) into 
equations(3-4.7) and (3-4.9) with the result that-
b = 
(3-4.15) 
From hereon, the equations for calculating the steady-state 
quantities at any operating point (Le. at different 
etc.) are readily written down as 
id = ia sine b + ~ ) 
i = i cos( b + q ) q a 
if = 
'lid = 
'liq = 
T = u 
Tin = 
i kd = 
i k'l = 
v g 
2 
+ v q 
+ xdid -+ 
x 
af 
ri 
-xdid + xafif 
-x i q 'l 
'li i -d q "''lid 
T + Tl u 
0 
0 
9 
i , 
a 
(3-4.16) 
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C H APT E R 4 
STABILITY STUDIES I 
This Chapter presents numerical methods of verifying the 
validity of the matrices representing the dynamics of the three 
individual systems detailed in Chapter 3. Stability borderlines as 
portrayed in P-Q charts (charts plotted with real against reactive 
output powers), tables of computed eigenvalues, together with time 
responses corresponding to step increases in real power, are 
employed to 'study the performances of both open-loop (i.e. a 
manually controlled generator and tie-line system) and closed-loop 
systems. A brief study on the effect of·the regulator gain on the 
closed-loop system damping is also given. 
4-1 SYSTEM MATRIX VERIFICATION 
Any equations or math~matical models representing the 
dynamics of real systems should be verified so that ccnfidence in 
the validit~ and accuracy of the equations or models can be gained. 
Equation(3-3.16), representing the closed-loop dynamics of the 
overall linearized system .in Chapter 3, can be verified either by 
comparison with the behaviour of an actual experimental set or, 
less favourably, by comparison with theoretical results in any 
publications in which an identical system has been considered. 
Howeyer, since neither of the above methods of verification was 
~vailable, a numerical method of model verification was considered,. 
based on the fact that the eigenvalues of any system matrix are the 
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roots of the characteristic equation of that system. 
The closed-loop syste~ matrix A in equation(3-3.16) can be 
converted into an open-loop matrix simply by putting k1 ,21=k22=O, 
which effectively breaks the links between the three subsystems. 
Using the parameter values of the individual systems as detailed in 
Appendix Ill, the computed eigenvalues of the open-loop matrix, 
which consists effectively of three unrelated submatrices, are as 
shown in table(4-1.1). Since the governor is composed of linearly 
cascaded blocks, its transfer function can readily be written down 
from equation(3-2.10) as 
bP. = 
~n 
. -G1G2G 
(1+PT1)(1+PT25(1+PT3) PA6 
The characteristic equation of equation(4-1.1) is 
(4-1.2) 
The fact that this characteristic equation is satisfied by putting 
successively the computed eigenvalues of the governor ,in table 
(4-1.1) in places of the operator p confirms the .(3 x 3) submatrix 
as a correct representation of the governor. 
To ctteck the validity of the (5 x 5) submatrix representing 
the voltage regulator, its transfer function was first developed. 
Referring to equation(3-2.9), it can be shown that 
i.e. 
G T p 
xs xs 
1+pT b V f -xs . 
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Corresponding time-
- constants and 
frequencies" of oscillation 
Computed eigenvalues ( s) (Hz) 
, -1.32268 + j314.13243 0.7560 50.0 
-29.10622 0.0343 
generator 
-1.33476 ~ j7.66475 0.7492 1.22 
and tie-line 
-7.66055 0.1305 
-0.42791 2.3369 
{ -2.04082 0.49 governor -10.0 0.1 
-5.31915 0.188 
-3.40923 ~ j30.03839 0.2933 4.78 
-29.43113 0.0339 
voltage 
-0.01766 56.6251 
regulator 
-11;96002 0.0836 
\. 
Table(4-1.1) Computed eigenvalues of the open-loop matrix 
atxt = 0.3 p.u. and at rated output power 
(0.8 + jO.6 P.u.). 
From equation(4-1.3). "the characteristic equation: can readily be 
written as 
(1+pT 1)(1+PT 2)(1+PT )(1+pT )(1+pT ) + G 1G 2G G T· p(1+pT ) m m x ms xs m m x xs xs ms 
+ G 1G 2~ T p(1+pT )(1+pT ) = 0 m m ms ms x xs (4-1.4) 
The fact that this characteristic equation is satisfied by putting 
successively the computed eigenvalues of the regulator in table " 
(4-1.1) in places of the operator p confirms the (5 x 5) submatrix 
as a correct representation of the regulator. 
To verify the validity of the (7 x 7) submatrix representing 
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the generator and tie-line system, its characteristic equation 
should also be derived from its basic equations. However, the 
characteristic equation of a power system represented by a (7 x 7) 
matrix is extremely complicated. 27 To resolve this problem, and to 
prevent any interactions between the mechanical and electrical 
systems, only the five current state-variables ( ~id' Liq , Lif , 
Likd and Likq) were considered initially. The resultant matrix,. 
having dimension (5 x 5) and comprising only constant elements, is 
independent on the loading of the generator. Under this 
arrangement, the reciprocals of the real parts of the computed 
eigenvalues (two complex and three real) are then the short-circuit 
time-constants of the system, namely Ta' Td ', Td" and Tq".2
7
,29 
Table(4-1.2) shows the computed values of these time-constants as 
well as those values calculated algebraically from the equations 
given in [23]. The close agreement that can be seen serves to 
verify the validity of the (5 x 5) matrix. The fact that the 
computed eigenvalues consist of a 50 Hz oscillatory term, which is 
the operating frequency of the generator, further supports this 
claim. The computed eigenvalues of the complete (7 x 7) submatrix, 
• 
formed by inclusion of the state-variables A6 and Ab , are shown in 
table(4-1.1). Comparison of tables(4-1.1) and (4-1.2) shows that 
there are significant effects on some of the short-circuit time-
constants, due to interactions between the mechanical and electrical 
systems •. The extra pair of complex eigenvalues represents rotor 
hunting at a frequency of 1.22 Hz. which lies within the usual 
hunting frequency range from 0.2 to 2.0 Hz5 for most generator and 
transmission systems. The validity of the (7 x 7) subma~rix 
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. Corresponding time- Calculated time-
constants and constants by the 
frequencies of approximate 
oscillation equations in [23J 
Computed eigenvalues (s) (Hz) (s) 
-1.32194 ± j314.13244 Ta=0.7564 50.0 T =0.7557 a " 
-29.21945 TdU=0.0342 TdU=0.0357 
-0.64869 Td '=1.5415 Td '=1.4750 
-9.92190 T u=0.1007 q T u=0.1007 q 
Table(4-1.2) Comparisons of computed and algebraically 
calculated time-constants at xt = 0.3 p.u •• 
representing the generator and tie-line was thus established "by the 
oombination of a few preoise indications. 
4-2 OPEN-LOOP STABILITY 
The operating iimits of synchronous generators are of 
general importance to power s~stem planning and operating engineers. 
The limits for lagging power faotors have been of particular 
interest in ~he past, when synchronous generators were operated 
mainly with lagging power factors, i.e. in the overexcited region. 
More recent developments in power systems are, however, 
leading to the position where many synchronous generators have to 
be operated at unity power factor or even with a leading power 
faotor, i.e. in the underexcited operating region. This arises 
main~y from the need for sources of negative MVAr for suitable 
control of power flow and voltage levels in large modern systems, 
as, for example, in the case of long distance transmiss~on and 
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underground cable distribution systems. At unity and leading power 
factors the steady-state stability limit can become very critical, 
and it is now equally important to look at the stability of the 
power system in both the overexcited and the underexcited regions. 
A set of plots of real against reactive output power, which 
effectively delineates the steady-state stability limits for the 
open-loop system (i.e. the system represented by equation (3-3.3)) 
are shown in figures(4-2.1) to (4-2.3). Figure(4-2.4) shows the 
time responses of the same system operating at rated output power 
(0.8 + jO.6 P.u.), when it is subjected to a 5% step increase in 
real power. Together with the information given by the computed 
eigenvalues listed in table(4-2.1), the effects of a higher xt are 
therefore to reduce system damping, to require a greater field 
excitation if the same active and reactive output power is to be· 
maintained, and to give poorer voltage regulation when there are 
load changes in the system (except for xt = 0 when the generator is 
connected directly to the inf~nite bus of fixed voltage). 
It is worth noting that instability of this manually 
controlled system is represented by undamped unidirectional 
increases of the state-variables, i.e. in the unstable operating 
regions of figures(4-2.1) to (4-2.3), the critical eigenvalue is 
real and positive. 
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Xt=o.o p.u. 
-
xt =0.1 p.u. xt =0.3 p.u. 
-3.58 .:!:. j313.96 -2.28 .:!:. j314.08 -1.32 .:!:. j314.13 
-2.94 .:!:. j8.96 -2.19 + ja.46 -1.33 + j7.66 
-36.85 -32.32 -29.10 
-18.37 -11.89 -7.66 
-0.:2 62 -0·20a -0.421 
Table(4-2.1) computed eigenvalues of the open-loop system at 
rated output power. Underlined are the critical 
eigenvalues for figures(4-2.1) to (4-2.3) 
Qo(P.u.) 
2.301 
1 ,n J 
. ""1 
1 . S0. 
-. Er] 
-1 .~0 
/ 
/ 
1-
, 
unstable stable 
! 
/ 
p.u. 
a 
Critical eigenvalue 
0.0 . 
b - 0.2 
c - 0.6 
d - 1.0 
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Figure(4-2.1) Steady-state stability limit of the open-loop 
system, plotted on real against reactive output 
power coordinates with x t = 0.0 p.u •• 
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1.81 
1.130: 
1. <0. 
1.130.· 
.130. 
2.00 
c 
-.130 
-.80 Critical eigenvalue 
-1 .013 
a 0.0 
b - 0.4 
c ":" 0.6 
d - 0.8 
Figure(4-2.2) Steady-state stability limit of the open-loop 
system, plotted on real against reactive output 
power coordinates with xt =0.1 p.u •• 
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p (P.u.) o . 
Critical eigenvalue 
a 0.0 
b - 0.2 
c - 0.4 
d - 0.6 
Fi~ure(4-2.3) Steady-state stability limit of the open-loop 
system, plotted on real against reactive output 
power coordinates with x t = 0.3 P.u •• 
• 
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Figure( .1-2 • .1) Time response of the open-loop system, 'opera ting 
initially at rated output power, when subjected to 
a.5% step increase in real power. 
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4-3 CLOSED-LOOP STABILITY 
The stability boundaries for the closed-loop controlled 
system represented by equation(3-3.16) are shown in figure(4-3.1). 
When xt = 0, there can be no terminal voltage variation and the 
voltage regulator is therefore inoperative. Under this condition, 
the only control device in operation is the governor. However, 
comparison between the computed eigenvalues in the first columns of 
both tables(4-2.1) and (4-3.1) shows that the governor has little 
effect on the eigenvalues of the generator and tie-line system 
(the addition of the governor changes the eigenvalues of the open-
loop system only from -2.94 ± j8.96 to -2.93 ± j8.95 and from 
-0.569 to -0.56). Due to the insignificant effect of the governor, 
and the ineffective voltage regulator, the stability boundary for 
xt = 0 is very much the same as that of the open-loop system. The 
stability limits for x t = 0.1 and 0.2 p.u. show a reduction in the 
stable region produced by the addition of the control devices. The 
frequency of oscillation in the unstable operating points along the 
two boundaries ranges from 1.9 to 0.2 Hz (in the direction of the 
arrow). Instability, therefore,. is caused by the rotor hunting and 
finally falling out of synchronism with the infinite bus system. 
Further reductions in.the stable operating region are demonstrated 
by the stability limits for xt = 0.25 and 0.3 p.u.. These two 
limits consist of upper and lower boundaries, with the frequency of 
oscillation at the unstable operating points along the lower 
boundaries again ranging from 1.9 to 0.2 Hz but that along the 
upper boundaries being around 4.0 Hz. Referring to table(4-1.1), 
this latter frequency suggests that the instability in regions 
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above the upper boundaries is caused by the voltage regulator. At 
rated output power, the addition of the control devices greatly 
reduces the range of x t for stable operation (table(4-3.1)), but, 
as shown in figure(4-3.2), the improvement in the voltage 
regulation of the system is very dramatic. This point is also 
reiterated by the direct comparison of the responses of the open-
and closed-loop systems given in figure(4-3.3). 
Xt=O.O p.u. x t =O.1 p.u. x t .. O.2 p.u. x t =O.25 JI .. U. x t =O.3 p.u. 
-3.59;;.j313.96 -2.28;;.j314.09 -1.67;;.j314.1 1 -1.47;;.j314.12 -1.32±j314.13 
_2. 93;;.j9. 95 -2.53:!:,.19.12 -1.99;;.j8.46 -1.72;;.j9.19 -1.49±j7.97 
-3.40;;.j30.03 -2.29;;.j27.37 -0.9~j25.60 -0.13;;.j25.09 0.50;;.)24.74 
-36.85 -16.51;;.j11.10 -15· 21;;.j16.75 -15. 26;;.j18.41 -15.42±j19. 61 
-29.43 -5. 12:!:,.10.37 -5.76±)0.24 -5.76;;.)0.20 -5.70±)0.25 
-'8.37 -38.52 -38.91 -39.04 -39. '4 
-11.96 -10.79 -,0.04 -10.01 -9.99 
-9.96 -9.93 -9.71 -9.58 -9.53 
-S.H -2.01 -2.01 -2.0' -2.01 
-2.03 -0.49 -0.50 -0.50 -0.50 
-0'56 
-0.017 
Table(4-3.1) Computed eigenvalues of the'closed-loop system at 
rated output power and with G
m1 = 52.0. 
Underlined are the critical eigenvalues. 
Figure(4-3.4) shows the stability borderline with the 
regulator gain (G
m1 ) plotted against x t • It is obvious that an 
increase in G
m1 can greatly increase the range of x t for stable 
operation. Detailed studies of this figure give figure(4-3.5), 
which shows the loci of the critical eigenvalues as well as the 
eigenvalues associated with the mechanical damping for typical 
values of x t • It can be seen that, for all xt considered, an 
increase in G
m1 shifts the critical eigenvalues towards the left of 
the complex s-plane to an apparently optimal region (130~ Gm1~160), 
and has a relatively small effect on the eigenvalues associated with 
the mechanical damping. This effect is even smaller when x t is 
higher. Figure(4-3.6), for G
m1 = 150.0, shows that beoause a higher 
G
m1 has a relatively small effeot on the mechanical damping (compare 
the second pairs of complex eigenvalues in tables(4-3.1) and 
(4-3.2)), the stability borderline for x t = 0.1 p.u. is very much 
the same as that in figure(4-3.1). At this higher G
m1 however, the 
upper boundary previously present in figure(4-3.1) for the stability 
borderline of xt = 0.25 p.u. has been removed, and there are no 
dramatic reductions in the stable regions for higher xt (Xt = 0.5 
and 0.8 P.u.). Figure(4-3.7), gives the step responses of the 
closed-loop system with G
m1 = 150.0, and shows that at x t = 0.25 
p.u., the 4.0 Hz oscillation previously seen in figure(4-3.2) has 
disappeared. However, owing to the decrease in the mechanical 
damping of the closed-loop system for higher x t (refer to table 
(4-3.2)), the system is, even when stable, quite oscillatory with 
a frequency of oscillation around 1.1 Hz. 
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x t =O.1 p.u. X t "",O.25 p.u. x t =O.3 p.u. xt"'O.S p.u. x t=O.8 p.u. 
-2.28;tJ314.08 -1.47;tJ314.12 -1.,2;tJ314.13 -0.93;tj314.14 -o.64;tJ,14.15 
-2.51;tj9. 08 -1.70;tJ8.18 -1.48;tJ7.96 -0. 92;tJ7 • 29 -0.52;tJ6.65 
-2. 16;t347.26 -2.15;tJ45.82 -2.16;tJ45.47 -2.26;tJ44.41 -2.41;t343.'9 
-15.48;tJll.22 -11.86;tJ17.90 -11.32;tJ19.15 -10.01;tj22.'5 -9.02;tj24.81 
-5.12;tjO.,6 -5.76;tjO.20 -5.70;tjO.25 -5.37;tjO.'4 -4.79 
-40.88 -41.84 -42.02 -42.48 -5.25 
-10.79 -10.01 -9.99 -9.98 -42.8, 
-9.9' -9.58 -9.53 -9.52 -9.98 
-2.01 -2.01 -2.01 -2.01 -9.58 
-0.49 -0.50 -0.50 -0.50 -2.01 
-0.50 
Table(4-3.2) Computed eigenvalues ofthe.olosed-loop system at 
rated output power and with G
m1 = 150.0. 
Underlined are the eigenvalues assooiated with 
meohanical damping. 
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Figure(4-3.1) 'Dynamic stability limits of the closed-loop 
system, plotted on real against reactive output 
power coordinates. 
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FiRUre(4-3.2) Time response of the closed-loop system, 
operating initially at rated output power, when 
subjected to a 5% step increase in real power. 
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Figure(4-3.3) Time response of the open- and closed-loop 
systems, operating initially at rated output 
power and :>et = 0.1 P.u., when subjected to a 5% 
step increase in real power. 
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FigUre(4-3.S) Tracking of the critical eigenvalues and the 
eigenvalues associated with mechanical damping as a 
function of G
m1 ,for the closed-loop system operating 
at rated output power. Values of G
m1 are shown 
along the curves. 
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Fi~re(J-3.7) Time response of the closed-loop system operating 
initially at rated output power and with 
G 1 = 150.0, when subjected to a 5% step increase il'l real power. 
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C H APT E R 5 
STABILITY STUDIES II 
While retaining the same mathematical models for the 
generator, tie-line and governor system, as given in Chapter 3, 
this Chapter looks at an overall model which inoludes an automatic 
voltage regulator typical of a more recent design. The parameter 
of the governor are the same as in Chapter 4, but those for the 
generator correspond to a maohine of a different rating (for 
details, see Appendix III). As before, the closed-loop equations 
for the overall system are constructed in state-space form. 
Stability borderlines as portrayed in P-Q charts, tables of computed 
eigenvalues, together with time responses oorresponding to a step 
increase in real power, are all,employed to study the performances 
of the system in both open- and closed-loop operations. The effects 
introduced by variations in the tie-line reactance and in some of 
the generator parameters on the mechanical damping and the hunting 
frequency of both systems are also investigated. 
5-1 AUTONATIC VOLTAGE REGULATOR (NODEL AND EqUATIONS) 
re ere nee v 
r level 
r 
trans- phase con-
former ru ter advance mixer output verter exci ter 
v t 
r- C v + G,<1+pT. 1) v Cm< 1+pTm1 ) v 
v v vr 
Cv 
-'-> • 
z a ~ Co ~ Go ~ Gx I-'> HpT
z ~ 1+pTa2 1+pTm2 1+PT Hp'l.' l+pTx L.- 0 0 
Figure(5-1.1) Block diagram of a voltage regulator 
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Figure(5-1.1) shows a block diagram of a modern regulator 
which in practice differs frolll the older one considered in Chapters 
3 and 4 in that it uses solid state amplifiers and thyristors. 
Because of the low inherent time-constants of these devices, very 
much less stabilization by feedback is required. In fact, in this 
modern regulator, stabilization is achieved.by phase advance 
circuit and phase delay circuit (mixer) acting as lead-lag 
compensator. The equations (in volts, amperes and seconds) for the 
elements of this regulator are: 
Transformer and filter: 
G G 
v z 
v = 1+pT vt z 
z 
(5-1.1 ) 
Phase advance: 
G (1+pT 1) a a 
v = 1+pT
a2 
u 
a r 
(5-1.2) 
Mixer: 
G (1+pT 1) m m 
v = 1+pT
m2 
v 
m a 
Output: 
Go 
v = 1+pT
o 
v 
0 m 
Converter: 
Gc 
v = 1+pT v c 0 c 
Exciter: 
G 
x 
vf = v 1+pT c 
x 
(5-1.6) 
Comparator: 
u = v - v r r z 
The linearized forms of these equations are: 
From equation(5-1.1), 
From equation(5-1.4), 
• t,v G o 0 
t,v = - - +-oTT 
o 0 
From equation(5-1.5), 
• 
t,v 
. 0 
t,v 
o 
= --+ T 
o 
Go 
T 
o 
From equation(5-1.6), 
• L.Vf Gx 
=--+-T T 
x x 
t,v 
o 
From equations(5-1.1),(5-1.2) and (5-1.7), 
From equation(5-1.2) and (5-1.3), 
From equation(5-1.7), 
t,u = - C.V r z (C.V = 0) r 
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(5-1.7) 
(5-1.8) 
(5-1.9) 
(5-1.10) 
(5-1.11) . 
(5-1.12) 
1) c. v 
z 
(5-1.13) 
(5-1.14) 
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When arranged in state-space form, these linearized equations become 
where 
• 
x3 " A3 X3 + B3u3 
A3 = 
1 
- Tx 0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
-T" 
z 
0 
0 
G T 
-.!l..( -& _ 1) 
Ta2 Tz 
G G T T 
mam1(-&_ 
Tm2Ta2 Tz 
o 
G G 
...!2 
T 
z 
o 
o 
G G G T 1 a v z a 
T
a2Tz 
G G G G T 1T 1 mavzm a 
T 2T 2T m a z 
1) 
(5-1.15) 
0 
G
x 0 0 
Tx 
0 0 0 0 
1 G 
-- 0 0 -2. T T 0 0 
G 
_1 
..£. 0 0 T T 
c c 
1 0 0 0 
- Ta2 
G T 1 0 0 -1!!....( 1 _ ....!!!.1) 
- Tm2 Tm2 Ta2 
, 
x3 = r:"Vf t.v LV LV LV LV ] L Z 0 c a m 
5-2 CLOSED-LOOP SYSTEM EQUATION 
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The state-space form of the equations for a generator, tie-
line and governing system has already been established in equation 
• (3-3.8). With a feedback signal proportional to t.o for the 
governing system, the combination of equations(3-3.8) and (5-1.15) 
gives a closed-loop state-space equation 
where 
and 
• 
x = Ax 
. ., 
. t.Vf LV LV t.v t.v t.v 1 
. Z 0 c a mJ 
(5-2.1) 
-r- 1 
, 
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-" 
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-T , 
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This equation forms the basis of all further studies in this 
thesis. 
5-3 OPEN-LOOP STABILITY 
A set of plots of real against reactive output power, which 
effectively delineates the steady-state stability limits for the 
open-loop system (i.e. the system represented by equation(3-3.3» 
are shown in figures(5-3.1) to (5-3.3). Together with the 
information given by the computed eigenvalues listed in table 
(5-3.1), the effects of a higher x t are therefore to reduce system 
damping, and to require a greater field excitation if the same 
active and reactive output power is to be maintained. For a fixed 
field excitation, figure(5-3.4) shows P plotted against b. It is 
o 
obvious that a higher x t means inevitably that a lower maximum 
power can be delivered by the generator to the infinite bus. 
Figure(5-3.5) shows the time responses of the system operating at 
rated output power (0.85 + jO.526 p.u.), when subjected to a 
5% step increase in real power. It can be seen that a higher xt 
also gives a poorer voltage regulation when there are load changes 
in the system. Figures(5-3.6) to (5-3.9) show the trackings of the 
complex eigenvalues a~sociated with the mechanical damping of the 
system as functions of x t and of ±.20"/o variations. from the base 
value of a certain generator parameter. These figures reveal that 
generally although the open-loop system remains always stable it· 
becomes more oscillatory as x t increases, and that apart from the 
case in figure(5-3.6), the effects on the mechanical damping and 
hunting frequency of variations of some generator parameters (xq ' 
xd' and H) also diminish as xt increases. 
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Xt=O.O p.u. x t =O.1 p.u. xt =O.2 p.u. x t =o.3 p.u. 
-3.74+j314.08 -2.67;!j314.12 -2.08±.j314.13 -1.70±.j314.14 
-2.05±.j10.29 -1.40±.j9.22 -1.04±.j8.47 -0.81±.H .92 
-31.97 -30.61 -29.86 -29.38 
-5.46 -4.43 -3.86 -3.48 
-0.339 -0.307 -0.283 -0.264 
Table(5-3.1) Computed eigenvalues of the open-loop system at 
rated output power. Underlined are the eigenvalues 
associated with 'mechanical damping. 
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/ 
Critical eigenvalue 
a 0.0 
b - 0.2 
c - 0.4 
d - 0.6 
Figure(5-3.1) Steady-state stability limit of the open-loop 
system, plotted on real against reactive output 
power coordinates with x t = 0.0 p.u •• 
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c - 0.4 
d - 0.5 
Figure(5-J.2) Steady-state stability limit of the open-loop 
system, plotted on real against reactive output 
power coordinates with xt = 0.1 p.u •• 
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Figure(,-3.4) Power/angle characteristics of the open-loop 
system with constant field excitation i f =1.0 p.u •• 
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Fi~re(~-3.5) Time response of the open-loop system, operating 
initially at rated output power, when subjected 
to a 5% step increase in real power. 
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Fi~ure(~-3.6) Tracking of the eigenvalues associated with the 
mechanical damping of the open-loop syptem 
operating at rated output pO>ler. 
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Pi~ure(5-~.7) Tracking of the eigenvalues associated with the 
mechanical damping of the open-loop sy~tem 
operating at rated output power. 
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Fi~ure(~-3.8) Tracking of the eigenvalues associated with the 
mechanical damping of the open-loop system 
operating at rated output power. 
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Figure(~-3.9) Tracking of the eigenvalues associated with the 
mechanical damping of the open-loop system 
operating at rated output power. 
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5-4 CLOSED-LOOP STABILITY 
The stability boundaries for the closed-loop controlled 
system represented by equation(S-2.1) are shown in fiiure(5-4.1). 
The addition of control can be seen to provide stable operating 
regions which are otherwise unstable for open-loop operation, but 
tO,reduce the range of x t for stable operation as well as the 
mechanical damping, when comparisons are made between tables(5-3.1) 
and (5-4.1). Figures(5-4.2) and (5-4.3) show that the step 
response of the closed-loop system is slightly more oscillatory 
than that of the open-loop system, but that the closed-loop system 
has a shorter settling time than that of the open-loop system, as 
well as a very good voltage regulation for typical x t considered. 
The same general conclusions as given for figures(5-3.6) to (5-3.9) 
apply also to figures(5-4.4) to (5-4.7), with the latter figures 
revealing the critical values of x t above which the closed-loop 
system becomes unstable. 
x t =O.1 p.u. x t =O.2 p.u. x t =O.3 p.u. x t=O.4 p.u. x t=O.5 p.u. 
-2. 67:oj314.12 -2.08:oj314. 13 -1. 7O:oj314.14 
-1.44:oj314.14 -1.25±.j314.15 
-'.33;Oj9.04 -0.90:oj8.16 -0. 54:Oj1.50 -0. 2O:OH.09 0.011:Oj6.86 
-21.03:OjO.80 
-27.3 2:on.91 -27. 48:oj4.89 -27. 58:oj5.46 -27 • 66;Oj 5. ,84 
-5.83;Oj1.36 -4.01:oj1.16 -3 • 69:ojo. 52 -2.45:oj6.26 -2.36:!:j6.59 
-1.6hj2.31 -2.66:oj4.24 -2.53:oj5.59 -333.33 
-333.33 
-333.33 -3,3.33 -333.33 -142.81 -142.80 
-142.83 -142.82 -142.81 -9.98 -9.98 
-9.99 -9.98 -9.98 -5.33 -5.33 
-5.40 
-5.32 -5.32 -3.80 -3.92 
-2.01 
-2.01 -2.00 
-3.29 -2.96 
-0.676 
-0.612 -0.670 -2.00 -2.00 
-0.610 ' 
-0.610 
Table(5-4.1) Computed eigenvalues of the closed-loop system 
at rated output power. Underlined eigenvalues 
are associated with mechanical damping •. 
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CHAPTER 6 
STABILITY AS AFFECTED BY 
ADDITIONAL STABILIZING SIGNAL 
6-1 SOURCE OF STABILIZING SIGNAL 
The addition of oontrol to the generator-bus system was 
shown in the previous Chapter to deorease the meohanioal damping of 
that system. In this Chapter, the effeot of a stabilizing signal 
superimposed on the normal error voltage signal to provide 
additional damping of any rotor osoillations is studied. The 
soheme is shown diagrammatioally in figure(6-1.1). In praotioe, 
the extra signal (v ) may be derived from a number of souroes, 
s 
inoluding the generator shaft speed30- 32 , the terminal power33- 34 
and any terminal frequenoy deviation.35 In the present study, a 
stabilizing signal derived from the output eleotrioal power (p ) 
o 
is ohosen, not only beoause this is relatively easy to measure, but 
also beoause eleotrioal power osoillations always represent 
relative motion of the generator with respeot to the rest of the 
system, and this is preoisely what it is desired to oontrol. 34 
Having ohosen the souroe of the stabilizing signal, the suitability 
of a few stabilizer transfer funotions(represented by K(p) in 
figure(6-1.1)) is investigated. 
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v 
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Figure(6-1.1) Schematic layout with an additional stabilizing 
signal 
6-2 SUITABILITY STUDIES OF STABILIZER TRANSFER FUNCTIONS 
The four stabilizer transfer functions shown in figure 
(6-2.1) are investigated in this Section. The suitability of each 
depends on whether or not its employment results in an improvement 
in the performance of the closed-loop system represented by 
I 
equation(5-2.1) (hereafter called the original closed-loop 
system). 
P v 
0 ~I K s' (a) Proportional :0-s 
P 
, K p 
v (b) Derivative 0 s s ~ 1+pT with delay s 
P , K v (c) Proportional 0 s s :0-1+pT with delay s 
., KfTfP I P :1 K v. v (d) Cascaded 0 s 1 S ;;.. 1+pT s 1+pTf 
Figure{ 6-2.1) Stabilizer transfer functions 
6-2.1 Proportional type 
For this stabilizer, 
v = K P 
s s 0 
and at the regulator summing junction, 
u = v + V - v r r s z 
(6-2.1) 
(6-2.2) 
Substituting equations(6-2.1) and (6-2.2) into equation(5-1.2) 
and linearizing, we obtain 
• 
l,V 
a 
1 
=--l,V + 
Ta2 a 
G T 
--!!...(....ll _ 
T 2 T a z 
K G T 1 • 
+ saa 'P 
T ... 0 
K G 
+~l,P 
Ta2 0 a2 
from which it follows that equation(5-1.13) becomes 
• 
l, v = 
m 
+ 
T 1 
- T
m ) l,V + 
a2 a 
( 6-2.4) 
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With equations(5-1.8) to (5-1.11) unaltered by the addition. of the 
stabilizing signal, the equation of the original closed-loop 
system employing this stabilizer may be written as 
• 
x = A x 
a 
(6-2.5) 
where x comprises the same state-variables as those in equation 
A is the (16 x 16) system matrix, the elements of which 
a 
are shown in Appendix(IV-1). 
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Figure(6-2.2) shows that the employment of this stabilizer 
reduces the range of x t for st~ble operation, consequent upon the 
reduction of the mechanical damping as detailed in table(6-2.1). 
The step responses in figure(6-2.3) show also a worsening in the 
good voltage regulation of the original closed-loop system 
consequent upon the use of this stabilizer. A combination of the 
above discussion i.tems pOints, therefore, to the fact that this 
stabilizer is unsuitable. 
K =0 (original 
s 
10-4 10-4 
closed-loop system) K = 1 x K = 2 x s s 
-2.08 ± j314.13 -2.08 ± j314.14 -2.08 ± j314.14 
-0.90 ± j8.16 -0.71 ± j7.67 -0.39 ± j7 .26 
-27.32 ± j3.91 -27.12 ± j3.42 - 26.9 ± j2.8 
-4.01 ± j1.16 -3.91 ± j1.25 -3.79 ± j1.31 
-2.66 ± j4.24 -3.15 ± j4.48 -3.80 + j4.64 
-333.33 -333.34 -333.34 
-142.83 -142.83 -142.83 
-9.98 -9.99 -9.99 
-
-5.32 -5.32 -5.32 
-2.01 -2.01 -2.01 
-0.67 -0.67 -0.67 
Table(6-2.1) computed eigenvalues of the original closed-loop 
system employing the Proportional stabilizer • 
. The overall system is operating at rated output 
power and at xt = 0.2 p.u.. Underlined 
eigenvalues are associated with mechanical 
damping. 
6-2.2 Derivative-with-delay tyne 
For this stabilizer, 
K p 
v = .,....~s=- p 
s 1+pT 0 
s 
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(6-2.6) 
and after linearization and rearrangement, equation(6-2.6) becomes 
• 
[,V 
s 
1 
= - - [,V Ts s 
K • 
+ ..J!. [,p T 0 
s 
Substituting equations(6-2.2) and (6-2.6) into equation(5-1.2) 
and linearizing, we obtain 
• 1 
= - - [,V + 
Ta2 a 
1) [,v 
z 
from which it follows that equation(5-1.13) becomes 
• 1 
= - - [,V 
Tm2 m 
(6-2.8) 
[,V 
S 
1) [, v 
z 
(6-2.9) 
Vlith equations(5-1.8) to (5-1.11) unaltered by the addition of the 
stabilizing signal, and equation(6-2.7) constituting an additional 
1st-order differential equation, t~e closed-loop state-space 
equation of the original closed-loop system employing this 
stabilizer may be written as 
• ( 6-2.10) 
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where the first 16 state-variables of x are the same as those in 
equation(5~2.1), and its 17th state-variable is LV
s
' Ab is the 
(17 x 17) system matrix, the elements of which are shown in 
Appendix(IV-2). 
Figure(6-2.4) shows that the employment of this stabilizer 
reduces the range of x t for stable operation, consequent upon the 
reduction of the mechanical damping as detailed in table(6-2.2). 
However, because of the derivative action of this stabilizer, the 
stabilizing signal has a transient but no steady-state effect on 
the overall system. As a result, as shown in figure(6-2.5), the 
good voltage regulation of the original closed-loop system is 
retained. Nevertheless, this stabilizer is considered unsuitable 
on the ground that it has an adverse effect on the system damping. 
K =0 (,original K = 1 x 10-4 K = 1 x 10-4 K = 1 x 10-4 s 
closed-loop s s s T = 2 s T = 1 s T = 0.5 s system) . s s s 
-2.08±j314.13 -2.08±j314.14 -2.08±j314.14 -2.08±j314.13 
-0.90±j8.16 -0. 80±j7 • 92 -0.65±j7.71 -0.26+j7 .46 
-27 .32±j3.91 -27.22±j3.67 -27. 11±j3.40 -26.85±j2.69 
-4.01±j1.16 -3.96±j1.21 -3.88±j1.28 -3. 62±j1.55 
-2.66+j4.24 -2.91±j4.35 -3.24±j4.39 -4.11±j4.15 
-333.33 -333.33 -333.34 -333.33 
-142.83 -142.83 -142.83 ~142.82 
-9.98 -9.98 -9.99 -9.99 
-5.32 -5.32 -5.32 -5.32 
-2.01 -2.01 -2.01 -1.92 
-0.67 -0.67 -0.67 -0.67 
-0.49 -1.00 -2.18 
Table(6-2.2) Computed eigenvalues of the original closed-loop 
system employing the Derivative-with-delay 
stabilizer. The overall system is operating at 
rated output power and at x t =0.2 p.u •• 'Underlined 
eigenvalues are associated with mechanical damping. 
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6-2.3 Proportional-with-delay type 
For this stabilizer, 
(6-2.11) 
and after linearization and rearrangement, equation(6-2.11) becomes 
• 1 Ks 
L.V = - - LV + -LP 
s T B T 0 
s s 
(6-2.12) 
Substituting equations(6-2.2) and (6-2.11) into equation(5-1.2) and 
linearizing, we obtain 
K G T 
G G G T 1 a v z a 
T 2T a z 
s a a1 P 
T T L. 0 
a2 s 
from which it follows that equation(5-1.13) becomes 
• 1 Gm 
r,v
m 
= - -- LV + --(1 
Tm2 m Tm2 
( 6-2.13) 
f,.V 
S 
1) r,v 
z 
(6-2.14) 
vlith equations(5-1.8) .to (5-1.11) unaltered by the addition of the 
stabilizing signal, and equation(6-2.12) constituting an additional 
1st-order differential equation, the closed-loop state-space 
equation of the original closed-loop system employing this 
stabilizer may be written as 
• (6-2.15) 
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where x comprises the same state-variables as those in equation 
(6-2.10). A is the (17 x 17} system matrix, the elements of which 
c 
are shown in Appendix(IV-3). 
Figure(6-2.6) shows that the employment of this stabilizer 
does not extend the range of x t for stable operation, but that it 
increases the mechanical damping of the system within that stable 
region. In the case where the greater increase of damping is 
achieved by a higher Ks (refer to figure(6-2.6C)), the range of xt 
for stable operation is reduced. Figure(6-2.7) shows that a higher 
stabilizer gain also means a greater sacrifice of. the good voltage 
regulation originally achieved by the voltage regulator. Figure 
(6-2.8) shows that any further reduction of the stabilizer time-
constant is inadvisable, because by then this stabilizer will 
approach the performance of the Proportional stabilizer which has 
already been considered as unsuitable. 
6-2.4 Cascaded type 
The stabilizer considered in the previous Section is 
capable of increasing the damping but at the consequence of a 
worsening in the voltage regulation achieved by the original 
closed-loop system. The Cascaded stabilizer considered here is 
therefore constructed to supplement the previous stabilizer in such 
a way that not only is the system damping improved, but that the 
good voltage regulation achieved by the original regulator is 
retained. 
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For this stabilizer, 
K 
s P v. = 
~ 1+pT 0 
s 
(6-2.16) 
and 
KfTfP 
v = 1+pTf 
v. 
s ~ 
(6-2.17) 
and after linearization and rearrangement, equations(6-2.16) and 
(6-2.17) become respectively 
• 1 K LVi = - - L.V + ...!!. l1P T i T 0 ( 6-2.18) 
s s 
• 1 • 
and LV = - -LV + Kf LVi s Tf S 
(6-2.19) 
Substituting equation(6-2.18) into equation(6-2.19) gives 
• 
. 1 
= - - LV Tf s 
K K 
+ ...f...!!. LP T 0 (6-2.20) 
s 
Substituting equations(6-2.2), (6-2.16) and (6-2.17) into equation 
(5-1.2) and linearizing, we obtain 
• 
LV = 
a 
from which it follows that equation(5-1.13) becomes 
• 
LV = 
m 
1 
- -- 'v Tm2 ~ m 
KfKsGmGaTm1Ta1 
Tm2Ta2Ts 
(6-2.21) 
LV 
Z 
(6-2.22) 
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With equations(5-1.8) to (5-1.11) unaltered by the addition of the 
stabilizing signal, and equations(6-2.18) and (6-2.20) constituting 
two additional 1st-order differential equations, the closed-loop 
state-space equation of the original closed-loop system employing 
this stabilizer may be written as 
• (6-2.23) 
where the first 16 state-variables of x are the same as those in 
equation(5-2.1), and its 17th and 18th state-variables are bVi and 
bVs respectively. Ad is the (18 x 18) system matrix, the elements 
of which are shown in Appendix(IV-4). 
By taking 
K = 2.75 x 10-4 
s 
and 
(using these parameter values in the previous stabilizer results in' 
improvement of mechanical damping without obvious reduction in the 
range of xt for stable operation), the values of Kf and Tf are so 
adjusted as to improve further the performance of the overall 
system operating at rated output power and at xt = 0.2 p.u.. The 
end results are 
and 
with the system step.response shown in figure(6-2.9). This figure, 
together with table(6-2.3) show that the employment of this 
stabilizer increases the mechanical damping over both that of the 
original closed-loop system and that of the original closed-
loop system employing the Proportional-with-delay stabilizer, 
while still retaining the good voltage regulation originally 
achieved by the voltage regulator. However, as shown in,figure 
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(6-2.10), the improvement of the mechanical damping over the 
original closed-loop system happens only between a range of xt of 
about O~ xt ~ 0.3 p.u .. Above Xt~ 0.3 p.u., the employment of 
this stabilizer actually worsens the original system damping, thus 
reducing the range of xt for stable operation as a consequence. 
6-3 SUMl-IARY 
Under the performance criteria of good voltage regulation 
and good damping, the addition of a stabilizing signal, derived 
from the output electrical power through an appropriate stabilizer 
transfer function, has been shown to be capable of increasing the 
damping while retaining the good voltage regulation of the 
original closed-loop system. However, the improvement of damping 
occurs only within the original range of x t for stable operation, 
or the additional signal cannot extend this range. In the case 
where the greater increase of damping is achieved, the range of x t 
for stable operation is reduced. 
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original closed-loop original closed-loop 
system_employing the system employing the 
Proportional- Cascaded 
with-delay stabilizer 
stabilizer 
-4 T =0.5 original closed-loop -4 Ks=2.75x1O s s K =2.75x10 
system s Kf =2.0 Tf =0.4 s T :0.5 s 
s 
. 
-2.08 :!:. j314.13 -2.08 :!:. j314.14 -2.08 :!:. j314.14 
-0.90:!:. j8.16 -1.26 :!:. j8.04 -1.69 ±. j7. 64 
-27 .32 ±. j3.91 -27.38 :!:. j3.99 -27.45 :!:. j4.09 
-4.01 + j1.16 -4.07 ±. jO.89 -2.02 ±. jO.66 
-2.66 :!:. j4.24 -2.23 :!:. j4.67 ~1.98 :!:. j5.55 
-333.33 -1.95 ±. jO.12 -333.33 
-142.83 -333.33 -142.83 
-9.98 -142.83 -9.98 
-5.32 -9.98 -5.29 
, . 
-2.01 -5.31 -4.56 
-0.67 -0.67 -3.63 
-1.85 
-0.67 
Table(6-2.3) Computed eigenvalues of three closed-loop systems, 
operating at rated output power and at x t =0.2 p.u •• 
Underlined eigenvalues are associated with 
mechanical damping. 
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CHAPTER 7 
LINEAR OPTIMAL CONTROL 
Both the extensive growth of electric power systems and the 
development of high-voltage long-distance transmission systems 
separating the generation from the load centres have accentuated 
the "importance of increasing the dynamic and the transient 
stability limits of synchronous machines. In recent years, 
considerable attention has been given to the development of 
compensating control schemes to provide the required system 
stabilization. Chapter 6 has examined the role of a supplementary 
stabilizing signal derived from the output electrical power. With 
the well-developed Optimal Control Theory utilizing the state-space 
representation of a multivariable system, the present Chapter 
stUdies the problem of the optimization of synchronous machine 
performance, by minimizing a scalar performance index in both 
system state-variables and inputs. 
7-1 BASIC DESIGN THEORY 
When the state-space representation of a controllable, 
linear, time-invariant system is written as 
• 
x = Ax + Bu 
y = Cx (7-1.1) 
x is-the (n x 1) state vector, u the (m x 1) input vector and y the 
(1 x 1) output vector of the system. A, Band C are constant 
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(n x n), (n x m) and (1 x n) matrices respectively. When the 
linearized model of a nonlinea~ system is considered, x and y 
consist only of deviations from the initial steady-state variables. 
Pontryagin's maximum principle50 may be appl,ied to find the \ 
optimal control which transfers the system from an initial state to 
a final state and at the same time minimizes a given performance 
index, usually expressed in quadratic form by 
J = t f: (x'Dx + u'Hu)dt (7-1.2) 
where D is an (n x n) matrix and H an (m x m) matrix containing the 
weightings on the state- and control variables respectively. Once 
these weightings are chosen such that D and Hare nonnegative 
definite and positive definite matrices respectively, a unique 
optimal control exists 37 , which minimizes the performance index J 
and the error response of the system after a disturbance. 
The solution of the problem begins with the introduction of 
a costate variable vector f, together with a Hamiltonian H1 of the 
form 
H1 = ~(x'Dx) + ~( u'Hu) + f' (Ax + EU) (7-1.3) 
For an optimal control u, f and x must provide the solution of10 
• bE 1 
x = M 
(7-1.4) 
• ~'JH 1 
and f = - ox 
which lead to 
• 
x = Ax + Eu 
('7-1.5) 
• 
and f = - Dx - A I f 
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respectively. It is also necessary that 
~1 ~u = 0 (7-1.6) 
which gives 
By assuming a solution for f 
f = Qx (7-1.8) 
the optimal control becomes 
u = - H-1B'Qx = Kx 
where K = - H-1B'Q = optimal-controller-gain matrix. 
The time derivative of equation(7-1.8) follows by substitution of 
equation(7-1.5), giving 
Q =._ D - A'Q - QA + QBH-1B'Q (7-1.10) 
which is the well-known Matrix Ricatti Equation where matrix Q is 
symmetric and positive definite. 37 •38 For a time-invariant system, 
Q is a constant matrix10 and is the solution of the nonlinear 
algebraic matrix equation(7-1.10). which can be written for a 
steady-state solution (i.e. Q ~O as T ~ 00 )38 as 
D + A'Q + QA - QBH-1B'Q = 0 
The system equation with optimal control becomes 
~ = (A - BH-1B'Q)x 
= (A + BK)x 
(7-1.11) 
(7-1.12) . 
A method of solving equation(7-1.11), together with its computer 
subroutine, is shown in Appendix V. 
7-2 PHYSICAL INTERPRETATION 
I 
~ • r~ x x Y B ~V C ~V 
A 
u 
constant-coefficient-
feedback controller t--
K 
Figure(7-2.1) Configuration of system with state-variable 
feedback 
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The closed-loop system described by equation(7-1.12) can be 
visualized by the configuration shown in figure(7-2.1). In this 
figure, a feedback controller described by a transfer function K is 
interposed between the system states and inputs, with the system 
states constituting the controller inputs. Under the assumption 
that all the system states are available for measurement (if this 
is not so, it is generally possible to construct a state estimator 
to produce at its output the system states, when driven by both the 
system inputs and outputs45), the controller generates the system 
input u (control law) which is an instantaneous linear combination 
of all the states of the system. 
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For a single-input system, the linear controller function K 
consists of n elements (or n gains) from k1 to k , where n is the 
_ n 
dimension of the system. Instead of choosing different values of 
k1 to kn' by trial and error, in order that the system performance 
is improved, Linear Optimal Control Theory provides a systematic 
way of choosing k's which are unique for a particular system 
operating condition, and the resultant optimal closed-loop system 
must be stable even though the initial system without control is 
unstable. 38 ,39 With an appropriate choice for the matrices D and H 
in the performance index, a linear optimal controller is not only 
easy to implement, but is also capable of improving the system 
performance dramatically. 
7-3 PERFORMANCE INDEX 
For a synchronous generator feeding into an infinite-bus 
system, good regulation of the terminal voltage and turbine speed 
are essential. Good control over the load-angle swings and output 
power oscillations, which represent the relative motion of the 
generator with respect to the rest of the system, can certainly be 
beneficial to the system performance. A power system with 
linearized system equations will therefore require minimization of 
• 
l>P 0' l>Vt , l>&, l>& and l>U, when it is subjected to a disturbance. 
The required performance index is defined as 
where A1, A2 and A3 , A4 are the weighting factors on the system 
outputs and states respectivel~, and A5 is the weighting factor on 
the input control. WhenLP
o 
and LVt are expressed in-terms of the 
system state-variables, equation(7-3.1) can be expressed as 
(7-3.2) 
7-4 SYSTEM EQ,UATIONS AND PERFORMANCES 
The original closed-loop system of Chapter 6 employing the 
Cascaded stabilizer is considered. When the signal source P of 
o 
the stabilizing signal is replaced by another source called v
sum
' 
then the equations required are the same as those developed in 
Section(6-2.4), except that the symbolLP
o 
in equations(6-2.18) and 
(6-2.20) to (6-2.22) is now replaced bYLV which acts as the 
sum 
single input to the system. 
When the state-space equation of the system is written as 
• 
x = Ax + Bu 
x comprises the same state-variables as those in equation(6-2.23) 
and u = LV • A and B are respectively (18 x 18) and (18 x 1) 
sum 
matrices, the elements of which are shown in Appendix(IV-5). 
With a performance index in the form of equation(7-3.1), 
and c,P 0 and t. v t expressed in terms of the system state-variables 
(refer to Section(3-3.1)), the matrices D and H of equation(7-3.2) 
are constructed as follows:-
(The following expressions are in 1900 FORTRAN code) 
00 7 1=1,18 
00 7 J=l. 18 
7 O(1.J)=O.O 
00 >3 I=1,7 
00 8 J=1.7 . 
8 0(I.J)=LANDA(1)*F(12.I)~F(12.J)+ 
LANDA(2).F(13.I)·F(13.J) 
00 11 1=1.2 
11 0(I.I)=OCI.I)+LANDA(I+2) 
00 40 1=1.7 
D(I.11)=LANOA(1)·F(12.I).G(12.1'+ 
LANOA(2'·F(13.I).G(13.1) 
40 D(11.I'=0(I.11) 
0(11,11)=LANOA(1'*GC12,1)*G(12,1)+ 
LANOA(2)*G(13,1).G(13.1) 
and since only a single input is considered, the matrix H is a 
scalar given by 
H = LANDA(5) 
with LANDA(I) = AI (I = 1,2, ••• ,5) 
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When Linear Optimal Control Theory was applied (the 
computer algorithm is shown in Appendix(VI-1)), and after a series 
of step-response tests on the optimally controlled system operating 
initially at rated output power and x t = 0.2 p.u., the weighting 
factors of equation(7-3.1) were finally chosen as 
to give the satisfactory time response shown in figure(7-4.1). It 
can be seen that the performance of the closed-loop system with 
.optimal control is superior to both that of the'original closed-
loop system and that of the original closed-loop system with the 
output electrical power as the source of the stabilizing. signal. 
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In association with this optimally controlled closed-loop system, 
the eigenvalues are 
- 2.08 ± j314.14 - 2.11 ± j9.20 
- 27.32 ± j3.90 - 4.45 + j3.94 
- 1.61 ± jO.43 
- 333.33 - 142.83 - 9.98 
- 5.32 - 4.50 - 3.54 
- 2.09 - 0.67 
and the optimal-controller-gain matrix K is 
K = [0.682 - 0.990 - 3.792 - 1.430 3.805 
3.799 1.524 - 0.655 0.114 1.576 
- 3.288 x 102 - 4.115 x 103 - 1.354 x 10 3 
- 5.512 - 6.166 x 102 3 - 1.082 x 10 
- 2.944 x 10-4 - 8.328 x 101] 
This controller is optimal only when the system operates at rated 
output power and with x t = 0.2 p.u.. For other values of x t ' the 
controller is suboptimal and a stable system is not gUaranteed. 
Figure(7-4.2) shows that employment of this suboptimal or fix 
controller can provide stable operation for values of xt above the 
critical value of x t for stable operation of the original closed-
loop system. The instability at low values of x t (O:!!O xt:!!O 0.05 p.u.) 
is unimportant since practical values of x t usually range
2 from 0.2 
to 0.8 p.u., within which employment of this controller is capable 
of providing stable operation. Figures(7-4.3) to (7-4.5), together 
with tables(7-4.1) and (7-4.2), compare the performances of the 
original closed-loop system, the original closed-loop system 
employing this suboptimal controller, and the original closed-loop 
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system employing optimal controllers designed at different values 
of xt but with the same weighting factors as given in equation 
(7-4.2). At xt = 0.1 p.u., the original closed-loop system 
performance is so good that the employment of either controller is 
unnecessary. At xt = 0.3 p.u., both controllers give a well-damped 
system. At x t = 0.6 p.u., the original closed-loop system is 
unstable, but the employment of either controller can provide 
stable operation, even though it is the optimal controller which 
gives the better damped system. For a certain range of tie-line 
reactance, over which a system is required to operate stably, a fix 
controller can always be designed by Linear Optimal Control Theory 
to satisfy this requirement, even though the performance of the 
resultant system may not be always satisfactory throughout the 
entire range. The shifting of the range of xt for stable operation 
is shown in figures(7-4.6) and (7-4.7), where other optimal 
controllers are used suboptimally. However, as can be seen in 
table(7-4.2), the. individual elements of the optimal-controller-
gain matrices do not vary very much for different optimal 
controllers designed at different values of x t • In any practical 
implementation therefore an optimal controller constructed for one 
value of xt can readily be adjusted to operate optimally at other 
values of xt ' without altering the power levels of its amplifiers. 
Kt • 0.1 p.lI. 
orJ~I",l elo9"dw .. Hh l"bopUIO.l .. Hb opt"'"l 
loop ~y,h:a controller controller 
_l.6'{!Jl14.1l -2.67!J'14.ll _l.67!.J,t4.,2 
_1.~~!j9.Q4 -l.IO!.jl0.l0 -l.'.4!.J9.61 
_21.0.1.!.J'l.eo -n .04!JO. 71 -27.0'!..l0.78 
_5.e~!.jl,'6 -1.6,!.J'." -5.5'!J2.50 
.I.67tJ2.,t ~,.2e!.Jo.B -t.11!..1 0 .55 
-",." .O.54.tJl.01 .,,,.,, 
_142.9.1 -,B.B _142.84 
-9.99 _142.8, -9.99 
-5.40 ~9.99 ~5.82 
.2.01 -5. 3~ -4.9·f 
_0.61 ~l.Ol -,.~4 
-0.61 ~2.06 
-0.61 
:1f t • 0., p.II. :1f t • O.~ p.II. Kt • 0.6 P.II. 
original olouedw .. 1 th lubopUmal wi tb opt lmal orlgtn"l clOld~ .. I th ttuboptJmal .. 1th cptlnllll orJglnAl clotted_ w1 th lubopthoal 
loop lye tell controller controller loop ~ystUl control ler controlhr lccp "y,tem controller 
-1.70!.J"4.14 _I. 70tJ"4.14 -1.70!.nl4.14 -1.4~!.nI4.15 -1.44:!:.,U14.14 -1.44!.nt4.15 -1.IO!.J'14.1'j -1.IO!.J}14.15 
-0.54!.j7.'j0 -2.44tJ6.51 _l.07!.J6.61 
-0.20!.37 .09 -l.89tJ8.48 -l.05!.J8.56 0.14!.jli.70 -,.07!.J6.72 
-27.4!1!.J4,'89 -21.47!.J4.89 -27.4 1l!.j4.69 -27.51l.tJ5.46 -27.'>S!.J5.46 -27.5!1!.J5.46 -21.11!.J6.11 -?7.7 t!.J6.12 
-,.69!.JO.52 -l.45tJ5.42 .,.71!.j4.66 -2.45tJ6.26 
-1.H!.J5.84 -,. 2ltJ'j.06 -2.24!.J6.78 -O.4~tJ'j.7!l 
-2.'j'.tJ5.59 ·B'.B -1.15.tJO.l, 
-'''.H -'H." -'H.n -)H.}4 -B'." 
·,".34 -142.S' -,n.}4 -142.6' -142.61 -14l.61 -142.60 -142.79 
.142.82 
-9.98 _142.82 -9.98 
-9.98 -9.96 -9.98 -9.91 
~9.9!l -6.22 -9.9S 
-5." -6.55 -5. ~2 ~5"4 -6. 71 
-5.'2 -5.32 
-5." _,.80 ·5.'5 -4." -'.94 ·5." 
-2.00 
·'.26 -4.31 _,.29 
-'.23 , -'.24 ~l. 79 -,.19 
-0.67 
-2.59 
.. '.'9 _2.00 -2.63 -2.,8 ~~.OO -2. S5 
-1.99 _2.22 _0.61 _~.oo 
.1.9' .. 0.66 _2.00 
-0.99 _0.61 
-0.87 -1.57 -0.79 
-0.61 
-0.67 -0.67 _0.67 
Table(7-4.1) Computed eigenvalues of the original closed-loop system 
with or without constant-coefficient-feedback controller. 
The system is operating at rated output power. 
.. itb ol'tl .. ,,1 
controller 
_1.10~)'14.15 
-?.OI!..lfl.n 
-27.1 1.!.J6.11 
-;L~9!.J5.4;> 
-~B.H 
·'42.80 
-9.98 
~5.B 
-4. '0 
.,.05 
_2,~8 
-1.97 
_t .50 
-0,67 
~ 
'" o 
elements of optimal-controller-gain matrix 
xt(P.u.) K 
-
~.676 -0.813 -3.213 -3.840 3.241 
3.243 4.021 -1.001 0.097 1.260 
0.1 -3.137 x 102 -3.927 x 10 3 -1.290 x 10 3 
-5.257 -8.942 x 102 2 -5.121 x 10 
1.654 x 10-4 -9.337 x 10~ 
t-1•476 ...,1.082 -3.797 0.797 3.774 
3.780 -0.786 -0.028 0.128 1.909 
0.3 -3.443 x 102 -4.271 x 10 3 -1.411 x 103 
2 
-1.318 x 103 -5.771 -5.266 x 10 
1.164 x 10-5 
-7.992 x 10~ 
[-3.409 -1.095 -3.593 2.586 3.538 
3.558 -2.644 0.744 0.141 2.219 
0.4 -3.528 x 102 -4.347 x 10 3 -1.438 x· 103 
-5.911 2 3 -4.871 x 10 -1.424 x 10 
-1.277 x 10-4 -7.851X10~ 
[-6.148 -0.967 -3.098 4.750 3.010 
3.045 -4.899 2.320 0.156 2.695 
0.6 -3.494 x 102 -4.298 x 10 3 -1.418 x 10 3 
-5.850 2 3 -4.508 x 10 -1.460 x 10 
-3.713 x 10-5 -7.657x10~ 
Table(7-4.2) Elements of optimal-con troll er-gain matrices 
for controllers designed at rated output power 
and different values of xt • 
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7-5 EFFECT OF WEIGHTING FACTORS 
In the process of deciding the values of the weighting 
factors in the performance index given by equation(7-3.1), 
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engineering experience and a trial and error method are generally 
necessary. The weighting factors, so decided, will result in an 
optimal feedback controller to give a well-damped closed-loop 
system at a particular operating condition. However, when the 
choice of these weighting factors is inappropriate, the resultant 
system, even if it is stable, may not behave satisfactorily. In 
this Section, the effect on the optimally controlled system of 
changing one of the five weighting factors (given by equation 
(7-4.2)) while keeping the rest unchanged is investigated. The 
system studied is operating initially at rated output power and 
xt = 0.2 p.u., and is subjected to a 5% step increase in real power. 
A summary of the effects on the resultant system and the 
characteristics of its associated optimal controller is given in 
figures(7-5.1) to (7-5.5), when each of the five weighting factors 
is varied. These figures show the tracking of the real part of the 
complex eigenvalue associated with the mechanical damping, the 
three largest elements in the optimal-controller-gain matrix (k12 
is associated wi~h the state-variable LV
z
' kn with LVo and k16 
with LV
m
) , the ratio of the peak value to the steady-state value of 
~& , and the ratio of the peak value to the steady-state value of 
LVt , as functions of the weighting factor in question. The 
horizontal broken lines represent the behaviour of the original 
closed-loop system. Figure(7-5.1) shows that a decrease in A5 
(the weighting on the input control) increases the mechanical 
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damping of the system, but at the expense of a higher transient 
overshoot and larger elements in the controller-gain matrix. An 
increase in A5' on the other hand, decreases the elements of the 
controller-gain matrix and may eventually put the system into a 
stage as if there was no control. Figure(7-5.2) shows that there is 
a range of small values of A1 within which the system performance 
and its associated optimal controller are virtually unaffected. 
Small values of "1 mean a small emphasis on the term "1' t.. Po 2 in the 
performance index, but still result in a mechanical damping increase 
over that of the original closed-loop system. Higher values of "1' 
on the other hand, increase the emphasis >on this term and result in 
a further increase in the mechanical damping as well as in the 
e,lements of the controller-gain matrix and the transient overshoot. 
The same arguments also apply to figures(7-5.3) to (7-5.5). The 
time responses in figures(7-5.6) to (7-5.10) a~sist in revealing the 
complete picture of the effects of the weighting factors on the 
behaviour of the resultant system. It is generally concluded that a 
moderate amount of control should be imposed on the system,. so that 
a compromise between the resultant system damping and the transient 
overshoot can be reached. 
Since s1milar effects produced by the weighting faotors on 
the resultant system with optimal control are observed for other 
values of tie-line reactance, only the effects of changing "5 are 
shown in figures(7-5.11) and (7-5.12) for a value of x t of 0.6 p.lI •• 
A choice of "5 = 0.4 in figure(7-5.12) achieves a compromise between 
the resultant system damping and the transient overshoot, and gives 
a time response which is certainly better than that obtained by the 
optimal controller designed at "5 = 0.07 (refer to figure(7-4.5)). 
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7-6 QUANTITATIVE AND qUALITATIVE CONSIDERATIONS OF DISTURBANCES 
In a highly complicated system like the power generating 
system considered in this thesis, disturbances of any kind and 
magnitude may occur from time to time during daily operation. A 
successful design of a feedback controller should be able to bring 
the system back to a steady state in a satisfactory way whenever it 
is subjected to such a disturbance. Two types of disturbances are 
considered: 
(1) Disturbances which transfer the system from one state to the 
other (represented by a step demand in the generator real 
output power or terminal voltage). 
(2) Disturbances which appear for a very short period of time 
(represented by an impulse-type disturbance36 in rotor angle 
or field voltage). 
In case(1), we look at how the system attains its new operating 
point, and in case(2) at how the effect of an impulse-type 
disturbance (or the effect of an initial condition) on the system 
is to be reduced to zero. 
For the system with an optimal controller designed at rated 
output power. and x t = 0.2 p.u. (the corresponding weighting factors 
are given in equation(7-4.2)), figures(7-6.1) to (7-6.2) and (7-6.3) 
to (7-6.4) show the system time response following disturbances of 
the types of (1) and (2) respectively. It can be seen that the 
magnitude of the disturbance affects only the magnitude of the 
system response, with an unchanged frequency of oscillation and 
settling time, and that the optimized system performs satisfactorily 
under the variety of disturbances considered. 
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When a v~riety of disturbances is considered, an advantage 
of a stabilizing signal derived from an optimal control law Over 
that derived from LP is that the control law is a linear 
o 
combination of all the system states; any kinds of disturbances 
will be reflected in all the states which then generate a control 
law of sufficient magnitude to affect the system performance. In 
the case where LP is measured directly at the generator terminals 
o 
and used as the source of the stabilizing signal, its effect is 
significant when a torque disturbance is considered, but may become 
insignificant when other kinds of disturbances are considered. 
This is illustrated by the similarity between the time responses 
shown in figures(7-6.5) and (7-6.6) for a step change in LV (the 
r 
reference voltage at the summing point of the voltage regulator). 
This is because a change in LV , as shown in figure(7-6.5), does 
r 
not cause a significant change in bP. The consequence is that the 
o 
signal bP is not of sufficient magnitude to drive the stabilizer 
o 
into producing a significant effect on the system, which therefore 
behaves very similarly. as the original closed-loop system where no 
additional stabilizing circuit is incorporated. 
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7-7 SUMMARY 
Under the assumption that all the system state-variables 
are measurable, the application of Linear Optimal Control Theory to 
a power system has been shown to be capable of stabilizing an 
otherwise unstable system, and of improving its closed-loop 
operation dramatically. A fix controller, designed optimally at 
one value of tie-line reactance, is capable of achieving stable 
operation for a wider range of x t than that of the system without 
control. This range can readily be shifted to suit any 
predetermined range of x t for stable operation, by using a fix 
controller designed optimally at other suitable value of x t • Due 
to the small variations of the elements of the optimal-controller-
gain matrices between different optimal controllers designed at 
different values of xt ' an optimal controller constructed at one 
value of xt can, in actual implementation, be readily adjusted to 
operate optimally at other values of x t without changing the power 
levels of its amplifiers. 
Unsuitably chosen weighting factors in the performance 
index have been shown ,possibly to worsen the resultant system 
performance. A choice of weighting factors has therefore to 
achieve a compromise between the resultant system damping and the 
transient overshoot. 
Finally, a stabilizing signal derived from 'an optimal 
control law is more versatile than that derived from LP , when 
, 0 
disturbances of different forms and magnitudes are considered. 
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C H APT E R 8 
LINEAR SYSTEM OPTIMIZATION 
WITH PRESCRIBED TIEGREE OF STABILITY 
The roots (or the eigenvalues) of the characteristic 
equation of a system are obtained by solving for A in the equation 
lA - All = 0, where I is a unit matrix and A the system matrix of a 
system described by n 1st-order differential equations. These 
eigenvalues, representing the behaviour of the small-signal time 
response of the system, are best portrayed in a 2-dimensioned 
complex s-plane. Their locations in the left or the right hand 
half of this plane determine whether or not the system is stable. 
Eigenvalues located to the left also give an indication of how 
stable the system is, and in particular the further they are to the 
left, the more stable is the system. 
Many methods of achieving a more stable system by shifting 
the eigenvalues more to the left of the complex s-plane have been 
investigated. The equation for a controllable, linear, time-
invariant system can be written as 
• 
x = Ax + Bu x(t ) = x o 0 (8-1) 
and with the control u expressed as u = Kx, the resultant system 
equation becomes 
• 
x = (A + BK)x (8-2) 
The choice of the gain matrix K determines the eigenvalues (hence 
the performance) of the closed-loop system. However, it,is not in 
general possible to choose K in order to minimize a quadratic 
performance index and, at the same time, to achieve arbitrary 
closed-loop poles. 41 Moussa42 and Elangovan43 et al developed 
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algorithms for systematically choosing the matrix D (for a chosen 
H) in the performance index given by the form of equation(7-3.2), 
to achieve left shifting of the dominant eigenvalues and at the 
same time minimizing the performance index. Anderson36 ,41 et aI, 
on the other hand, modified the performance index to ensure that 
the closed-loop eigenvalues were located within a certain region of 
the complex s-plane. Pai14 and 01guin-Salinas44 applied Modal 
28 Control Theory successfully to shift the dominant eigenvalues of 
a power system to their prescribed locations in the complex s-plane. 
This Chapter studies the last two methods, namely Optimal Control 
Theory with a modified performance index and Nodal Control Theory 
when employed in stability considerations of the single-input 
system described by equation(7-4.1). An impulse-type disturbance 
(represented by an instantaneous change in the load angle 
(L;6 = 0.04 rad.» is considered throughout the analysis. 
8-1 LINEAR SYSTEM OPTIMIZATION WITH REGIONAL RESTRICTION OF THE 
CLOSED-LOOP POLES HI THE COMPLEX s-PLANE 
The choice of the gain matrix K in equation(8-2) determines 
the eigenvalues of (A + BK). The problem in this Section is not to 
fix precisely the eigenvalues of (A + BK), but rather to ensure 
that they will lie within a certain region of the complex s-plane. 
Typical regions might be that sector of the left half-plane Re [s] < 0 
-bounded by straight lines extending from the origin and making 
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angles ~ G with the negative real axis, or they might be that part 
of the left half-plane to the ~eft of R,e [s] = - ex, for some ex > O. 
It is the second type of restriction which is attempted in this 
Section, and which is achieved not by selecting K through some 
modification of the procedure used for solving the pole-positioning 
problem, but by posing a suitable version of the regulator problem. 
Essentially it is a solution of the regulator problem that provides 
not merely an asymptoticallY stable closed-loop system but one with 
the real parts of all its eigenvalues at least less than _C(. 
8-1.1 Construction of the control law 
On the assumption that matrix D is nonnegative 
definite and that the system described by equation(8-1) is 
observable, then all the states of the system have some effect on 
the performance index given by equation(7-3.2). Without these 
assumptions, there can be unstable modes even when J is finite. 38 
Similarly, controllability ensures that the system can be 
stabilized, and that the positive definiteness of matrix H prevents 
the control law from becoming unbounded. These discussions 
establish that an optimal closed-loop system must be asymptotically 
stable. From here, it turns out that any desired stability margin 
can be guaranteed by altering the performance index. With the 
above assumptions, it is clear that both x(t) and u(t) must decay 
to zero as t -. 00 in order for J to remain finite. If equation 
(7-3.2) is replaced by 
(8-1.1) 
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for some a:> 0, then x(t) and u(t) must decay at least as fast as 
-at . 
e ,1n order for J to remain finite. In other words, the closed-
loop system must not only be stable but have also the real parts of 
all its eigenvalues less than - a. 
To minimize equation(8-1.1) subject to the conditions of 
equation(B-1), set 
• at x = xe and A at u = ue 
Equation(8-1) is then equivalent to 
• 
• x = (A +aI )~ + B,1 and (B-1.3) 
) 2at A A A • while (x'Dx + u'Hu e = x'Dx + u'Hu. Thus, minimization with 
respect to equation(8-1) of equation(B-1.1) is equivalent to 
minimization with respect to equation(8-1.3) of 
( 8-1.4) 
in the following senses 36 
(1) The minimum value of equa~ion(8-1.1) (expressed in terms of 
x ) 
o 
is the same as that of equation(8-1.4) (expressed 
at 
in terms 
of le (t ), taking ac c oun t of Q (t ) = e 0 x ). 
000
(2) If a = f(x) is the optimal control for equations(8-1.3) and 
(B-1.4), u = e-at f(xe at ) is the optimal control for 
equations(8-1) and (8-1.1), and conversely. 
The first point is not so significant as the second. For equations 
(8-1.3) and (8-1.4), the optimal control is 
(8-1.5) 
(8-1.6) 
and QO\ is the unique nonnegative definite solution of 
D + (A +O\I)'QO\ + QO\(A +o.I) - Qo.BH-1B'QO\ = 0 
(8-1.7) 
The second remark then yields the optimal control for equations 
(8-1) and (8-1.1) as 
(8-1.8) 
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Thus, the construction of the desired control law is essentially no 
more difficult than for the case when 0\ = 0 (this is equivalent to 
the conventional optimal control problem considered in the previous 
Chapter) • 
8-1.2 System Studies 
The time response of the single-input system 
(described by equation(7-4.1» with optimal controllers designed at 
rated output power, at different tie-line reactances and for 0\= 0 
and 1.0 are shown in figures(8-1.1) to (8-1.3). Together with the 
computed eigenvalues listed in table(8-1.1), it can be seen that 
further improvement on the sys,tem performance is achieved for 
0\ =1.0 over that for 0. = 0 for all three values of x t considered. 
The elements of the optimal-controller-gain matrices are, in 
general, greater for 0\ = 1.0 than that fcr 0\ = 0 (compare tables 
(7-4.2) and (8-1.1». For a = 1.0, some of these elements seem to 
be prohibitively large. In actual implementation however the 
configuration of figure(8-1.4b) can be used instead of figure 
(8-1.4a), so that every element of the K matrix is multiplied by'a 
factor of 10-4 • This approach reduces substantially the 
amplification factcrs required by some of the amplifiers of the 
controller, from a few million to only a few hundred. Similar to 
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stabilizer 
controller r---------------, 
I f,v I 
10-4 
toV i I LV X sum 0 2-.12 x 0.8 I s 
-"" K 1+0.5p 1+0.4p I I I (a) 
--------------.....1 
stabilizer 
x 
controller r- -------- I 
f,V sum x 10-4/ .LVi I flV 
, 10-4 
/ 2·12 0.8 
s 
~ K x 0' 1+0.5p 1+0.4p I I L __________ I 
Figure(8-1.4) Configurations for the implementation of optimal 
control (a) according to the mathematical model 
and (b) in a r.ealistic approach. 
the case for 0 = 0 (see Section(7-4)), it can be seen from table 
(8-1.1) that the individual elements of the optimal-controller-gain 
matrices for 0 = 1.0 do not vary very much for different optimal 
controllers designed at different values of xt • Note that the same 
weighting factors (i.e. the same matrices D and H in the performance 
indexes given by equations(7-3.2) and (8-1.1)) as given by equation 
(7-4.2) have been used for both values of o. In the case of 0 = 0, 
the weighting factors have to be chosen by engineering experience 
and by trial and error until the system performance is satisfactory 
(i.e. until the eigenvalues of the closed-loop system matrix have 
satisfactorily large negative real parts). \H th the modified 
approach considered in this Section however any initial choice of 
inappropriate weighting factors can thus be supplemented by choosing 
an appropriate value for 0>0, because the resultant closed-loop 
system eigenvalues all have their real parts less than - 0 anyway_ 
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resultant system optimal-con troll er-gain 
xt(P.u.) eigenvalues matrix K for ex = 1.0 
-
-2.08;t.j314.14 [-3.951 -1.819 -1.002 x 101 
-3.09;t.j9.48 -0.235 1.023 x 10 1 
, 
1.002 x 101 -27.31;t.j3.89 0.317 
-5.24;t.j4.23 0.018 0.084 1.722 
0.2 
-333.33 -142.83 4.932 x 103 -2.925 x 103 
-9.98 -5.33 2.183 x 104 8.242 x 101 
-4.87 -3.54 1.319 x 106 -2.244 x 106 
-2.59 -2.02 -1.588 x 104 1.602 x 103J 
-2.00 -1.30 
-1.44;t.j314.15 [-1.189 x 101 -1.725 
-3.08;t.j8.90 -1.386 x 101 7.206 
-27.56;t.j5.45 1.427 x 101 1.383 x 101 
-4.21;t.j5.04 -7.421 3.439 0.129 
0.4 
-333.34 -142.81 2.937 6.856 x 103 
-1.42 -3.24 -4.339 x 10 3 3.017 x 104 
-4.51 -9.98 1.145 x 102 1.805 x 106 
-5.32 -2.66 -3.071 x 106 -1.259 x 104 
-2.00;t.jO.01 1.242 x 103J 
-1.10;t.j314.15 [-1.648 x 101 -1.256 
-2.92;t.j8.57 -1.382 x 101 1.097 x 101 
-27.74+j6.12 1.427 x 101 1.379 x 101 
-3.73;t.j5.24 -1.135 x 101 7.040 
0.6 
-333.33 -142.80 0.165 3.977 7.028 x 103 
-1.36 -4.54 -4.872 x 103 3.090 x 104 
-3.04 -9.98 1.174 x 102 1.851 x 10 6 
-5.33 -2.00 -3.150 x 106 4 -1.084 x 10 
-1.99 -2.63 1.054 x 103J 
-
Table(8-1.1) The eigenvalues and optimal-controller-gain matrix 
of the system with an optimal controller designed 
under a modified performance index. The overall 
system is operating at rated output power. 
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following an instantaneous change in the load 
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8-2 MODAL CONTROL 
The central concept of_modal control is very simple; it is 
merely that of generating the input vector of a system by linear 
feedback of the state vector in such a way that prescribed 
eigenvalues are associated with the dynamic modes of the resultant 
closed-loop system. 
Consider a simple continuous-time system governed by the 
1st-order scalar state equation 
• 
x(t) = ax(t) + bu(t) (8-2.1) 
where a and b are real constants. It is obvious that in the 
absence of control (i.e. when u = 0), the state of the system at 
any time is given by 
x(t) = x(O)exp(at) (8-2.2) 
where exp(at) defines the single dynamic mode of the system (8-2.1). 
Now, if a is positive, it is obvious from equation(8-2.2) that the 
uncontrolled system will be unstable; also, although the system 
will be asymptotically stable if a is negative, the decay x(t) ~ 0 
may not be sufficiently rapid. However, if linear state feedback 
according to the control law 
u(t) = kx(t) (8-2.31 
is introduced, equation(8-2.1) clearly assumes the closed-loop form 
• 
x(t) = (a + bk)x(t) (8-2.4) 
where k is an arbitrary real constant. Since the solution of 
equation(8-2.4) may be written as 
x(t) = x(O)exp(ft) 
where f = a + bk, it is obvious that f may be assigned a~y arbitrary 
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real negative value simply by choosing k in the feedback law (8-2.3) 
according to the formula 
k = (f - a)/b - (8-2.6) 
The above argument can readily be extended to multi-mode systems 
and the theories. behind this are well established. 28 A computer 
algorithm (see Appendix(VI-2)) for applying Modal Control Theory 
to the single-input system described by equation(7-4.1) is straight 
forward and summarized as follows:-
(1) Read in system parameters to form matrices A and B 
(2) Compute the eigenvalues of A, eigenvalues A and eigenvectors V 
of A' • 
(3) Compute the mOde-controllability matrix P = V'B as a check 
for the controllability of each mode. 
(4) Declare the required eigenvalues f for the closed-loop system 
(this includes shifting only the dominant eigenvalues to their 
prescribed positions in the complex s-plane while leaving the 
remaining eigenvalues untouched). 
(5) Compute the proportional-controller gains given by28 
n n 
QK
J
. = n (fk- A. )/(P. n (A k - Aj)) k=1 J J k#j (j = 1,2 .... ,n) 
k=1 
where n is the dimension of the system, 
QKj is the j-th element of the n-vector QK, 
fk is the k-th element of the n-vector f • 
A. is the j-th element of the n-vector A , 
J 
and P. is the j-th element of the n-vector p. 
J 
(6) t 11 . . by28 Compute the con ro er ga1ns g1ven 
(7) 
n 
Kj = 2:: QKiVji 
i=1 
where K. is ilie j-th 
J 
(j = 1,2, ••• ,n) 
element of the n-vector K, 
and V .. is ilie j-i-th element of the (n x n) matrix J1 
Form ilie closed-loop system 
• 
x = (A + BK)x 
V. 
and compute the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of (A + BK). 
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Compute and plot the time response of the closed-loop system 
for a nonzero initial condition. 
8-2.1 System Studies 
Figures(8~2.1) to (8-2.3) show that the controllers 
designed by Modal Control Theory give a very much better performance 
than that of the original closed-loop system, and are even better 
than the conventional optimal controllers (for a = 0) for the 
various values of x t considered. The controller-gain matrices and 
the resultant closed-loop eigenvalues are shown in table(8-2.1). 
In this table, the underlined eigenvalues are those which have been 
shifted to their new positions in the complex s-plane for damping 
improvement, while the rest of the eigenvalues, apart from the two 
additional eigenvalues constituted by the stabilizer, remain the 
same as those of the original closed-loop system (compare tables 
(8-2.1) and (7-4.1)). The P-Q charts in figures(8-2.4) to (8-2.6) 
show that the stability region of the original closed-loop system 
reduces as x t increases, so that employment of anyone of the three 
types_of controllers, namely the controllers designed by Optimal 
Control Theory for a = 0 and 1.0 and by Nodal Control Theory, 
becomes more and more justified. 
0.2 
0.4 
0.6 
resultant system 
eigenvalues 
-2.08jj314.14 
-3.00±jl0.0 
-27.32±j3.91 
-2.66±j4.24 
-4. 01±jl.16 
-333.33 -142.83 
-2.21 -9.98 
-5.32 -2.49 
-2.00±jO.008 
-1.44+j314.15 
-3.00±j12.00 . 
-27.58±j5.46 
-2.45±j6.26 
-333.33 -142.81 
-2.19 -3.29 
-3.80 -9.98 
-5.33 -1.99 
-2.50 -2.01 
-3.00+j12.00 
-27.71±j6.11 
-2.24±j6.78 
-333.34 -142.80 
-2.19 -3.94 
-2.79 -9.98 
-5.34 -2.50 
-2.00±jO.0047 
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controller-gain 
matrix K 
[1.379 -1.564 -1.932 x 101 
-6.032 2.023 x 101 . 
1.936 x 101 
-2.435 0.026 
7.828 x 103 
3.415 x 104 
1.935 x 106 
-1.558 x 104 
[-1.666 x 101 
-2.903 x 101 
3.052 x 101 
6.324 
0.454 
1.235 x 103 
1.307 x 102 
-3.289 x 106 
1.643 x 103] 
-1.291 
4.076 
2.906 x 101 
-4.189 
0.761 
6.768 x 
3.720 x 
4.341 
2.226 x 
103 
-0.060 
104 
9.753 x 104 
5.464 x 106 
-9.286 x 
3.662 x 
[-2.105 x 
-3.710 x 
3.940 x 
-8.047 
-0.305 
7.854 x 
4.915 x 
-1.222 x 
4.167 x 
102 
106 
103J 
2.941 
103 
102 
107 
103J 
-3.261 x 104 
0.496 
7.718 
3.731 x 101 
-0.188 
x 104 
1.286 x 105 
7.195 x 106 
-3.698 x 104 
Table(8-2.1) The eigenvalues and controller-gain matrix of the 
system with a controller designed by Modal control 
Theory. The overall system is operating at rated 
output power. 
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a original closed-loop system 
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8-2 SUMMARY 
A modified application of Optimal Control Theory has been 
shown to have the effect of restricting the closed-loop eigenvalues 
of a system to within a freely chosen region in the 'complex s-plane. 
The computer algorithm for a> 0 is no more difficult than that for 
a = 0, and both consume about 280 s of computational time. Since 
for a >0, the closed-loop eigenvalues of a stable system all 
possess negative real parts less than - a , more freedom and time 
saving are therefore possible in the process of deciding the 
weighting factors for the performance index. However, in heuristic 
terms, the faster a state is returned to zero after a disturbance 
(i.e. for higher values of a), the greater is the control power 
reCluired. This has been reflected in the reCluirement of higher 
controller gains. Therefore a practical limitation on the value 
of a is imposed by the power-handling capacity of the amplifiers 
available. 
Modal control represents a direct way of affecting the 
stability of a system without any time being consumed in guessing 
the weighting factors as for the case of optimal control. With 
modal control, controllable eigenvalues of a system can be shifted 
to their prescribed locations instead of within a prescribed region 
in the complex s-plane. Those eigenvalues which have not been 
shifted for damping-improvement purpose will remain unchanged. 
However, the computational time of the algorithm at about 380 s is 
longer than that for optimal control. 
Finally, the additional effort and expense in constructing 
a controller designed by anyone of the three methods considered 
(i.e. the controllers designed by Optimal Control Theory for a = 0 
and a> 0 and by Nodal Control Theory) become more justified when 
longer transmission links are reCluired. 
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CHAPTER 9 
STATE ESTIMATION AND THE DESIGN 
OF A MINIMUM NORM SUBOPTIMAL CONTROLLER 
.The methods of designing the controllers in Chapters 7 and 
8 resulted in a situation in which the control law is a function of 
all the states of the system. This would be satisfactory provided 
that the states are either all accessible or available for 
measurement. However, in a practical system, this measurement is 
not always possible, and even if it were so it is likely to be 
economically unacceptable. This situation has led to many 
investigations into methods for overcoming the problems arising 
from the unmeasurable states. Thus, Luenberger45 h~s considered 
the design of a full-observer to construct the entire state vector 
when the output of the plant, which represents only part of the 
state vector, is available fo~ direct measurement. This observer 
design has a certain degree·of mathematical simplicity, as well as 
a degree of redundancy, when some of the states are in fact 
measurable. A low-order observer, on the other hand, estimates 
only those states which are either unmeasurable or more desirable 
to estimate than to measure directly. This technique requires the 
solution of an algebraic matrix equation of the form QT - TA = - SC. 
De Sarkar13 et al and Kosut46 considered the design of a suboptimal 
controller by the minimum norm nearness criterion, in which the 
minimum norm suboptimal control vector is merely the optimal control 
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vector with the terms involving the unmeasurable states deleted. 
However, such a controller does not guarantee stable operation of 
the resultant closed-loop system. Hosking47 consider~d a modified 
approach to the design of a suboptimal controller in which the 
control law does not depend on all the states, while Elmetwally12 
et al reported experimental results on the implementation of an 
optimal controller with respect to a reduced system model which 
retains only the dominant and measurable states. This Chapter 
studies the first three methods, namely the full-observer, the low-
order observer and the minimum norm suboptimal controller, when 
employed in the single-input system described by equation(7-4.1) 
with optimal control. 
9-1 OBSERVATION OF THE ENTIRE STATE VECTOR 
The state-space representation of a system has some 
conceptual advantages over the more conventional transfer function 
representation. The state vector contains sufficient information 
completely to summarize the past behaviour of the system, and the 
future behaviour is governed by simple 1st-order differential 
equations. It is however very likely that only the inputs and the 
outputs of the system can be measured, while the state-variables 
may have no physical meaning. It is therefore necessary to 
estimate the state-variables, knowing the system state equations 
and the system inputs and outputs. An observer, driven by both the 
control system inputs and outputs, is required to produce outputs 
(or estimated system state-variables) which converge as quickly as 
possible to the true values of the system state-variabl~s, and at 
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the same time to have no effect on the locations of the poles of 
the original control system. -
Suppose the control system to be observed is governed by 
• 
x = Ax + Bu 
(9-1.1) 
y = Cx 
where A, Band C are constant matrices, x is the system state 
vector, u the input vector and y the output vector. An observer, 
driven by both the system inputs and outputs, can be represented 
by45 
and h = Tx 
where Q, R, Sand T are constant matrices and h is the state vector 
of the observer. The time derivative of equation(9-1.3) gives 
• 
h = Tx 
which, on substitution of equations(9-1.1) to (9-1.3), becomes 
QTx + Ru + SCx = TAx + TBu (9-1.5) 
Equating coefficients of x and u in this equation gives 
QT - TA = - SC 
and TB = R 
respectively. In a full-observer design, the entire state vector x 
is estimated. When the order of the system is n, there are n 
states in the h vector as well as in the x vector and therefore T 
is an (n x n) square matrix. For mathematical simplicity, T is 
chosen arbitrarily to be a unit matrix (T = I) and equations(9-1.6) 
and (9-1.7) become 
Q. - A = _ se 
and B=R 
(9-1.8) 
(9-1.9) 
respectively. Substituting equations(9-1.8) and (9-1.9) into 
equation(9-1.2) gives 
• 
h = (A - Se)h + Bu + Sy (9-1.10) 
which describes the dynamics of a full-observer. 
~ 
y observer h 
system dynamics 
of order n 
u 
feedback 
controller 
K 
Figure(9-1.1) Schematic layout showing the employment of a 
full-observer in a control system 
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Figure(9-1.1) is a schematic layout showing the employment 
of a full-observer in a control system, in which the control law u 
is a linear combination of· the estimated states and is written as 
u = Kh (9-1.11) 
Substitution into equations(9-1.1) and (9-1.10) gives 
• 
x = Ax + BKh (9-1.12) 
• 
and h = (A - Se)h + BKh + sex (9-1.13) 
respectively, or in composite matrix form 
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(9-1.14) 
which represents the dynamics of an overall closed-loop system 
comprising a feedback controller, a full-observer and the system to 
be controlled. 
9-1.1 Method of choosing the full-observer dynamics 
It is necessary that matrix S in equation(9-1.10) 
should be chosen such that the eigenvalues of (A - SC) are large 
negative quantities. The more negative they are, the more rapidly 
h will approach x, but inevitably the larger the elements of Swill 
become. A systematic way of choosing S makes use of Optimal 
Control Theory for a linear system, described arbitrarily as 
• 
z = (A' - C'S')z (9-1.15) 
and since (A' - CISI) = (A - SC)' and the eigenvalues.of a matrix 
are the same as those of its transpose, the vector z in equation 
(9-1.15) will approach zero rapidly if the eigenvalues of (A - Sc) 
have large negative values. Equation(9-1.15) is rewritten as 
• 
z = A'Z + CI U 1 
where u1 = - S'Z 
and a performance index is defined as 
(9-1.16) 
( 9-1.17) 
(9-1.18) 
where.I is a unit matrix and A a diagonal matrix selected by trial 
an.d error. The optimal control problem posed by equations( 9-1.16) 
and (9-1.18) results in a Matrix Ricatti Equation 
(9-1.19) 
and an optimal control law 
(9-1.20) 
Comparing equations(9-1.11) and (9-1.20) gives 
(9-1.21) 
The choice of matrix S by the above approach guarantees that 
(A - SC) has negative eigenvalues, the magnitudes of which are 
governed by the choice of matrix A • 
9-1.2 System studies 
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The single-input system described by equation(1-4.1) 
employing successively three different optimal controllers 
(for 0 = 1.0), designed at (a) rated output power and x t = 0.2 p.u., 
(b) rated output power and x t = 0.4 p.u. and (c) rated output power 
and xt = 0.6 p.u., is used to demonstrate the design of a full-
observer (details of the three. optimal controllers are listed in 
table(8-1.1)). Assuming that only two of the system state-variables 
Likd and t.ikq are unmeasurable,. the remaining 16 state-variables 
constitute the elements of the output vector y in equation(9-1.1) 
(when more state-variables are assumed to be unmeasurable less 
elements appear in the output vector, but the basic design procedure 
of a full-observer remains unchanged). y is therefore a (16 x 1) 
vector and its associated output matrix C has dimension (16 x 18)·, 
with elements which are given. by 
C(i,i) = 1.0 
and C(j.j+2) = 1.0 
(i = 1.2 ••••• 5) 
(j = 6,1 ••••• 16) 
(9-1.22) 
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Having chosen matrix C, all the diagonal elements of the (16 x16) 
matrix A in equation(9-1.18) were finally chosen to be 0.0001 to 
give the satisfactory full-observer design result in figure(9-1.2) 
for system(a) mentioned above (the design algorithm is shown in 
Appendix(VI-3)). The corresponding time response is shown in 
figures(9-1.3a) to (9-1.3g). It can be seen that the observed 
state-variables·converge to the true system state-variables in 
under 0.1 s, and that no significant discrepancies exist between 
this response and that shown in figure(8-1.1) where all the state-
variables are assumed to be measurable. With the same matrix A , 
full-observer design results for systems(b) and (c) mentioned above 
are also shown in figures(9-1.4) and (9-1.5) respectively. From 
these results, it can be seen that all the eigenvalues of each 
full-observer have large negative real parts but with reasonable 
magnitudes for the elements of the matrix S. Furthermore, the full-
observer has no effect on the eigenvalues of the optimal-controller 
system, other than to add its own eigenvalues to the overall 
observer-optimal-controller system. 
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Figure(9-1.2) a full-observer for Design results of 
with optimal control. 
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Figure(9-1.3a ) Time response of the observer-optimal-controller 
system operating initially at rated output power 
and x t = 0.2 p.u., following an instantaneous 
change in the load angle (" ~ = 0.04 rad.). 
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Figure(9-1.3b) Time response of the observer-optimal~controller 
system operating initially at rated output power 
and x t = 0.2 p.u., following an instantaneous 
change in the load angle (~&= 0.04 rad.). 
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Figure(9-1.3c) Time response of the observer-optimal"-controller 
system operating initially at rated output power 
.and x t = 0.2 p.u., £ollowing an instantaneous 
change in the load angle (.\ b = 0.04 rad.). 
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Figure(9-1.3e) Time response of the observer-optimal-controller 
system operating initially at rated output power 
and x t = 0.2 p.u., following an instantaneous 
change in the load angle (:-'0 = 0.04 rad.). 
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Fi~e(9-1.3f) Time response of the observer-optimal~controller 
system operating initially at rated output power 
and x t = 0.2 p.u., following an instantaneous 
change in the load angle (~b = 0.04 rad.). 
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Figure(9-1.3g) Time response of the observer-optimal-controller 
system operating initially at rated output power 
and x t = 0.2 p.u., following an instantaneous 
change in the load angle (A/:.= 0.04 rad.). 
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Figure(9-1.4) Design results of a full-observer for the system 
with optimal control. The overall system is 
operating at rated output power and 
x t = 0.4 p.u •• 
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Design results of a full-observer for the system 
control. The overall with optimal 
operating at rated output power and 
X t = 0.6 p.u •• 
system is 
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9-2 LOW-ORDER OBSERVER DESIGN 
The full-observer des~gn in the above Section achieved a 
certain degree of mathematical simplicity by letting T ~ I. 
Further examination reveals that there is a certain redundancy in 
the full-observer, which constructs the entire state vector, when 
in fact the output of the system, representing part of the state 
vector, is available for measurement. This redundancy however can 
be eliminated at the expense of implementing a matrix inversion. 
In fact, if the order of the system to be observed is n and there 
are 1 measurable system state-variables (l~n), then a low-order 
observer of order n-l can be constructed. 
For the same system described by equation{9-1.1), a low-
order observer is also represented by equations{9-1.2) to (9-1.7). 
Since the order of the observer is now n-l, there are only n-l 
states in the observer state vector h. This means that T is an 
(n-l) x n matrix and cannot be inverted. To enable an estimate ~ 
of the state vector x to be obtained, a new square matrix T1 given 
by 
I" [r [:] · ,,-,[:] . w [ :]i:-1 (9-2.1) 
'is introduced, where T1 ~ [~] and W = T1- 1• Figure{9-2.1) is a 
schematic layout showing the employment of a low-order observer in 
a control system, in which the control law is a linear combination 
of the estimated states and is written as 
u ~ K~ (9-2.2) 
~hich, on substitution of equation{9-2.1), becomes 
low-order observer r------ --------------
I 
, 
I I • Y observer h 
-1 I x system I dynamics of T1 , 
order n-l I , , 
L - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -1- __ J 
U 
feedback 
controller 
K 
Figure(9-2.1) Schematic layout showing the employment of a 
low-order observer in a control system 
By partitioning matrix W such that W = [~i::,J ' 
n-l I 
equation(9-2.3) becomes 
= KW1h + KW2y 
Substitution into equations(9-1.1) and (9-1.2) gives 
• 
x = Ax + BKW1h + BKW2Cx 
• 
respectively, or in composite matrix form 
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• 
n { x A+BKW2C BKW1 x 
= ~{ (9-2.5) • h RKW2C+SC ~+RKW1 h 
~ ~ 
n n-l 
which represents the dynamics of an overall closed-loop system 
comprising a feedback controller, a low-order observer and the 
system to be controlled. 
With arbitrarily chosen matrices ~ and S in equation(9-1.2), 
a method for solving for matrix T in equation(9-1.6) is required. 
Many methods of solution have been investigated48 ,49 but one, which 
makes use of the fact that the algebraic matrix equation ~T-TA=-SC 
is equivalent to a system of (n-l) x n scalar equations in the 
elements of matrix T, is shown in Appendix VII. This specially 
developed program gives a high accuracy of solution, although it 
consumes excessive computational time when the order of the system 
and the number of unmeasurable states increase. Having solved for 
matrix T, matrix R can readily'be obtained in equation(9-1.7). 
9-2.1 System studies 
The single-input system with the three different 
optimal controllers considered in Section(9-1.2) is also used here 
to demonstrate the design of a low-order observer. Assuming again 
that only the state-variables Likd and Likq are unmeasurable, the 
output matrix C in this Section is therefore the same as that given 
in equation(9-1.22). By a choice of 
(i.e. eigenvalues of the low-order 
observer will be -10 and -20) 
and s = [~ 1 1 ••••••• ~J ••••••• 
• 
16 
in equation(9-1.2) a satisfactory low-order observer design 
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resulted, as given in figure(9-2.2) for system(a) (the design 
algorithm is shown in Appendix (VI-4)). The corresponding time 
response is shown in figures(9-2.3a) to (9-2.3g). It can be seen 
that in the case where the states are measurable, the observer 
outputs actually coincide with the true system states. In the case 
where the states are unmeasurable, the observer outputs take about 
0.5 s to converge to the true system states. Furthermore, there 
are no significant discrepancies between this time response and 
that shown in figure(8-1.1) where all the states are assumed to be 
measurable. For the same matrices Q and S, low-order observer 
design results for systems(b) and (c) are also shown in figures 
(9-2.4) and (9-2.5). From these results, it can be seen that each 
low-order observer only adds its own eigenvalues to the control 
system and the original eigenvalues are unaffected. Furthermore, a 
high accuracy in the solution of the algebraic matrix equation 
QT - TA = - se is also evident when the difference in the numerical 
values of its left and right hand sides is evaluated. 
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Figure(9-2.2) Design results of a low-order observer for the 
system with optimal control. The overall system 
is operating at rated output power and 
Xt = 0.2 p.u •• 
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Figure(9-2.oa) Time response of the observer-optimal-controller 
system operating initially at rated output power 
and x t = 0.2 p.u., following an instantaneous 
change in the load angle (L\~= 0.04 rad.). 
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Fi~ure(9-2.3b) Time response of the observer-optimal-controller 
system operating initially at rated output power 
·and x t = 0.2 p.u., following an instantaneous 
change in the load angle (t:. 6 = 0.04 rad.). 
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and x t = 0.2 p.u., following an instantaneous 
change in the load angle (~o = 0.04 rad.). 
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Figure(9-2.4) Design results of a low-order observer for the 
system with optimal control. The overall system 
is operating at rated output power and 
X t = 0.4 p.u •• 
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9-'1 DESIGN OF A SUBOPTIMAL CONTROLLER BY MINIMUJ1 NORM 
NEARNESS CRITERION 
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When all the states of a linear, time-invariant system 
represented by 
• 
x = Ax + Bu 
are available for feedback, the optimal control of this system, 
with a quadratic performance index, can be written as 
u = Kx (9-3.2) 
. where K is the (m x n) optimal-controller-gain matrix. Now, if the 
elements of the control vector are constrained to be a time-
invariant linear combination of the measurable states of the system 
only, then a matrix equation may be written as 
z = Mx 
where z is a (q x 1) vector (q~ n), consisting of the measurable 
states of the system, and M is an (q x n) matrix termed the 
measurement matrix. From the above definition, it is clear that 
the control vector u must be a linear combination of the elements 
of z. Thus let 
u = Hz 
where the elements of the (m x q) matrix H are the design parameters 
of the required controller. Combining equations(9-3.3) and (9-3.4) 
gives 
u = Fx· 
where the (m x n) controller matrix F is given by 
F = ID1 (9-3.6) 
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Thus equations(9-3.5) and (9-3.6) specify the control structure 
constraint on the control u o~ on the matrix F. 
Using the minimum norm nearness criterion, a suboptimal 
control is derived from an optimal control by minimizing the norm 
of the difference between the optimal- and suboptimal-controller-
gain matrices, and it can be shown that a minimum norm suboptimal-
controller-gain matrix is given by13,46 
Since the measurable state z is a set of the state x, then x could 
be arranged such that the first q elements of x are the measurable 
state z. That is let 
x " t~j ('-3.8) 
where x contains the n-q unmeasurable states. Since 
a 
z = Mx (9-3.9) 
the measurement matrix M can be partitioned such that 
M=[r 10J 
- ---q n-q 
(9-3.10) 
The arrangement of M in equation(9-3.10) leads to MM' = rand 
equation(9-3.7) therefore reduces to 
F = KM'M 
=KM 
o 
where M = M'M = 
o 
(9-3.11) 
(9-3.12) 
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By substituting equation(9-3.11) into equation(9-3.5), a suboptimal 
control vector is obtained as 
u = Fx 
=KMx 
o 
which simply means that a minimum norm suboptimal control vector is 
merely the optimal control vector with the terms involving the 
unmeasurable states deleted. However, such a controller does not 
guarantee stable operation for the closed-loop suboptimal system. 13 
Therefore, when adopting this form of control, the stability of the 
resultant system must be tested. 
9-3.1 System studies 
Figures(9-3.1) to (9-3.3) show the time response of 
the single-input system employing the three optimal controllers 
considered in the previous Sections, and the correspondingly 
derived suboptimal controllers (by del~ting those terms in the 
optimal-controller-gain matrices associated with the states Likd 
and Likq ). It can be seen that, in general, the performance of 
the suboptimally controlled system is inferior to that ·of the 
optimally controlled system. However, the significance of these 
suboptimal controllers is that they provide stable operation for 
all the three values of x t considered. At low value of x t 
(x t = 0.2 P.u.), the employment of a suboptimal controller results 
in a control system performance which is worse than that of the 
original closed-loop system (compare figures(8-2.1) and (9-3.1)).: 
Only when the values of x t are such that the original closed-loop 
system is operating close to its stability limit (x t = 0.4 P.u.) 
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or even beyond it into the unstable region (x t = 0.6 P.u.), are 
these suboptimal controllers not only easier to construct than 
their corresponding optimal controllers, but are also capable of 
providing stable and better damped system. 
• lJ.~ 
xt~-l 
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Figure(9 3.1) Time response of the system operating initially 
at rated output power and x t = 0.2 P.u., following an instantaneous change in the load 
angle (lJ.~ = 0.04 rad.). 
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_________ with optimal controller 
___________ with suboptimal controller 
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Fi~re(9-3.2) Time response of the system operating initially 
at rated output power and x t = 0.4 p.u., following an instantaneous change in the load 
angle (LH = 0.04 rad.). 
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Figure(9-3.3) Time response of the system operating initially 
at rated output power and xt = 0.6 p.u., following an instantaneous change in the load 
angle (,H= 0.04 rad.). 
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9-4 SUMMARY 
The construction of tne state vector of a linear, time-
invariant system has been shown to be possible when its inputs and 
outputs are accessible. The observer which performs this task is 
itself a linear system with arbitrary time-constants. In practice, 
a feedback system can first be designed, based on the assumption 
that all the states are measurable, followed by the incorporation 
of an observer to construct either the entire state vector or 
merely that of the unmeasurable states, without affecting the 
locations of the poles of the original control system. The 
observer simply adds its own poles to the overall observer-
controller system. A full-Observer, which constructs the entire 
state vector, has a certain redundancy when some of the states are 
in fact measurable. A low-order observer, on the other hand, 
constructs only the unmeasurable states and has some advantages 
over a full-observer. These are: 
(1) Complete freedom in choosing its dynamics (i.e. its eigenvalues 
can be chosen exactly according to wish). 
(2) A simpler equipment. 
(3) The computational time of the design algorithm for a low-
order observer is about 300 s which is considerably less than 
the 580 s required for the design algorithm for a full-
observer. 
A suboptimal controller, designed by a minimum norm 
nearness criterion, represents a direct way of overcoming the 
problems arising from the inaccessibility of some of the system 
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states. It is easier to construct than its corresponding optimal 
controller, and its employment makes all the effort and expense in 
the construction of an observer unnecessary. However, it does not 
provide good system performance when the value of the tie-line 
reactance is small. Only when the tie-line reactance is large 
will the benefits to be gained from its employment increase. 
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C H APT E R 10 
2-INPUT OPTIMAL CONTROL SYSTEMS 
10-1 ADDITIONAL CONTROL THROUGH THE GOVERNING SYSTEM 
Single-input control systems have been considered in 
Chapters 6 to 9, where a signal source (p or v ) drives a 
o sum 
stabilizer to produce a stabilizing signal which is fed into the 
summing junction of the voltage regulator. In this Chapter, an 
additional signal (vg3) is fed into the summing junction of the 
governing system. This signal is derived from a signal .source 
(called v ) through a transfer function similar to that gsum 
considered in Section(6-2.4) and a servo motor, represented by 
The signal source v , gsum together 
with v ,then constitute the two inputs to the system. 
sum 
Optimal 
Control Theory is applied to design a state feedback controller for 
this 2-input system. 
v 
Y
o 
+ 
K[1 v K[2T[2P vg2 Kg2 v g3 Ut governing P. gsum, g1_, 1.Il.., 
1+pT g1 1+pTg2 1+PTg3 + ,'} system 
-
r--'-
G1 
'-;r 
Po 
-
Figure(10-1.1) Schematic layout with an additional signal in the 
governing system 
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The equations for the stabilizing circuit shown in figure 
(10-1.1) are 
K g1 
v g1 = v 1+pT g1 gsum (10-1.1) 
v g2 = 
K 2T 2P g g v 
1+pT g2 g1 (10-1.2) 
and v g3 = 
Kg2 
vg2 1+pTg3 
At the summing junction, 
(10-1.4) 
After linearization and rearrangement,·equations(10-1.1) to 
(10-1.4) become respectively 
• 1 
= - -LV 
Tg1 g1 
K 1 
+ --El bV 
Tg1 gsum (10-1.5) 
• 1 
= - -- bV + Kg2 l:,Vg1 Tg2 g2 
• (10-1.6) 
~ + T LV 2 g3 g (10-1.7) 
• 
and bUt = bVg3 - G1bb (10-1.8) 
Substituting equation(10-1.5) into equation(10-1.6) gives 
• 1 
= - -- l:,V 
Tg2 g2 
Kg2 
T LV 1 + g1 g 
K 1K 2 g g v 
Tg1 b gsum (10-1.9) 
Since an additional signal is fed into .the summing junction of the 
governing system, the first equation in equation(3-2.10), which 
describes the linearized model of this system, needs to be modified. 
This equation is firstly rewritten as 
which, on substitution of equation(10-1.8), becomes 
t.y 
• 
or LY 
• 
= -
• 
G2 
+ TT" LV 3 1 2 g 
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(10-1.10) 
(10-1.11) 
where LY = L Y. If there is no additional signal in the governing 
system, the last term on the right-hand side of equation(10-1.11) 
is deleted, leaving this equation as 
• • 
AY = (10-1.12) 
• Again, if the signal Ab is not fed into the governing system (i.e. 
the governing system is in open-loop operation), then equation 
(10-1.12) is further reduced to 
(10-1.13) 
which is the same equation as considered in equation(3-3.5). 
Equation(10-1.11) can thus be regarded as a modified form of 
• 
equation(10-1.13), taking into account the feedback signal Ab and 
the additional signal LV 3. 
. g 
Using equation(10-1.11) and adding equations(10-1.5), 
(10-1.7) and (10-1.9) into the single-input system described by 
equation(7-4.1), the resultant 2-input system has an order of 21 
and in its state-space equation 
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x = Ax + Bu (10-1.14) 
the first 18 state-variables of x are the same as those in equation 
(7-4.1), and the 19th, 20th and 21st state-variables are LVg1 , LVg2 
and AVg3 respectively. A and B are respectively (21 x 21) and 
(21 x 2) matrices, the elements of which are shown in Appendix(IV-6). 
I 
u is a (2 x 1) vector and u = ~v l,V J. [sum gsum 
For an optimal controller design, a quadratic performance 
index similar to equation(7-3.1) is taken as 
J = t LOO ( A 1 LP 0 2 + A 2 l, v t 2 +. A 3 A 6 2 + A 4 A ~ 2 + A 5 L u1 2 
+A 6 1,U/)dt (10-1.15) 
= t J:00(X1DX + ulHu)dt (10-1.16) 
where l,u1 = l,V and l,U2 = l,V , and matrix D is constructed in sum gsum 
exactly the same way as in Section(7-4), except that its dimension 
is now (21 x 21). Because there are two inputs to the system, 
matrix H is not now a scalar but has dimension (2 x 2), with its 
elements given by H(1 ,1) = A5 and H(2,2) = A6' 
10-1.1 System Studies 
By taking 
K g1 = K g2 = 1.0 
Kg3 = 2.0 
and T g1 = T g2 = Tg3 = 0.1 s, 
the weighting factors of equa±ion(10-1.15) were chosen as 
>-1 =>-2 = 1.0 
>-3 =>-4 = 0.1 
>-5 = 0.07 and >-6 = 0.01 
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to give the satisfactory time response of the 2-input system, 
operating at rated output power and three different values of x t • 
in figures(10-1.2) to (10-1.4). It can be seen that the performance 
of the 2-input optimal system is better than the corresponding 
result for the single-input optimal system. Of course, more 
amplifiers are necessary for the construction of the required 
controller, which is now represented by a (2 x 21) gain matrix. In 
section(8-1), a further improvement over the single-input optimal 
system (for a = 0) is achieved by modifying its associated 
performance index. This requires higher amplification factors for 
the amplifiers of the resultant controller (see table(8-1.1». 
Here, another option for achieving the further improvement is 
provided, whereby the amplification factors of the required 
controller amplifiers are just about the same as that of the 
conventional optimal controller for the single-input optimal system 
(compare tables(7-4.2) and (10-1.1». However, when the optimal 
controllers for the 2-input system are used suboptimally, at other 
values of output power and tie-line reactance, an unfavourable 
consequence is revealed in the P-Q charts shown in figures(10-1.5) 
to (10-1.7), wherein the stable region available for low output 
power operation (i.e. area around the origin in the P-Q chart) is· 
very much reduced. 
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xt(P.u. ) elements of optimal-con troll er-gain matrix K 
[0.312 
101 
-0-.459 -1.810 
101 
-0.586 
101 1.928 x 1.459 -1.772 x -1.147 x 
1.820 
101 
1.812 
101 
0.627 
101 
-1.009 
101 1.922 x 1.783 x 1.184 x -1.105 x 
0.2 0.017 0.139 -1.508 x 10
2 
-2.008 x 103 
-0.393 -7.502 7.003 x 102 2.515 x 103 
. 
-6.276 x 102 -2.529 -2.123 x 102 -6.732 x 102 
2.029 x 103 1.150 x 101 3.755 x 103 -4.895 x 103 
2.007 x 102 -7.855 x 101 -0.123 0.189 
3.152 x 103 -4.148 x 102 0.055 -1.244 
0.126J 
-1.578 
[-0.962 
10 1 
-0.377 -1.367 
101 
0.801 1 
2.310 x 0.849 -1.678 x -1.572 x 10 
1.357 
101 
1.355 
101 
-0.818 
101 
-0.419 1 
1.815 x 1.687 x 1.628 x -1.418 x 10 
0.021 0.281 2 3 0.4 -1.253 x 102 -1.647 x 103 
-0.425 -:-8.359 6.866 x 10 3.159 x 10 
-5.187 x 102 2 2 
103 
-2.100 
101 
-1.775 x 103 -5.476 x 103 
2.058 x 1.129 x 2.817 x 10 -2.994 x 10 
1.129 x 102 -5.409 x 101 -0.093 0.164 
2.379 x 103 -3.019 x 102 0.031 -1.281 
0.12~J 
-1.665 
[-1.455 - 1 -0.279 -1.087 
101 
1.231 
101 2.359 x 10 0.323 -1.434 x -1.597 x 
1.072 
101 
1.074 
101 
-1.269 
101 
0.019 
101 1.547 x 1.438 x 1.656 x -1.616 x 
0.023 0.363 2 -1.463 x 103 0.6 -1.117 x 102 
-0.441 -8.828 6.285 x 10 3.365 x 103 
-4.615 x 102 . -1.871 
101 
-1.920 x 102 -4.278 x 102 
1.938 x 103 1.035 x 2.178 x 103 -1.831 x 103 
6.342 x 101 -4.233 x 101 -0.070 0.140 
1.789 x 103 -2.140 x 102 0.017 -1.298 
0.11~J 
-1.708 
-
Table(10-1.1) Elements of optimal-controller-gain matrices for 
controllers designed at rated output power and 
different values of x t • 
• 
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Figure(10-1.6) P-Q chart for the 2-input system with 
controller designed optimally at rated output. 
power and xt = 0.4 p.u •• 
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10-2 2-INPUT OPTIMAL SYSTEM WITHOUT VOLTAGE REGULATION AND 
GOVERNING SYSTEMS 
So far, voltage regulation and governing systems have been 
incorporated into a synchronous generator/tie-line/infinite-bus 
system to regulate the terminal voltage and power. Here, only a 
synchronous generator/tie-line/infinite-bus system is considered, 
and its performance is altered by direct control over the field 
voltage and input power of the generator. The equations describing 
the above simpler system have already been established as shown in 
equation(3-3.3), rewritten here as 
• 
x = Ax + Bu (10-2.1 ) 
where A and B are respectively (7 x 7) and (7 x 2) matrices, the 
elements of which are shown in Appendix(IV-7). u is the (2 x 1) 
I 
control vector and u = [,C, v f ,C, P in] • 
Defining a performance index 
rCD 2 2 J = t J
o 
(A 1 'c'Po + A 2 l.V t + A 3 ,C, b 
2 
+ A 4 ,,~2 + A 5 ,C, u1 2 
2 
+ A6,C,u2 )dt (10-2.2) 
where ,C,u1 = l,Vf and ,C,u2 = :'Pin , it can be shown that equation 
(10-2.2), when associated with the system described by equation 
(10-2.1), can be rewritten as 
J = ! fOCD(X'DX + u'Hu + u'Vx + x'V'u)dt 
where D, H and V are respectively (7 x 7), (2 x 2) and (2 x 7) 
matrices. Applying the same method of analysis as in Section(7-1), 
the optimization problem posed by equations(10-2.1) and (10-2.3) 
results in the Matrix Ricatti Equation 
(D_VIH-1V) + Q(A_EH-1V) + (A_BH-1V)'Q _ QBH-1E'Q = 0 
(10-2.4) 
and an optimal control law 
u = - H-1(V + E'Q)X = Kx 
where K = - H-1(V + E'Q). 
10-2.1 Svstem Studies 
(10-2.5) 
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Considering the basic machine parameters used from 
Chapter 5 onwards, the weighting factors of equation(10-2.2) were 
chosen to be 
A1 = A 2 = A, = A4 = 0.00001 
and A5 = A6= 1.0 
to give the satisfactory time response of the 2-input optimal 
system, operating at rated output power and three different values 
of x t ' in figures(10-2.1) to (10-2.,). Comparison with the time 
response of the system without control (i.e. in open-loop operation) 
shows that the three optimal controllers are successful in providing 
a good system peEformance, but are not satisfactory, as seen in. the 
P-Q charts in figures(10-2.4) to (10-2.6), in that they reduce 
dramatically the stable region available for low output power 
operation. Furthermore, because there is no voltage regulating 
device incorporated into this system, the optimal controllers 
designed here do not necessarily provide good voltage regulation 
when disturbances of different forms and magnitudes appear in the 
system. However, each of these controllers, now represented by a 
(2 x 7) gain matrix, requires amplifiers with relatively low 
amplification factors (see table(10-2.1)). 
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xt(P.u.) elements of optimal-controller-gain matrix K 
[-0.186 x 10-1 0.362 x 10-3 0.181 x 10-1 
0.145 x 10-3 -0.581 x 10-4 -0.134 x 10-3 
0.2 0.134 x 10-
1 
-0.192 x 10-1 -0.182 x 10-1 
-0.212 x 10-3 0.133 x 10-3 0.133 x 10-3 
-0.140 x 10-1J 
0.223 x 10-3 
[-0.176 x 10-1 0.402 x 10-3 0.162 x 10-1 
0.144 x 10-3 -0.746 x 10-4 -0.143 x 10-3 
0.119 x 10-1 -0.172 x -1 6 -1 0.4 10_3 -0.1 2 x 10_3 
-0.211 x 10-3 0.139 x 10 0.139 x 10 
-0.123 x 10-1J 
0.222 x 10-3 
[-0.169 x 10-1 0.442 x 10-3 0.150 x 10-1 
0.144 x 10-3 -0.898 x 10-4 -0.153 x 10-3 
6 -1 
-0.159 x 10-1 -1 0.6 0.10 x 10_3 -0.150 x 10_3 
-0.207 x 10_1] 
0.146 x 10-3 0.145 x 10 
-0.110 x 10_3 0.219 x 10 
Table(10-2.1) Elements of optimal-controller-gain matrices for 
controllers designed at rated output power and 
different values of x t • 
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Figure(10-2.5) P-Q chart for the 2-input system with 
controller designed optimally at rated output 
power and x t = 0.4 p.u •• 
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10-2 SUMMARY 
Further improvement o~er the single-input optimal system 
(for ~ = 0) is achieved by relying more heavily on a feedback 
controller which generates one single control law. The consequence 
that has been seen is a considerable increase in the required 
controller gains. In this Chapter, further improvement over the 
single-input optimal system is achieved by adding another signal 
into the governing system. The amplifiers of the required 
controller have just about the same levels of amplification as that 
of the optimal controller for the single-input optimal system. 
However, the optimal controller, which generates two control laws, 
has been found unfavourable when working suboptimally, due to the 
reduction of the stable region on the P-Q chart available for low 
output power operation. 
Direct optimal control over the field voltage and input 
power of a synchronous generator in a power system without voltage 
regulating and governing devices is capable of dramatically 
improving the system performance. The controller requires 
relatively low-gain amplifiers. However, there is no guarantee of 
good voltage regulation when disturbances of different forms and 
magnitudes affect the system. Furthermore, when this optimal 
controller is working suboptimally, the reduction of the stable 
region on the P-Q chart available for low output power operation is 
also unfavourable. 
11-1 CONCLUSION 
C H APT E R 11 
CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTIONS 
FOR FURTHER INVESTIGATIONS 
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For a tie-line connecting a generator to an infinite-bus 
system, the line reactance, among other line parameters, has been 
pointed out to be the most important element, directly affecting 
the power transmission capacity of the line as well as the 
stability of a power system as a whole. 
Matrix representation has been shown to be a very efficient 
method of handling the linearized equations of a power system. 
When expressed in state-space form, it has been shown to allow very 
conveniently for the inclusion of governor and voltage regulator 
representations in the evaluation of the performance of an overall 
closed-loop system. Computation of the eigenvalues and eigenvectors 
of the open- and closed-loop system matrices by a digital computer 
provides a very efficient way of determining the stability (or> 
degree of stability) of a system, as well as of solving the set of 
1st-order differential equations which describe the system. 
A mathematical model for a system is usually verified by 
comparison with an actual experimental set, or with the theoretical 
results of any publications in which an identical system was 
considered. Since the above methods were not available, a numerical 
method, based on the computed eigenvalues of the system matrix, has 
been used successfully to verify the validity of the state-space 
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equations representing the three individual subsystems of a power 
system, including the synchronous generator/tie-line/infinite-bus, 
voltage regulation and governing systems. 
When a synchronous generator/tie-line/infinite-bus system 
is in open-loop operation, an increased tie-line reactance has been 
shown to reduce only slightly the stable operation region as 
portrayed in a P-Q chart. However, when the same active and 
reactive output power is to be maintained, a higher excitation is 
required. In particular, when the system is operating at rated 
output power (in the overexcited region), a higher tie-line 
reactance reduces the mechanical damping and increases the voltage 
deviation after a step increase .in real power. However, the system 
remains stable even when very high values of tie-line reactance are 
considered. Only in closed-loop operation, with the addition of 
voltage regulating and governing devices to improve the voltage 
regulation and damping of the system, will the overall system 
become unstable. In other words, the addition of control reduces 
the range of tie-line reactance for stable operation, or, for a 
given value of fie-line reactance, the addition of control can 
actually cause instability. 
A stabilizing signal, derived from the output electrical 
power through a suitable stabilizer transfer function and fed into 
the summing junction of the voltage regulator, has been found 
capable of providing greater mechanical damping. However, the 
improvement of damping occurs only within the original range of 
tie-line reactance for stable operation. In other words, the 
addition of this stabilizing signal cannot extend this range. 
• 
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In the case where a greater increase of damping is achieved, the 
range of tie-line reactance for stable operation is reduced. 
Optimal Control Theory has been applied successfully to 
design an optimal-state-feedback controller according to a suitable 
quadratic performance index which includes the square terms of the 
deviations in output power, terminal voltage, rotor angle, rotor 
speed and control input. This controller, which now generates the 
source of the stabilizing signal, was found to improve drastically 
the performance of the resultant optimal system. An unstable 
system, operating at a high tie-line reactance, has also been 
stabilized by this method of control. A fix controller, designed 
optimally at one value of tie-line reactance, was found to provide 
good and stable operation for a wider range of tie-line reactance 
than that of the original closed-loop system. This range can 
readily be shifted by using a fix controller designed optimally at 
another value of tie-line reactance. The variations of the elements 
of the optimal-con troll er-gain matrices between different optimal 
controllers designed at different values of tie-line reactance were 
found to be small. In actual implementation, therefore, an optimal 
controller, constructed for one value of tie-line reactance, can 
readily be adjusted to operate optimally for other values of tie-
line reactance without changing the power levels of its amplifiers. 
Optimal control applied to a power system does not 
necessarily improve the system performance, and was found to dep.Emd 
very much on a suitable choice of the weighting factors in the 
performance index. In fact, an unsuitable choice of the weighting 
factors has been shown possibly to worsen the resulting system 
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performance. It was revealed that a choice of the weighting 
"factors has to achieve a compromise between the resulting system 
damping and the transient overshoot following the onset of a 
disturbance. In fact, when the weighting factors are right, the 
resultant optimal system was shown to have good performance under 
a variety of disturbances which appear in different forms and 
magnitudes. 
Optimal Control Theory, with a modified performance index, 
has been applied successfully to restrict all the eigenvalues of 
the resultant optimal system to a prescribed region of the left-
half of the complex s-plane. The required computer algorithm is no 
more difficult than that for the design of a conventional optimal 
controller. In fact, with this method of approach, more freedom 
and time saving are possible in the process of deciding the 
weighting factors, simply because the degree of stability of the 
resultant system has initially been approximated to in the modified 
performance index. However, the gain of the required controller 
was found to be much higher than that of a conventional optimal 
controller. 
Modal control represents a direct way of affecting the 
stability of a system, without any time being consumed in guessing 
the weighting factors as for the case of optimal control. The 
dominant eigenvalues of a system can be shifted to prescribed 
, 
locations in the left-half of the complex s-plane for damping 
improvement, without affecting the locations of the other 
eigenvalues. However, the computational time of the required 
algorithm is longer than that for optimal control. For low and 
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high values of tie-line reactance, the three kinds of controllers, 
designed by conventional Optimal Control Theory, by Optimal Control 
Theory with a modified performance index and by Modal Control 
Theory, are all capable of providing good system performance. In 
particular, when the performance of the original closed-loop system 
deteriorates as the tie-line reactance increases, the benefits to 
be gained by employing anyone of these three controllers become 
more and more pronounced. 
The problems arising from the unmeasurable states of the 
state-feedback control system have been overcome by the design of 
a full-observer, a low-order observer and a minimum norm suboptimal 
controller. A self-imposed optimal control problem has been shown 
to be a very systematic method for choosing the dynamics of the 
full-observer. As in the low-order observer design, a method which 
gives a very accurate solution for an algebraic matrix equation of 
the form QT - TA = C was developed. The estimated states, or the 
outputs of both the full-observer and low-order observer, have been 
seen to converge to the true observer-controller-system states 
within a time much less than that required for the system to settle 
down after a disturbance. Furthermore, these two types of observer 
are themselves linear systems and only add their own eigenvalues 
into the overall system without affecting the original eigenvalues 
of the control system. As a result, there are no significant 
discrepancies between the time response of an observer-controller 
system and that of a control system where all the states are 
assumed to be measurable. When these two observers are compared, 
the low-order observer has some advantages over the full-observer. 
These are: 
(1) Complete freedom in choosing its dynamics. 
(2) A simpler equipment. 
(3) Its design algorithm consumes lesser computational time. 
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A minimum norm suboptimal controller provides a direct way of 
overcoming the problems arising from the inaccessibili~y of some of 
the control system states. It is easier to construct than its 
corresponding optimal controller, but the performance of a 
suboptimally controlled system is inferior to that of an optimally 
controlled system. In fact, it was found that the employment of a 
minimum norm suboptimal controller aotually worsens the resulting 
system stability when the value of the tie-line reactance is small. 
Only when the value of tie-line reactance is such that the original 
closed-loop system is operating close to its stability limit, or 
beyond it into the unstable region, will such a controller provide 
a stable and better damped system. 
An optimal controller, designed for the 2-input system 
formed by the addition of another signal through the summing 
junction of the-governing system, has been found to improve further 
the system performance over that of the single-input system with a 
conventional optimal controller. The required controller 
amplifiers have just about the same levels of amplifications as 
that of the conventional optimal controller. However, the optimal 
controller, which now generates two control laws, has been found: 
unfavourable when working suboptimally, due to a reduction in the 
stable region on a P-Q chart which is available for low output 
power operation. 
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Direct optimal control over the field voltage and input 
power of the generator in a synchronous generator/tie-line/infinite-
bus system has been found capable of improving the system 
performance. The required controller amplifier gains are relatively 
low. However, when such a controller is working suboptimally at 
other output powers and other values of tie-line reactance, it has 
been found unfavourable due to a reduction in the stable region on 
a P-Q chart which is available for low output power operation. 
11-2 SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER INVESTIGATIONS 
Since tie-line reactance has very significant effects on 
the hunting properties of a lumped turbines and generator rotor 
mass, it is believed to be advisable to have a more detailed model 
of the prime-mover system, including high, intermediate and low 
pressure turbines, so that the effect of tie-line reactance on the 
dynamic modes of these masses can be studied in depth. 
In the matter of solving a state-space equation, numerical 
methods of integration may be considered and compared with the 
method shown in"Appendix I in terms of accuracy and computational 
time. 
The stabilizing signal, as considered in Chapter 6, can 
also be derived from another source, or from a combination of 
sources. The versatility of the resultant system to different 
kinds of disturbance can be studied. The consequences of where the 
stabilizing signal is added to the system are also worth looking at. 
In the design of an optimal controller, other types of 
performance index can be employed and the resultant system and 
optimal controller characteristics may be compared with that 
already revealed in this thesis. 
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Apart from the types of disturbances outlined in Section 
(7-6), disturbances of other forms and durations may also be 
considered. 
In the design of an optimal controller (for ~ = 1.0) which 
provides regional restriction in the complex s-plane on the 
resultant closed-loop eigenvalues, other values of ~ may be used 
to see if a compromise between an increase in the system damping 
and in the controller gains can be achieved. 
Further investigations can be carried out on how the 
characteristics of the single-input system and its associated 
controller, designed by Modal Control Theory, change when different 
eigenvalues are shifted for damping improvement. Further work may 
also be done on the application of Modal Control Theory to the 
2-input systems. 
In the design of a state observer, other measurable outputs 
and unmeasurable states may also be assumed for studying the 
differences in the design results and the overall system 
performances. 
Further work can be done on the minimum norm suboptimal 
controller formed by deleting other optimal-controller gains 
associated with other states. 
In the matter of solving an algebraic matrix equation of 
the form QT - TA = C, other methods of solution may be used and 
compared with that shown in Appendix VII in terms of computational 
time and accuracy. 
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APPENDIX I 
ANALYTICAL SOLUTION OF THE STATE EG,UATIONS 
The state equations to be solved are of the form 
• 
x=Ax+Bu (1-1) 
where the control vector u may be arbitrarily chosen, x is an (n x 1) 
column matrix containing the states of the system, A an(n x n) 
square matrix, B an(n x m) rectangular matrix and u an(m x 1) column 
matrix with m-forcing functions. Numerical methods of integration 
may be used to solve these equations or they may be patched up on an 
analogue computer. Both methods will provide x(t) for any desired 
u(t). However, it is sometimes desirable in analytical work to write 
down the solution of the controlled system in compact form. This 
solution is28 
t 
x(t) = eAtx(O) + 10 eA(t - <)BU«)d< (1-2) 
where eAt is the transition matrix. 
Since digital computers are very efficient in calculating 
eigenvalues and eigenvectors, it would be useful if these results 
could be applied to the determination of solutions for equation 
(1-1). This can certainly be done quite simply if only step 
responses are required, when u comprises only zeros and constants. 
Let 
_ x = pz (1-3) 
where P comprises the eigenvectors of A. Substitute equation (1-3) 
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into (1-1) to give 
• 
pz = APz + Bu 
• -1 1 
or z = P APz + P- Bu 
-1 
= !l.z + P Bu (1-4) 
-1 . . h 
where !I. = P . AP and 1S diagonal if t e eigenvalues of A are distinct. 
Comparisons between equations(1-4), (1-1) and (1-2) give 
z(t) = e!l.\(O) + rt e!l.(t - ')p-1 Bu(,)d' Jo . 
Now 
-,) 1)... t 
d, = - (e 1 . _ 1) with i = 
Ai 1,2, ••••• ,n 
and the A's are the eigenvalues of A. Therefore 
x( t) = P 
• 
• 
z(o) + 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
An t 
e 
1 )..1 t 1) 
A1 
(e -
P 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
_1 A t (e n _ 1) 
An 
cohere e -_ p-1 Bu 
" i 
i.e. 
x(t) = p 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
eAt 
n) n +- e 
An 
This result ... as easily implemented on the ICL 19048 digital 
computer of the Loughborough University of Technology. 
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and with 
APPENDIX II 
ELEMENTS OF MATRICES PI, F AND G 
In the following computer printout, 
-1 PI = P , 
FLUXQ = 'I' , q 
FLUXD = 'I'd' 
D = I> , 
RR = r, 
A1=XFKD~'XFK[i-XFF·~){Kf'KD 
A2=XAKD·T,XFf:"[i-XAF*Xf:"f'/'"C1 . 
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R]=( XD+XT >*<" At) +XAF*XAF·T,XK[iK{i-2*XAF·j'XRKCi*XFI<:D+XFn·XAKD·T'XAKD 
R4 = XRF·T'XFKD-XFF* XAKf, 
A5=XKurX-I*<"XQ+XT) -XAKO·~'XAKa 
A6=( XO·T, [a-XRKa* [KO) /NO 
Ri"=XT·T'la/uo 
RS=(XAF,*,[ F+XAK{i* [Kf/-XD· .. ·l D)/NO 
A9=XT*lD/UO 
R10=/-IO/f2*H) 
Matrix PI (19 x 19) 
PI( 1 .. 1)=1. 0 
PI (2, 2)=1. ti 
PI<"2,14)=-AHl 
P[("2,15.>=-IO*A1t1 
PI (""2, 16)=ID*A1t1 
PI (' J .• J.) =1-/CI.T'R1/AJ. 
P [("J, 5)=~/CI·T'A2/AJ. 
PI G .. 1:7)=I-IO·T'A4/AJ. 
P [("J .• 8.)=-:NO.T'Ri/RJ 
P [(J., 1ti)=-I-/CI·T'A1/RJ. 
PI ('4 .• 4'>=XKnKa·~'I·IO/A5 
PI <" 4 ,7'> =XAKO·"P/CI/A5 
PI (' 4 .• 9'> =-XKClKQ·T'/-IO/A5 
PH4.11)=-XKtiKO-",/·IO/A5 
P [("5, J)=J.lO·T'A2/RJ. 
PI (5 .• S.> =MJ·i:A2 .. / .. A2/ (AJ.*A1..> -XKDKD*WO,·'fti 
PI (5, to):=/·ID·-f.·XFKD/Ai +WO*A2·".-A4/(AJ..i.-fti.> 
PI (!i.J 8>=-J~O·~:A2IA3 '-
PH 5, iti.> ::-/·IO,~'-R2/AJ. 
PI f 6, J.) =WO·i.-A4 /fi]. 
PI<"6 .• S):=PHS, 6.> 
PI (6, 6):::bIO.i'-fi4,~'-A4/(RJ.·~.-A1.) -/.IO.~.XFF/fti 
PI<"tO, B):=-f/O·i:fi4/fiJ. 
PI (6, iO)=-f/O*A4,..'AJ. 
PIC?,4)::blt1.'i-'XAKO/AS 
PI ("1, "1.>:=bIO/XKOKO+I·/CI·~:XfiKa*XAKt~/<"XKOK(J,~·fiS'> 
PI <""1, 9'> :::-tlO·~:XAKO/RS 
PI «(" 1.i) ::-f/O,~'-XfiKa/R5 
PI (8, :3) ::XT,~"fi;t./fi]' 
PI<" $, 5 > :=XT·~:fi2/R]' 
P 1<"8 .• i:7):::XT,~"fi4/RJ. 
P 1<"B, 8.>::1. -xr·i.-R1./fiJ. 
PI (8, 1.ti>::1. -XT·'/:Ail'RJ. 
P 1<"9, 4):=Xr·,/:XKt1KO/RS 
P 1<"9, n::XT·t.-XAKti/fi5 
P 1<"9,9)::1. -XT·,/.-XKOKO/fi5 
P 1<"9,11 ):::1-XT·*XKflKO/fiS 
P 1<"10 .• 10):::1. 0 
PH H .. 1.i.> ::1. ti 
PI <"12, ].):::!D.t'-XT·,/.-R;t./RJ. 
PI <"1.2, 4>= I fl,':XKtiKD.t:gT/R5 
P1<"12, S):::ID·''-XT-v:A2/RJ. 
PI <"12, 6):=1 D""XT·Y:A4/RJ. 
PI <'12, n:=Ia,'.-XT·Y:XAKO/RS 
P 1<"12, 8.>:::1 fi- I D·Y:XT*R1.,.'fiJ. 
P1<"12,9'>=!a-IO*XKOKO·t:XT/AS 
P1<"12, Hi.>:::!D-ID.t:XT·-f.·A1/AJ. 
P1<"12, H.>:::IO-IO·Y:XKOKO*XT/AS 
PI <'12, 1.~'):=1.. ti 
PI (1.]" J.):=XT·i:(Vfi/~'T.>*fi1l'fi]' 
PI <'1J, 4 ):::XT·i:XKOKO·,/ .. ( I/O/I/D /AS 
PI (1J, 5):::XT·t:(~'[),.'~'T ):;:fi2/fi]. 
PI (1J, 1::7) :::XT·i.-( ~'[)/~'T.> ·~:A4/fi]' 
PI <'1]" "1 ):=XT·i:XAKO·HIlO,,·VT.>,.'fiS 
PI (1]" 8.>::( Vfi/VD -XT·I:( ~'fi/I/T.> *A1./AJ 
PI (11, 9 )=(VO/~'D-XT·i:XKOKl?·~:( !/(~/vn /AS 
PI (1.3 .. 1. tU:=( llD/VD -X r·l: ( ~'D/I/T.> ~'-A1./fi]' 
PI <' 1.]" 1.1.'> = (!/(I/VT )-XT·'/·-gK.iK'h(l/,?/~'T'> /A5 
P 1<"1]., H)=1. 0 
PI (1.4 .• 1.4)=1.. (t 
PIU4 .• 1.5)=1.i 
PI U.4.. 1t7)::: - ][I 
PIU5 ... 1.5):::1.0 
PIU6 .. 1.1:7.>:::1.0 
PI<'1"1.·1.1.}:::1.0 
PIU.8, 1:::'>:::1.0 
PI <'19 .. 19):::1.. 0 
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Matrix F (19 x 7) 
Pd. 2.)=1. ti 
P(2. 2'> =-( T I N"NO·+:K[,,i /(,2·+·'H,) 
P<'2. J)=fi1ti·+:(FLUXO" [Q·+){M 
P(2 .. 4 )=-H10·+:( Ft UX[H I [,.'/:XO.> 
P <'2., 5.> =- Ia·+:XAF·+:A:i. 1;1 
P<'2 .• 6.)=-Ia*XAKD·+:A10 
P<'2.7>=ID·,/:XAKO*A10 
PG .. 1)=PIG .. 10):!:V·y;CoSa),i 
PG .. 2.i=PI G .. J.)·"'A6-Pl Cl .. 8)·+:A? 
FG. ])=-PI G. J'>·Y:F.,·R"PI G.. S'>·Y:F.:T 
P(].4)=PI(1.1.>*XQ-PI(1.S>*XT 
PG, 5)=-PIG. 5.>:.:RF 
PG. 6'>=-PI C?. 6'>·y:F.:KD 
PG.7>:::-PH1 .• l'>·Y:XAKO 
P(4, 1.):::-PH4 .. ii)·y:I/.Y:::7[N(D.) 
P(4, 2)=PH4, 4)·Y:AS"PH4 .• 9)·+:A9 
P(4, 1)=-PH4 .• 4.>·y:XD"PH4. 9>*XT 
P(4, 4)=-PI (4 .• 4.)·~·F.:R"PI (4 .• 9.>.+:I;:T 
P(4. 5)=PH4 .. 4.i*XAP 
P(4. 6):::PH4. 4).+:XAKD· 
P(4 .. 1):::-PH4 .. 1.).V.RKO 
pe), 1. .)=P 1(5 .. HU·+:l/·Y:COS<'D) 
c''''' .~.i PI"""'" -.- PI''''' -) -~ r ("'" r":: ( ....... ~ .. /.'+:Hb- ( ... ,1,1 b'. ·~·H,·· 
P(5.3)=-PH5 .• 1.>*RR-I-PH5,8.).Y:RT 
P('5, 4)=P[ (5 .. J.).-r.XO-PI (5, E:),+:XT 
P(5 .• 5)=-PH5, 5.>·+:RF 
P(5 .. G.>:::-P [('5, 6-.>*F.:K[) 
P(,5, 1.)=-P1<'5, l,)·+:XAK~J 
F(,~ .. i )=PI (G .• iO),W.+:CDS(D.> 
. «'6 .. 2)=PHG. :n.+:A6-pI<'6, S.i*A1 
«'6, ])=-PI<'6. ])·~-F.:R-I-PI<'6, 8.).+:RT 
C' '." 4.> PI '.- ?) <n PI' - -) "T r<o.. :::: (o .. ~. ·'/..·,..~l- {to .. c: :k,o;; 
F<'6', !1)=-PI<'6. 5).+:RF 
F (' 6, 6> ;"-P I 0:::. 6.) *RKD 
F<'6', 7>=-P1<'6, ]).+:XAKO 
Fa, 1)=-P1<'1. li)·+:I,'.+:SIfUD.> 
Fa .. 2.)=PIU .• 4'>·'!-·Ac1 .. PH1 .. 9).+:A9 
Fa ... "Z)=-PI<1 .• 4,>*X['''PI<'1 .• 9'>''!-'XT 
F<' 1, 4)=-PI (' 1. 4).+:r;,·R"PI <' 1, 9.> *r;,' T 
F(1, 5)=PH7.. 4).+:XAP 
pa .. 6.>=P1<'1, 4.).+:XAKD 
pa .. 1.>=-PI<1 .• 1.>·'l-PKO 
pn~, 1.>=PH8 .• 1l1).+:I,'*COS(D.i 
«'8. 2)=PH8 .• J.>*A6-PH:::, t1.)*A1 
F(:;· .. :n=-PIO:1 .• _-P·y:RR"Pf(E: .. S.).+·-r:T 
f(~~ .. 4,>:,·PI(t:., ].)·*XO-PlfS" S):j."XT 
F([:I,. !'i)=-P [('8, 5)·+·PF 
F(8, 6.>=-P I O~., 6'>·'!-RKD 
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FO:: .. 7)=-PH8 .. J)·'/:gAKa 
F(9.1.)=-PI(9.1.1)*V.SINCD) 
"-(9. 2)=P[(,9 .• 4)*liS+PJ(9. 9'>·'/:1'19 
F(9 •. i~)=-PI<'9 .. 4)·'f:g[I+PI<9 .. 9.>*:-.:r 
FC~. 4)=-PI<'9, 4)·-f,·F:R+PI<'9 .• 9.).'I.RT 
FC9 .. :>.i=P [('9 .. 4 )*:-':AF 
F(9 .• 6)=P [('9 .. 4 )*XAKD 
Fe) .. n=-PH9. ?,>·'/.·PKQ . 
F (1 (I .• 1. .> =I,'·,/:COS (D'> 
"-(11..1.)=-I/:I:SINfD> 
FU:?. i)=P 1<'12 .. 10.).'/:l/v:COSCD .>-PI <'1.2, 11 )*1/*5 I NO» 
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,. (12. 2)::PI <12. :n·y.·At:+PI <12, 4 HAS-PI U2. S):f:A?+PI (12 .. 9) ·*1'19 
f-C(? .~ )=-/-' I (12 .. J.HPF:-P I (12, 4 .H,gC,+P I U2, 1:1) ·,/:(;:r +PI (12, 9 ,).'/:X r +I/D 
"-02. 4)=1-'./(':1.2 .. J)·'I-·g~?-P I <'12 .• 4 .I:I:PP-PI U2, S.H:xr +P[(12, 9)·'f.Rr H'D 
FU.2 .. !'i)=P.I <'.1~;' .. 4)·'/:XAF-PItI2, 5):;.:F.:F 
F(12, f,)=PHI2 .. 4)·*XAI:'[i-PIU2 .. 6.HF.·KD 
f"<'1.2. n=-PI(12 .. J.>· .. ·XAr:O-Pld2, 7)·,/:PKO 
FU], 1)=Pi dJ .• lti.>*I/':C05CD,)-PI dJ, l1)·.;:!,'·'/.·SIIUM 
f- (1], ;.:)=PI (1.].., ])· .. ·A6+PI UJ .. 4>*AS-PI dJ, S>*A?+P! (1]., 9) ·'/:A9 
"<'1.'5, n=-I-'[(i]. .. ]..>· .. ·RF.·-P[(I]. .. 4)·'/-·gC-+PHi]., B,l.t:Rr+p[(,1.]., 9).t:xr 
F U 1 .. 4 )=P[( 13 .. J.)*X!?-P 1(13 .. 4HRR-PI U] .. S)·'/.·XTtP[('1.]., 9H:Rr 
H_B. fi)=P.I CH .. 4)·'/:XAF-PHIJ .. 5)·'/-RF 
FeB .. f,·)=F·IdJ. .. 4):f:XAKD-PIU], 6.HPKD 
FU-,?, ? )=-P 1(13 .. J.hXAK!?-P Id]" ;:.')*F.'KO 
FU 4, }. j=-FLUX(~-C IO·v:XD,> 
"-U4 .. 4)=FLUX[H[D:f:XO 
F <'14 .• 5.> = Ia·+:XAF 
F<'14., 6) = Hi:I:XAKC, 
F(14,7.>=-ID·':XAKO 
"-(15,J)=-XD' 
F<'15,5.>=XAF 
"-<'15 .. 6)=XAKD 
F(16 .. 4)=-xa 
,.-<'1. 6 .. 7) =XAK(~ 
"-<'17.'- ])=-XAF 
F<'1.7,5>=XFF 
F (17 .. 6)=XFI<.'C1 
"-<'1 B .. ])=-XAKD 
F<'1B .. 5)=XFI<.'CI 
F(1S,6)=;{I<.'DKD 
"-(19 .• 4)=-XAKO 
"-<'19, 7)=XK~7Ka 
Matrix G (19 x ~) 
tU 2 .. 2) :::Ai 0 
GG .. i.}:::P1G .. 5) 
(lG .. J.):::PIG .. iO)·':S1N(M 
G(4 .. ].):::PH4 .• i.1..)·n~o~:(v) 
(;(5 .• i.}:::PH5 .. 5) 
M5, J):::P [(5 .. il] .H:S IIU M 
(1(6, .1..>:::PH6 .. 5) 
6f6, J.):::PH6 .. iO)·':SIIUM 
aa, J.):::PH7 .. i.1..>*C05i'D) 
fiO~, i ):::PH8 .• 5) 
(i(::::, J):::PH8 .. il])·-.SINUJ) 
6d, ]'.>:::PH9 .• iiH·C05d'.l.i 
6dO .. ]')::5[NfD) 
Gdt.. ],)::(:05(0) 
Od 2 .. .1..>::PH1..2, 5.> 
Gd2, ].)::PHi2, iO),-'SIN([i)~PI(.1.2, .1..1.)· .. ·C.05(D) 
IU13, 1 ):::/-'1 (1.]. .• 5) 
fj(13, ].)=p 1(1.]. .• iO)·-'S[ N([i)~P 1 (.1.:5, .1..1.).-I:C05(D) 
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APPENDIX III 
S Y S T E M D A T A 
111-1 FOR STABILITY STUDIES I 
Generator and transmission system 
Rating 
x 
a 
xf 
xkd ' xkq 
xaf ' xakd ' xfkd 
x 
akq 
r 
r f 
r kd ' rk'l. 
H 
w 
0 
Tl 
Kd 
r t 
V 
37.5 MVA ; 30 
11.8 kV • 50 ,
0.14 p.u. 
0.14 p.u. 
0.04 p.u. 
1.86 p.u. 
1.86 p.u. 
0.002 p.u. 
0.00107 p.u. 
0.0125 p.u. 
5.3 kWs/kVA 
100TT rad./s 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
1.0 p.u. 
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MW 
Hz 
Automatic voltage regulator (with 
G = 
-k1 ,21 = 0.00159 vs 
G 
m1 = 52 
G 
m2 = 12.2 
G = 3.06 x 
G = 0.00525 ms 
G = 0.0139 xs 
111-2 FOR STABILITY STUDIES 11 
Generator and transmission system 
Rating 
Xd 
x q 
xd I 
x 11 d 
x 11 
q 
TdO I 
Tdo " 
T " qo 
r 
H 
w 
0 
- Tl 
Kd 
r t 
V 
magnetic am"plifiers) 
T 
m1 
T 
m2 
T 
x 
T 
ms 
T 
xs 
= 0.044 s 
= 0.1 s 
= 0.2 s 
= 0.1 s 
= 2.0 s 
411 MVA 350 MW 
18 kV ; 50 Hz 
1.773 p.u. 
1.726 p.u. 
0.297 p.u. 
0.247 p.u. 
0.257 p.u. 
8.46 s 
0.038 s 
0.75 s 
0.003 p.u. 
5.3 kWs/kVA 
100 TT rad./s 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
1.0 p.u. 
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Under the assumption that the armature leakage reactance, 
equal to 0.2 p.u., the following data are calculated. 23 
x , is 
a 
Xf 0.1033 p.u. 
xkd 0.0911 p.u. 
xkq 0.0592 p.u. 
xaf ' xakd ' xfkd 1.573 p.u. 
x 
akq 1.526 p.u. 
r f 0.000631 p.u. 
r kd 0.015763 p.u. 
r kq 0.006728 p.u. 
Automatic voltage regulator 
G = 0.002 T = 0.007 s v z 
G = 1.0 T a1 = 0.31 s z 
G = 0.87 Ta2 = 0.078 s a 
G = 1.0 Tm1 = 1.5 s m 
G = 1.3 0 Tm2 = 2.55 s 
G = 15.0 T = 0.05 s c 0 
G = 5.0 T = 0.003 s x c 
T = 0.9 s 
x 
III-3 FOR STABILITY STUDIES I ANn II 
Governor 
G1 = - k22 = kf = 0.001888 T1 = 0.1 s 
G2 = 1.33 T2 = 0.188 s 
G3 = 1.42 T3 = 0.49 s 
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APPENDIX IV 
ELEMENTS OF MATRICES 
IV-1 ELEMENTS OF MATRIX "A IN EQUATION(6-2.5) 
a 
With 
G5=GR,~·GZ.'f:GV 
G4=.6N·+:G5 
G;=-(G5:+:TAl )/(TA2*TZ) 
G?=- (G4·y..'TN1 :+: TA1.l .,l <" in2~: TA2* TZ.! 
GE:=fGV'''''GZ )/T;: 
G9=fKS·'1<'Glq·f: TAl) ,,-'TR2 
G1B=(KS:f'GA) .. /TR2 
1]11.= (G9·'f;Gt1:+: TNl'> .···'TN2 
Bi=F(12~];*F(]J1)+F(12J4)*F(4)1)+F(12)5)*F(5)1)+ 
F(i2)6)~'F(f/j)+F(12~-?)*F(7)1) 
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R·-.-,....r"···-. 1 '·;i.C ... ·1 . ., .. 'p·(.4 "j . ., • • ,r- ,"., .-,,,-. r-\,'''''-' ..,. ~,'-l-~ -'" • "',"1'" .of );i..""(':f "",' 
.... ,;:.-j- • .;t • .::., _.I'.', ...... ' .::.-'~ ,.1.,;:.. •• .::,)·'f<r I,,::,., .::. ..• ,/ J.'::.' ...! • ..'--p'j • .5,' .::.l-rr. '::J "'''., -,-r "'t.' .::._ T .. 
F(12., 5)·'f:F(~) 2)+F(12 .. f):f.·F(f. .. 2)+F(12J 7):f"F(7) 2) 
BJ=F(12J2)*F(2)])+F(i2J3)*F(]I])+F(12J4)*F(41])+ 
F(1.2 .. 5):f.-F(5.1 J)+F(12., f)·'f,'F(6 .. 2)+F(12; 7):+:F(7.']) 
84=F(12J2)*F(2J4)+F(J2Jl)*F(3J4)+F(12J4)*F(4J4)+ 
F(12J5)*F(~J4)+F(i2~6)*F(6J4)+F(12J 7)*F(?;4J 
B5=FC1.2 .. 2)·'f,"F(2J 5)+F(:1.2.1 s)If:F(1 .. 5)+F(.'!2 .. 4)·'f:F(4 .. 5)+ 
Fe!2 .. 5):+:F{·2 .. 5)+F(12 .. 6):t:F(t7; 5.i+F(:1.2 .. ?);f:F(?, 5) 
B5=F(12J2)*F(2;6)+F(12 .. 3)*F(3J6)+F(1214)$F(4J6)+ 
F(12J5)*F(S .. E)+F(12;€)*F(6;6)+F(12J?)*F(?;6) 
B7=F(12J2)*F(2J7)+F(12;J)~F(3~ ?)+F(12;4)*F(4J 7)+ 
F(i2J5)*F(5J 7)+F(12J6)~·F(£J7)+F(12J 7)*F(71 7) 
89=F(12J3)*G(3J·1)+F(12J5)*G(S,l)+F(1216)*G(6Jl)+. 
G(:1.2., 1.):+·(-l/T.~\·) 
8:18=1](12 .. i,),~·(G,~\·.····T.~;·) 
MATRIX A (16 x 16) 
a 
A(l .. 2)=1. .. 0 
A(2 .. 2)=F(2 .. 2) 
A(2 .. ]:)=F(2 .. ]) 
A(2 .. 4)=F(2 .. 4) 
.11(2 .. 5)=F(2 .. 5) 
AC;;·;·6)=F(2 .. 6.! 
A(2 .. f.!=F(2 .. 7) 
A(2 .. 8)=1](2 .. 2-' 
A (]:.' :1.~ =F (] .. 1) 
R(,1 .. 2)=Ff1 .. 2) 
R(J.I 3)=F(1 .. ]) 
R(] .. 4)=F(3 .. 4) 
R(]: .. 5.i=F(1 .. 5) 
R(J, 6)=FC:! .. 6'> 
A(]: .. ?)=F<'3 .. 7.> 
A (]:., 11)=GCJ .. t) 
AC4 .. 1)=FC4 .. 1) 
A(4 .. 2.i=F(4 .. 2) 
A(4 .. 3)=Ff4)]) 
R(:4 .. 4)=F(4 .. 4) 
A(4 .. 6)=F(4, 6) 
A(4 .. 7)==F(4 .. 7) 
Rf5.' l)=F(S .. .1.) 
R(5 .. 2)=F(5 .. 2) 
A (5.1 1)=F(S .. ]) 
Rf5 .. 4.>=F<"5 .. 4) 
R(S .. 5)=F(S., 5) 
AC5, 6)=F(5, 6) 
A<'5,. 7)=F(5 .. 7) 
A(5 .. 1l)=G(5,1.> 
A(6 .. 1.>=F<"6 .. 1.> 
A (6 .. 2)=F(6) 2) 
R(6 .. ])=F(6 .. ]) 
R(6 .. 4)=F(6 .. 4) 
A (6 .. 5)=F(6} 5) 
Rf6, 6)=Ff6 .. 6) 
A(6 .. 7)=F(6 .. 7) 
R(6 .. 11)=G(6,. :1.) 
A(?l)=F(? .. :1.) 
A C7 .. 2'> =F <" 7.1 2'> 
R(?, ])=F<7,]) 
A ({'., 4)=F«( .. 4) 
R(?. 5)=F«( .. 5) 
RC? .. 6)=F(?. 6) 
A(7 .. 7)=F(7 .. 7) 
A(S .. S.i=-1/T3 
MS .. 1[0=G]/T] 
A(9 .. 2)=-(KFlfIG2)'/(Tl·'f,'T2) 
M9 .. 9)=-nl+TZ).····n1.· .. T2) 
RC9,10)=-1/(T1*T2) 
RUB, 9)=1. 0 
R(11,11)=-1/TX • 
RU1..14)=Gg/TX 
Rf12,l)=GS*FC1],1) 
AC12,2)=G8*FC1].2) 
A (12 .. ])=G8*F(:!.] .. ]) 
RU2" 4)=G8*F<"1] .. 4) 
A(12 .. 5)=G8*F(13~5) 
A(12 .. 6)=G8*F(13,6) 
A(12J 7)=G8*F(i3J 7) 
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AC12.11)=GS*G(13. 1) 
A Cl. 2 .. 12)=-1.lTZ 
AU3.1J)=-1/TO 
AU3 .. 16)=GO/TO 
AU4 .• 1J)=GC/TC 
AU4 .. 14)=-1/TC 
A(15.1)=G6*F(1J,1)+G9*B1+G10*F(12. 1) 
R(15~2)=G6*F(j]~2)~G9*B2+Gla*F(12~2) 
AU5 .• 3)=G6*F(n. ~n+G9,'·BJ.j.G1!J*FC1.2 .. J) 
R(15.4)=G6*F(13.4)+G9*B4+G1!J*F(12.4) 
M15. 5)=G6·+F(j], 5)+G9*B5+G:1.tl*FU2, 5) 
M15, 6)=G6*Fi"n. f)+Ci9*B6+Gl(3·+,FU2, 6) 
A(1~7)=GG*F(jJ.7)+Ci9*B?+G10*F(12. 7) 
AU5 .. 8)=G9·+B8 
AU5 .. 11)=G6*G(13, 1)+G9*B9+GHJ*GU.2 .• 1) 
AU5 .. 12)=(CiA.···TP2)*CTAIlTZ-1) 
RU5.14)=Ci9·+BJfl 
M15,15)=-1/TA2 
AU6 .. 1.)=G?*F<1J.1HGl1*Bl+G12*FU2d) 
A(16J2)=G7*F(j]J2)+Gli*B2+G12*F(i2J 2) . 
AUG .• 3)=G7·+F(n. ])+·Gll*BJ+G12*-FU2. J) 
A(16.4)=G7*FejJ,4)+Gl1*84+G12*F(12,4) 
AUG .• 5)=G7*FdJ, 5)+Gll*B5+G12*F(12. 5) 
RUG. 6)=G7*FUJ. 6)+Gll*B6+G12*FU2. 6) 
M16, ?)=G7·+FU], ?)+G11·+B?+G12*FU2, 1) 
M16 .. 8)=G1:1.·+o88 . 
RU.6.11)=G7*G(1J .. 1)+G11*89+G12*G(12 .• 1.) 
A (16 .. 12)=(GN*GA*TI'11)*(TR1ITZ-1 )/(TN2*TA2) 
RU6,14)=Gl1*8j,,' 
A (16 .. 15)=(GI1/TH2)*(i-TN1/TA2) 
AUG. 16)=-1/TN2 
IV-2 ELEMENTS OF MATRIX Ab IN EQUATION(6-2.10) 
With 
G5=GR'+'GZ'~'GV 
64=6N·~G5 
66=- (65* TR1.l/( TR2*TZ ,l 
6?=- (64* TNl * TA!)/ C TNb·TR2* T2.> 
G8=(GV*GZ)/TZ' 
6Dl=KS/TS 
GD2=C6A*KS*TR:1. )le TR2.'!<TS) 
6DJ=(6fof.-I<TH1*GD2 )lTH2 
81=F(12.1)*F(1.1.l+F(12.4)*F(4.1)+F(12.5)*F(~1)+ 
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FC12 .. 6)·~F("E.:1. )+FU2. 7.l*F<"7. :1.) 
82=F(12.:1.)*F(:1..2)+F(12.2)*F(2.2)+FC12.1)*FC1.2)+F(:1.2. 4 )*FC4.2)+ 
F(:1.2. 5)·~F(5 .. 2.HFU2. 6.'*FC6. 2)+FU2. n*FC7. 2) 
Bl=FC12.2.l*FC2.1)+FC12.1)*F(].])+FC:1.2.4)*FC4.1)+ 
F(12 .. 5):f·F(5 .. ]:)+F(12 .. 6)*F(6" J.)+F(12J ?)*F«(' .. ]) 
B4=FC:1.2.2)*F(2. 4)+FC12.1)*F(]. 4)+F(12. 4)*F(4. 4)+ 
F(12.5)*F(5,4)+F(12,6)*F(6,4)+F(:1.2. 7)*FC?, 4) 
B5=F(12 .. 2)*'F(2"S)+F(12 .. ])*F(3 .. S)+F(12;4)*F(4,,5)+ 
F(12 .. 5)*F(5 .. 5)+F(12 .. 6)*F(6 .. 5)+F(12) 7)*FC7"S) 
B6=F(12 .. 2)*F(2 .. 6)+F(12 .. 3)*F(3 .. 6)+F(12,,4)*F(4,6)+ 
F(:1.2. 5)·tF(5 .. 6)+FU2 .. 6)*F(6 .. 6.HF(12 .. ?hF(7. 6) 
B7=F(12 .. 2)*F(2:?)+F(i2 .. ])*F(3) 7)+F(12 .. 4)*F(4J?)+ 
F(12 .. 5)*F(5 .. 7)+F(12,,6)*F(6 .. ?)+FCi2,?)*F(?,. 7) 
B8=F(1.2 .. 2)*G(2 .. 2) 
B9=FC12.1)*GC1,:1.)+F(:1.2.S).G(S,:1.)+F(12.6)*GC6.1)+ 
Gd2.1.hC-1/TX) 
B18=G02. :1. >HGX/TX) 
MATRIX Ab (17 x 17) 
AU, 2)=1. tl 
A(2) 2)=F(2 .. 2) 
A(2 .. 1)=F(2 .. ]) 
RC2,4)=FC2,4) 
M2 .. 5)=F(2 .• 5) 
RC. 6)=F(2. 6) 
A(2., 7)=F(2 .. 7) 
Af2, 8)=G(2, 2) 
AC], 1)=FC3 .. 1'> 
RG. 2.l=FG .. 2) 
Rf1 .. ]:)=F(] .. ]) 
AG .. 4)=FG. 4) 
A<"3} 5)=F(3 .. 5) 
RG. 6)=FG .• 6) 
A(J. 7)=F(]. 7) 
AG.l1)=G(].1) 
A(4.1.)=F(4 .. :0 
Af4, 2)=F(4 .• 2) 
Af4 .. :n=Ff4,]) 
Af4, 4)=F(4 .• 4) 
Af4, 5)=F<"4 .. 5> 
A(4 .. 6)=F(4, 6) 
Af4, ?>=F(4, n 
A (5 .. 1)=F(5, V 
A(5, 2)=F<"5 .• 2) 
A(5 .. 1)=F<'S .. 3) 
A(5 .• 4)=F(5 .. 4) 
A(5, 5)=F(5, 5) 
A(5 .. 6)=F(5, 6) 
R(S .. 7)=Ff5} 7) 
A(5 .. 11)=6(5 .• V 
Af6 .. V=F(6 .• V 
A(6, 2.)=FO:7, 2)' 
A(6 .. :n=F(6,]) 
A(6, 4)=F(6 .. 4) 
A(6 .. 5)=F<'6 .. 5) 
A(6 .. 6)=F(6 .. 6) 
A(6 .. ?)=F(6) 7) 
Af6 .. :1.1.)=1](6 .. 1.) 
A(7, V=F(?. 1.) 
RC?. 2)=F('?. 2) 
R(?,. 7)=F(?. 7.) 
A(?I 4)=F(7 .. 4)' 
R(7 .. 5)~F(?. 5) 
A(?. 6)=F(?, 6) 
A(7 .. 7)=F(7 .. 7) 
A(B .. 8)=-1/T] 
A (8 .• 10)=1]]/T] 
A(9,2)=-(KF*G2)/(T:1.*T2) 
R(9,9)=-(TJ.+T2)/(11*T2) 
R(9, :1.(1.) =-J...·'(11*T2) 
AUO .. 9)=1. 0 
R(ii .. l1.)=-1./TX 
AU1 .. 14)=GX/TX 
R(12 .. 1)=G8*F(13 .. 1) 
R(12 .. 2)=G8*F(13 .. 2) 
A(12.1 ]:)=G8*F(13 .. 3) 
RU2 .. 4)=G8*FU], 4) 
A(12 .. S)=G8$F(1.3 .. S) 
A(12 .. 6)=G8*F(11 .. 6) 
RCi2 .. 7)=G8*F(13) 7) 
A(12 .. 12)=-:1..····TZ 
AC!:?i 13)=-1 ..... TO 
A (:1.3 .. 16)=GO.·· .. TO 
R(14 .. :l.3)=GC/TC 
RU4 .. 14)=-1/TC . 
RU5 .. 1.)=G6*FU] .. :J..)+Gf>2~Bl 
ACtS .. 2)=G6:+:F(1] .. 2)+GP2·'f,'B2 
'A(i5,3)=G6*F(13,])+GD2*B3 
AU~ .. 4'>=G6·+FUJ .. 4)+GP2"'B4 
AC1S .. 5.>=G6*F(lJ .. 5.>+GD2*B5 
AC1S .. 6.>=G6*F(lJ .. 6.>+GD2*B6 
R(:!.5,. (,)=Gf:7·" F (11 .. 7'> +G[)2>f-'R? 
A (15 .. 8)=GD2·y.·BB 
A(15)11)=G6*G(1]Jl)+GD2*B~ 
AC1S .. 12)=CGA/TA2'>*CTR1/TZ-l) 
A(i5 .. 14)::::G[i2.'T-:PJ.t1 
ACtS .. 15)=-1/TR2 
R(15 .. 1?)=(GA.·.'TA2)·'f.·(~1-TR1/T5) 
A(16J1)=G7*F(1311)+GVJ*Bi 
R(16 .. 2)=G(:~·F(1.] .. 2)+Gf.l]·'!'R2 
.8(16., 3)=G7·~F(13 .. 1)+GDJ:+·Bl 
A (:J..6 .. 4)=G?lf:F(:1.:.?. 4)+GU:S,f:B~ 
A(16;S)=G?*F<13IS)+GOJ*H5 
A(16J6)=G?*F(11,6)+GDJ*B6 
A(16, 7)=G7~F(1]J 7)+GDJ*B7 
R(:16., 12) =( GN:+:GA·'f: TN::" ).>;-:( TAj./TZ-l ) ..... ( TH2·'!o'TR2) 
A(lt7., 14)=GD3·'f:B~{t1 
A(16 .. 15) = (GN/TN2);J-.'(:!.-TNJ. .. lTA2) . 
,8 (1f:7 .. lc.7)::.:-1,.,·'TN2 
A(l?t 1.)=GD1·,.·B1 
A(l? .. 2)=GDi:+B2 
R(i7 .. 4 )=GD1 ·f."84 
R(1..?.5>=GD1,¥-'B5 
FfC17,. 6'!=GD1:f:Bt~ 
A(l{ .. 7)=GD:1,·'f;B? 
A<"17 .. 8,)=GD1.*BB 
RC!? .. :1.:1.)=6D1*8.9 
Afl? .. 14)=GD1:+:R18 
Fi<'i?,.17)=-1/T5 
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IV-3 
With 
ELEMENTS OF MATRIX A IN EQUATION(6-2.15) 
c 
G5=GR·t'GZ*GV 
G4=GN*G5 
66=- (G5·t'TAl )/( TR2*T2.> 
G7=- 0:;4* TNi HR1)/( TN2*TR2*TZ.> 
G8=(GV:f:GZ).· .. 'TZ 
Gi2=KS/'T5 
G14=(GR*TRl *G12)/TR2 
G15=(GI1*TNl *Gl 4)/TN2 
MATRIX A (17 x 17) 
c 
R(1,2)=1. 0 
R(2 .. 2.i=F(2 .. 2) 
R(2, ])=F(2 .. ]) 
R(2.· 4)=F(2 .. 4) 
ftf2 .. 6)=F(2 .. 6) 
R(2 .. 7)=F(2 .. 7) 
R(2 .• 8)=G(2, 2) 
RG.· i.)=FG, 1.) 
RC]:,. 2)=F(],. 2) 
RC: .. ])=F(],]) 
R(], 4)=FCs .• 4) 
RC1: .. 5)=F(s,. 5) 
A(], 6)=F(], 6) 
A (J: .. ?)==F(]: .. 1) 
RC?. 11)=G(], 1) 
A<" 4 .. 1.)=F(4, 1.) 
R(4 .. 2)=F(4,. 2) 
A(4 .. ]:)=F(4 .. ]) 
R(4 .. 4)=F(4 .• 4) 
Af4,. 5,)=F(4 .. 5) 
FI(4.- 6)=Ff4 .. 6) 
A(4 .. 1)=F(4 .. 7) 
R(5 .. :1.)=F(5 .. :t.) 
A (5 .. 2)=F(5 .. 2) 
A(S .. ])=F(S .. ]:) 
i=t(S .. 4')=F(5 .. 4) 
R(5 .. 5)=F(S .. 5) 
A(S.I 6)=F(5 .. 6) 
R(5 .. ?)=F(5 .. 7) 
R(S .. :1.:1.)=G(5 .. 1) 
ft(6.· 1.)=F(6, 1.) 
Aft7 .. 2)=F(6 .. 2-) 
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A ('6 .. :n=F(,6 .. 3) 
A(6 .. 4)=F(,6 .. 4) 
A ('t7 .. 5)=F(6 .. 5) 
A(6 .. 6.)=F(6 .. 6'> 
A (6 .. ?)=F(6 .. 7) 
A (6 .. 11)=6(6, 1) 
A (7 .• 1.) =F 0 .. 1.) 
A (?, 2)=F(7,. 2) 
A (7, 3)=FO .. J.) 
R(7 .. 4)=FO .. 4) 
RC?. 5)=FO .. 5) 
A(7 .. 6.)=F(7 .. 6) 
A(7 .. ?)=F(?. 7) 
R(B,.8)=-1.,.. .. T3 
A(8 .. 1[t)=63/T3 
A (9 .. 2)=-(/('F·,/'G2)/(T1*T2) 
M9 .. 9)=-(Tl+T2)/(Tl*T2) 
Ad,lCO=-t,..'(,Tl*T2) 
AUO .. 9)=1. 0 . 
Adi.. iV=-l/TX 
AUi .. i4.)=GX/TX 
A('i2 .. i)=G8*F(13,i) 
A(12 .. 2."Y=G8·'f:F(:1.3 .. 2) 
A(12 .. 3)=G8*F(13J3) 
A(i2,4)=G8*FC13,4) 
A(12J 5)=G8*F(13,. 5;' 
AU2, 6)=68*FUJ, 1::) 
R(12 .. 7)=68*FUJ, 7.) 
- RU2, 11'> =68·'/'Gd3 .. i.) 
Rd2,12)=-i/TZ 
RdJ, iJ)=-l/TO 
AUJ .. i6)=GO/TO 
Rd4,13)=GC/TC 
R(14,14)=-1/TC 
Ad5 .. 1.)=G6*F<:1J .. 1..) +G1..4 '/Fd2, V 
A(15 .. 2) =Gt7*:F(1.J: .. 2)+G14*F(12 .. 2) 
A(15 .. J:.)=Gt7*:F(i3 .. ])+Gi4*F(i2) 3) 
Rd5, 4)=G6·~Fd3, 4)+Gi4·;,FO_2, 4) 
Ad5 .. 5)=G6*FdJ, 5) +G1..4 *Fd2 .. 5) 
Ad5 .. 6)=G6'+FdJ, 6)+G14·'/F(,12 .. 6) 
Mi5 .. 7.)=G6*FdJ .. 7HGi4*FU.2, 7) 
RdS, 11)=G6*6d3 .. 1.)+614*6(:[.2 .. 1.) 
A(:15 .. 12)==(GFf.···'TA2)*( TA:1./TZ-l.1 
R(15 .. 15)=(-1.· .. ·TA2) 
A (:1. 5) 1?)=(GA .... 'TA2)*(1.-TAi/TS) 
RC16 .. 1)=67'/Fd3, 1.)+615,FU_2 .. :1.) 
AC16,2)=G7*FC13,2'>+615*F(1..2,2) 
A(i6 .. ])=G7*F(13 .. 3)+G15*F(12 .. 3) 
A(i£ .. 4)=G7*F(:!3 .. 4)+Gi5*F(12 .. 4) 
A(l£ .. 5) =G7*F(1]: .. 5) + G:1. 5·'f'P(12 .. 5) 
A(lt7 .. t7)=G7:t:FC13 .. 6)+G:1.5·'f:FC12 .. t7) 
R(lf .. ?)=G71f:FC13, 7)+Gi5·'t:F(12, 7) 
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A(1~11)=G?*G(lJ,1)+G15*G(12,1) 
M16 .. :1.2) = (GN*GA·.,rm) *'( TAl/rZ-l)/( rN2'I<TR2) 
AU6 .. 15)=(GN.··7N2)*U-TN1/TA2) 
I'IU6 .. :1.6)=(-i/TN2)· 
M:1.6, ln =(Gf'l*GA*rm.) *'(1- TAl/iS) .... ' TN2HA2) 
Ad?, i)=GibF(:J.2 .. 1) 
A(:J.?, 2)=Gi2*F(:J.2, 2) 
A(17 .. ]')=G12:t:F(i2 .. ]:) 
RC!.? .. 4)=G12*F(:1.2 .. 4.> 
RC1.?' .. 5)=G:!2:f:F(12 .. 5) 
A(17 .. 6) =G12!-f:F (:1. 2 .. 6) 
A(11 .. 7)=G12*F(i2 .. ?) 
A(:J.f', 11)=G12*G(12, 1.) 
AUf' .. ln=-1/i5 
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IV-4 ELEMENTS OF MATRIX Ad IN EQUATION(6-2.23) 
With 
G5=GA*GZ.'f:GV 
G4=GI'1*65 
136=- (G5*TRi ':'/(TA2~'TZ) 
67=- (G4:f: iNi :t:TAi) ..... <" TN2* TA2~:TZ.! 
GB= (GV:f:GZ), .... TZ 
G12:=:KS/T5 
G13=(kh'}(S),'"'TS 
G14 =( GA"I< TFI1 ·.'G1]) /TA2 
G15=( GI#TN1.,G14)/TN2 
MATRIX Ad (18 x 18) 
AU., 2)=1.0 
Af2 .. 2)=F(2} 2) 
R(2 .. ])==F<'2 .. 1) 
A(2., 4)=F(2 .. 4) 
RC;: .. 5.):=F(2 .. 5) 
A(2 .. 6)=Ff2 .. £.i 
R(2 .. ?)=F(2 .. 7) 
A(2 .. 8)=G(2 .. 2) 
R(3 .. 1..)=F(3 .. 1) 
A(3 .. 2)==Ff3,,2) 
A(3 .. ]:)=F(3 .. ]) 
A(],",4)=F(]'", 4) 
A (3 .. 5.)::::F(~: .. 5j 
A(]'" .• t7)=F(].", 6) 
A(]} ?)=F(3 .. 7) 
A(3 .. 1:1.)=6(3 .. i) 
A<'4,1)=Fi'4 .. 1) 
A(4 .. 2)=F(4, 2) 
A(4 .. ])=F(4 .. 3) 
A<'4 .. 4)=F(4, 4) 
A( 4 .. 5)=F( 4,5) 
:=1(4 .. 6)=F(4, 6) 
A(4 .• n=F('i, n 
A (5 .. i)=F(S .. i) 
A(5 .. 2)=F(5 .. 2) 
R(5 .. 3,>=F(S .. J) 
A(5 .. 4'>=F(5 .. 4) 
Pf(5 .. 5)=F(5 .. 5} 
A(5 .. t7)=F(5 .. 6) 
A(S .. 7)=F(5 .. 7) 
A (5 .. 1:1.)=8(5 .. 1) 
A<' 6.. 1.) = F (' t7.. 1.) 
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R(6 .. 2)=F(6 .. 2) 
A(6.1 3)=F(6 .. ]) 
A(6} 4)=F(6} 4) 
A (6.'- 5)=Fff .. 5) 
A(6 .• t7)=F(6 .. c7) 
A(6} ?)=F(6; 7) 
R(,6 .. 11)=6(6 .. :1.) 
RC?. :1.)=Ff7 .. :1.) 
A(7 .. 2):::Ff7 .. 2) 
R(?. 3)=F(?.]) 
A(7.1 4)=F(7 .. 4) 
A(7 .. 5)=FC1 .. 5) 
A(?. t7)=F(1} 6) 
A(7 .. ?)=F(l .. 7) 
A(S .. 8)=-i .... ·T3 
R(S,1C1)=6l"'7]: 
A (9.· 2)=-(G1 ·'{-.·u2> ..... (Tl:f:T2) 
A(9.· 9>=-(T1+T2),..-'(T1.·'f:T2) 
R(9 .. i6)=-1 .. ···(T1..*T2> 
RdO .. 9)=1. <1 
A(11 .. 11.>=-i ... ··T.'x,· 
RUi.. H)=GX/TX 
R(:12 .. 1)=GB·'f.'F(:1.3 .. i) 
RC1.2 .. 2>=GB·'f:F(1.3 .. 2) 
R(1.2 .. ])=G8·'/-:F(13 .• 3) 
R(i2, 4)=G8*F(1]:, 4) 
A(12 .. 5,)=G8:f·'FCl3 .. 5) 
R(,12,t:)=G8·'iF(1]:,6) 
R<':1.2 .. 7)=G8:+:Frt13 .. 1) 
RC12,1i)=G8*GC1J, i) 
RU2, i2)=-1/TZ 
RUl,1])=-1/TO 
RU3 .. 1t:)=GO,..70 
R(l'~ .. :1.3)=GC/'TC 
A(14 .. :1. 4) =-i.· .. ·TC 
A <':1. 5 .. :1.) =G t::f:F Cl. 3 .. i)+61.4*F(:!.2 .. :1.) 
RC1.5 .. 2)=G6:f:F(13 .. 2)+G:1.4·'f:F(12, 2) 
A (:1.5 .. 1)=G5·'f:F(13 .. ]:)+G:1.4*F(:1.2 .. ]) 
Rd:; .. 4)=G6'+FU3 .. 4.)+Gi'i*FU.2, ,1./ 
R(15 .. 5)=G6:f:F(:!J., 5)+Gi4*F(i2 .. 5) 
A (:15 .. 6)=G6*FC1.3,. t7)+G14*F(:1.2 .. t7) 
A (:1.5 .. ,?)=G6*F(lJ .. 1)+G1..4:+:F(12 .. 1) 
RCi,5 .. :1:1)=G6·y.:G(1J .. i)+G1.~!*G(i2 .. i) 
A(:1.5 .. 12)=(GA/T.~2)'f:(TA:1..···'TZ-i) 
R(:1.5 .. 1.5)=(-i./TA2) 
A(15 .. 1. 7) =- (GR'f,·TR:!.. :+:KF) ,.. .. ( TA2't~r5) 
A (1·'5 .. 1 S') = (GF:i,,'TF:2,) .~.(:1. - TAi/TF) 
A Cl. 6 .. 1.!:=!j?·t:F(:1.]: .. 1)+Gi5·~:F\.·:!.2 .. :!..! 
A (16 .. _2.!:::G?*P(:!]. .. 2)+Gi5*F(12 .. 2) 
FJ(lt~ .• ]:)=-G7'f:F(:1.J: .. ]:)+G15·'t:F(12 .. 3) 
A(lt~ .. 4)=G?:-!-:F':i7: .. 4)+G1..5·'1'F(12 .. 4) 
Aflt7 .. 5.>=G?*F(:!.3 .. 5)+G:1.5·"t:FC1.2 .. 5) 
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A(16,1 6)-=G?'f:F(lJ.' 6)+G15·'1·:F(12 .. 6,) 
R(l£ .. ?)=G?~F(l] .. ?)+G15·'f:F(12 .. 7.) 
Ff(lt~ .. li)=:G?:t~G(i2., :1.)+G15:~:G(i2., 1..:" 
f1 (16.1 :1.2.'! =: (GN·'f.'GA'f: TN:1..J :t.' (" TAi .. ··' TZ-i .> ..... ( TN2'f: TA2) 
Ft (lE .. 15) =( GN ... ·'TN2) ·~:(i - TN1,.."'TFt2) 
,c!(:!6 .. :1.t7)=(-J.,/TN2) 
Aft6 .. 17) =- (" GN·'1'TNl ,rGH"'TA:( *rn /( TN2"+'TA2" TS) 
RU6, le)=fGN*GA"i'TNt'> *U - TAi.·-Tn/f TN2*TA2.) 
RC!.?. i) =Gi2:t:F (':1. 2 .. i) 
fi(:!.7 ... 2)=G:1.2~:F'(:!.2 .. 2) 
R(17 .. s)=G:12*F'(i2 ... 7;) 
F/(:17., 4)=G12:+:F(12 .. 4) 
Afl?. 5)=Gi2*FC12.: 5:' 
A(1.7 .. 6)=G12·'f,'P'(i2 .. 6) 
A(t? .. 7)=G12·~·F(1.2 .. 1) 
A(,l?. :1.1.i=612*6(12,< f) 
Ad?,lf.)=-1.-·'TS 
A(18 .. 1)=G13:+:F(:1.2 .. i) 
AC1.8 .. 2)=Gl]':+:F(12 .. 2) 
A(iB,])=G13*F(i2 .. 3> 
A(18 .. 4)·-=Gl]~:P(:1.2 .. 4) 
R(18, S)=G:13*F(12 .. 5) 
A(lB .. 6)=G:!]:*F(12 .. 6) 
AC1S .. ?)==G1J:+:F(1..2 .. 1) 
R(18 .. :1.1)=G1.]:-f:G(:1.2 .. :1.) 
A(18 .. i ?)=-ffF,...tT5 
A(18 .. 18)=-i/TF 
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IV -5 ELEHENTS OF MATRICES A AND B IN EO,UATION(7-11.1) 
With 
G5=GR*GZ·'f,'GV 
G4=G!:f:+<G5 
G6·"=- <" G5* TA:!.) / (TA2*TZ.J 
G7=-(G4*THi ,;.TA1'> . .l (' TN2*TA~>·TZ'> 
G8=(J]V*GZ).···'TZ 
G12=/<:"5 .. '75 
G17=(f:Fl<kS)/T5 
614=( GR*TA1·-y.'G13)/TFf2 
G15=(GN*TN1*G1.4) /TI'12 
MATRIX A (18 x 18) 
RC:!. .. 2):::1.. 0 
A(2,2)=F(2} 2) 
A(2 .. ]:)=F(2" 3) 
A(2 .. 4)=P(2} 4) 
A(2 .. 5)=F(2, 5'> 
A(2 .. 6)=Ff2.1 6) 
Af2 .. ?)=F(2} 1) 
A(2.t8)=G(2J2) 
AG .. V=FG .• 1.> 
A<'3 .. 2)=F(3} 2) 
Af3 .. ])=F(] .. ]) 
AC? .. 4)=F(], 4) 
A(3) 5)=FC!. .. :;) 
AG ... 6)=FG, 6) 
A<'3 .. 7)=F(3) 7) 
A(] .. il)=G(] .. 1) 
A(4, V=F(4 .. 1) 
A(4 .. 2)=F(4 .. 2) 
Rf4 .. ]:)=F(4,]) 
A(4 .• 4)=F(4 .. 4) 
A(4 .. 5)=F(4.1 5) 
A(4 .• 6.i=F(4, 6) 
A(4, ?)=F(4, 7) 
A(5, V=F(5 .. 1.> 
A (5 .• 2)=F(5.' 2) 
A <'S., ]:)=F(5 .• ]) 
A (5.1 4)=F(5 .. 4) 
A(S) 5)=F(5 .. 5) 
Af5 .. t7)=F(5 .. 6) 
A(S .. 7)=F(5 .. 7) 
R(5 .. ii)=G(5 .. 1) 
A(6 .. V=P(6, V 
A(6.1 2)=F(b, 2) 
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A (6 .. ])=F(6.]) 
A(6 .• 4)=F(6. 4) 
A(6 .. 5)=Ff6 .. 5) 
A(6 .. 6)=F(6.: 6) 
f/(6 .. ?)=Ff6,. 7) 
A(6 .. 11)=G(6.·1) 
A(? .. l)=F({,l) 
A(7 .. 2)=F(7 .. 2) 
A(?. ])=F(?. 1) 
A(? .. 4)=Ff7} 4) 
A(?. 5)=F(7 .. 5) 
Af?. 6)=Ff?} 6) 
A('?. ?)=F(7 .. 7) 
R(S .. S)=-1./T3 
~ Rc'S .. :1.0)=G3ITJ 
R(9.1 2)=-(G1 *G2)".·'(Ti*T2) 
AC::, .. 9)=-(Tl+T2.>.····(Tl*T2.> 
A 0 .. :1.0) =-l.····(Tl *T2) 
AUO. 9)=:1.. cl 
AU:1..·11.)=-:1..····TX 
Ad.:1...14)=GX/TX 
A(12 .. 1)=G8*FC13 .. 1) 
A(12 .. 2)=G8*F(lJ .. 2) 
A(:12 .. ])=G8*F(13,.]) 
A(:1.2 .. 4)=G8*F(13 .. 4) 
A(12 .. 5)=G8*F(1] .. S) 
R(12 .. 6)=G8·'f,·Ff13 ... 6) 
R(1.2 .. ?)=G8*FC1.3 .. 7) 
A (:12 .. 11)=G8*G(:!.3 .. :1.) 
A (:12 .. 12):"-i/TZ 
AU] .. :1.1.)=-UTO 
AU] .. 16)=GO/TD 
AU4, :1.])=GC/TC 
AU4 .. :1.4.)=-:1./TC 
A(15 .. 1)=G6·'f.'F{13, :1) 
M:1.5 .. 2)=G6*F(:1.] .. 2) 
R(15 .. 1)=G6*F(13 .. 3) 
,. A(:t.5 .. 4)=G6*F(:1.] .• 4) 
A (:t.5 .• 5)=G6*F(:1.], 5) 
M:1.5. 6)=G6*F(:1.] .• 6) 
A(15 .. 7)=66*F(1] .. 7) 
A(15.1:1.)=G6*G(1].1) 
AU5.12)=(GA.··7A2).'fI(TRi/TZ-l) 
A (:t.5 .. 15)=-1/TA2 
R( 15.< 17)=-(GR:f:TR1*KF)/( TA2'~'T5) 
M:1.5 .. 1E:)=(GP/TA2)*(1-TA1/TF.> 
A(16.:1.)=G7*F(1~1) 
A(16 .. 2)=G?*F(11 .. 2) 
A(16 .. ])=G1*F(13 .. ]) 
AU6 .. 4)=G7*F(:1.] .. 4) 
A (16 .. 5)=G?*F(1J. .. 5) 
R(16 .. 6)=G?·-+-°F(13 .. t7) 
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/ 
A(16.1 7)=G?·f,'F(lJ.· 7) 
AU6 .. 11.l=G7*GU] .. 1.l 
H(16 .. 12) = (GH*GR·'f,'TNi ).'1-:( TAi,. ... TZ-l )/( TN2:+: TA2) 
AU6 .• :15.l=(GN/TN2)H:1-TH:1/TA2'> 
AU6 .. :16.l=-:1/TN2 
A U6 .. :1?'> =- (" GI'1* TfH*GR*TA:'.*KP.l,... (' TH2* TA2*TS) 
AU6 .. :1 B) = ('Gf'I*Gii* TN:1 ,\.-1<(":1. - TA:1.····rn .... • (TN2* TA2'> 
R(1?.17)=-:1.· ... TS 
A (1S' .. :1. 7) =-KFlTS 
ACtS .. 1S)=-1.···'TF 
MATRIX B (18 x 1) 
8U5 .. 1)=G:1.4 
B(;1.6 .. i )=G15 
8U7 .• :1..)=G:12 
8(18,11'>=613 
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Iv-6 ELEMENTS OF 11ATIUCES A AND B IN EQ,UATION(10-1.14) 
With 
G5=GR*GZ*IW 
1]4=Gn·Y~G5 
66'=- ('G5*TRl )/(TA2*TV 
G?=-('G4*TN1*TA:1.> /( TN2HA2* TZ> 
GB= ('GV:f:I]Z'> /TZ 
G12=KSlT5 
61]=:(kF'IIk"S)/T5 
G14=(GFI*TA1*GH.> /TA2 
615=(Gt#Ttt1,'IIG14 )/Tf12 
G16=KG1/TGl 
61 ;'=KG2*G16 
MATRIX A (21 x 21) 
Ad,2)=1.0 
. A(2., 2)=F(2J 2.1 
A<'2.; ])=F<'2., J) 
R(2 .. 4)=F(2.1 4) 
A(2 .. 5)=F(2.1 5) 
A(,2 .. f)=FC;"" 6) 
. A(2 .. ?.i=F(2 .. 7) 
A(2., 8) =6 C;:',. 2) 
AG" i.>=FG, 1) 
A(].I 2)=Ffl .. 2) 
A(3, ])=F(3 .. ]) 
A (]:., 4'>=F(].J 4) 
AG, 5)=FG:, 5) 
AG, 6.l=F'G" 6) 
AC1 .. 7)=F(].1 7) 
AG,11)=6G,1) 
A<'4" i.>=F(4" 1) 
A(4, 2)=F'(4, 2) 
A<' 4" :n =F (' 4" ]) 
A(4 .. 4)=F{4, 4) 
A(4., 5,i=F'(4" 5.'1 
A(4, 6)=F'(4, 6) 
R(4.1 7)=F(4.1 7) 
A(5 .. 1'>=F('5.1 1) 
R(5.,2)=F(5,,2) 
A(5.1 ])=F(5 .. J) 
A(5., 4)=F<'5., 4) 
A('5, 5)=F(5, 5) 
R(S .. 6)=F(5) 6,) 
A(S.r 1):::F(S .. 7) 
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R<'S,11)=G(5 .• 1,) 
R(6,1)=F(6,1) 
R(6 .• 2)=F<'6 .• 2) 
R(6 .• ])=F<'6 .. J) 
R(G, 4.l=F(6, 4) 
R<'6 .. 5)=F(6, 5) 
A(G .• 6)=F<'6, 6) 
A(6.1 ?):::F(,6.1 7) 
A(6,11)=G(6 .• 1) 
R((.I 1 .. ~::;F(7.1 1) 
RC?. 2.i=F(?1 2) 
R(1.1 3)=F<'7., ].) 
R(?.1 4'>=F(7., 4) 
RC?,. 5)=F<'?. 5) 
Aa, G)=F<'?, 6) 
R(7.1 7'>=F(? .. 7) 
A(S,8)=-ilTJ 
A{S,10)=GJ/TJ 
R(9,2)=-(G1/WG2)/(T1·H2'> 
A<'9 .. 9)=-(THT2)/(THT2) 
R(9,10)=-1./(1"1*T2) 
A(9,21)=G2/(1"1*T2) 
AUO .• 9)=1. e 
AUi,1i)=-i/TX 
A <':1.1., 14'> =Gi{/ rx 
AU2 .•. 1)=G8*FUJ .. 1,) 
AC12.1 2)=:GB*Ff:1.3J 2) 
A(12, 3)=G8*FUJ, J) 
A(12 .. 4)=G8*F<'1J, 4) 
RU2, 5)=G8·WFUJ, 5) 
RU2 .• 6)=G8*F UJ, I:~) 
RU2 .• 7)=G8*FUJ .• (') 
RC12,11)=GS*G(1J,1) 
. AU2, 12)=-1/TZ 
R(lJ,11:)=-i/TO 
RU],16)=GO/TO 
RU4 .• 1])=GC/TC 
R<14,14)=-1/TC 
RU5, 1>=G6*FU], 1) 
RUS, 2)=G6*FUJ.; 2) 
R(15, ])=GG·'IFUJ, J) 
RU5, 4)=G6·,/<FU], 4) 
A(1~5)=G6.F(1],5) 
RU.5 .• 6)=GG*FUJ .• G) 
RUS, 7)=G6*FU] .• ?> 
RU5 .• 11)=G6*GU], 1> 
RU5,12)=(GR/TR2)*aR1/TZ-i.) 
AU5,15)=-1/TA2 
AU5 .• 1?>=-(GA·HRi*kF)/(1"A2*TS) 
AU5,18)=(GR.····TA2)H1-TAi/TF.> 
AUG,1.}=G7*FUJ .. 1) 
AUG, 2)=G?*FU] .• 2) 
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RUG, ])=G7*FUJ, J) 
RC1G,4)=G7*FC1J,4) 
RUG, 5)=G7*FUJ, 5) -
RUG, 6)=6?*FUJ .. 6) 
R(16, 7.)=G7*FUJ, () 
RU6,11.)=G7*GU3 .. 1.) 
RU6, 12 )=(GN*GR*TNl )*( TA1.-'··TZ-'l)/( TN2*TR2) 
RUG, 15)=(GN/TN2)*U-TN1ITR2)· 
AU6,lG)=-1/TN2 
AU6,17.)=-(GN*Tf'1:1*GR*TR1*KF.>/(Ti'/2·HA2·HS) 
AU6 .• 18>=OJN*GA~Tt11 >*(1- TA1/TF)/CTN2*TR2.> 
AU7 .. 17.)=-1.····TS 
AUS, 17)=-kF/TS 
AUS, 18)=-1/TF 
RU9; 19)=-1/TGl 
A<"2!J,19)=-KG2/TG1 
A(2t1,2t1)=-1/TG2 
Af2:1..t 2fl)=k"Gl.,,·'TG3 
R(21,21>=-1/TGJ 
MATRIX B (21 x 2) 
8U5,1.>=G14 
BU6 .• 1)=G15 
8 l 1" 1)-".1"" -.. I J ." -u .:. 
8(:1.8, 1>=G1J 
8U9, 2)=G16 
8(20,2)=G.17 
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IV-7 ELE1'IENTS OF 11ATRICES A AND B IN mUATION(10-2.1) 
MATRIX A (7 x 7) 
Ad, 2)=1. g 
A{2 .. 2)=F{2~ 2) 
R{2 .. ]'>=F(2 .. 3) 
A{2 .. 4)=F(2 .. 4) 
R(2" 5J=F{2 .. 5) 
R(2 .. 6J=F(2.1 6) 
R(2, ?)=F(2) (') 
AC: .. l)=FG,1) 
AG, 2)=FG .. 2) 
R(].,,])=F{] .. s) 
AG .. 4.>=FG, 4) 
R<'1 .. 5)=F(3,. 5) 
R(]) 6)=F(s .. 6) 
R(] .. ?)=F{]'; 7) 
A(4,1)=F(4 .• 1) 
R{4 .. 2)=F(4.1 2'> 
AN. 3)=F(4, 3) 
R(4, 4)=F(4, 4) 
A(4 .. 5)=F(4 .• 5) 
A(4, 6)=F<" 4 .. 6) 
A(4, ?>=F(4, ?> 
A( 5,1 )=F<"5 .. 1'> 
R(5.1 2'>=F(S) 2.) 
A(5, ]'>=F<"5 .. 3) 
A(5, 4)=F(5 .. 4) 
A(5, 5)=F<"5 .• 5) 
A(5, 6)=F(5, 6) 
A(5 .. ?)=F(5) 7) 
A(6, 1)=F(6, 1) 
F/<'t; .. 2)=F(f;7 .. 2) 
A(6, 3)=F(6, 3.> 
A(6 .. 4)=F(6, 4,} 
A(6, 5)=F(6, 5) 
A{'6, 6)=F(6, 6) 
R(6,. ?)=F(6 .. 7) 
R(7 .. :1.)=F(? .. i) 
R(?. 2)=F(?. 2) 
A((,13)=F(?,. 3) 
R(? .. 4)=F(? .. 4.) 
R( 7 .. S)=F <' 1 .. 5) 
A(?J 6.i=F(?,. 6) 
R(? .. ?)=F(? .. 7) 
MATRIX B (7 le 2) 
8('2 .. 2)=G<'2 .. 2) 
8C},1)=G(] .. 1.> 
8(5, 1)=G(5 .. 1) 
8(6,1)=G(6 .. 1) 
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APPEtIDIX V 
METHOD OF SOLUTION OF 
MATRIX RICATTI EQ,UATION 
In general, the application of Optimal Control Theory to a 
linear, time-invariant system 
• 
x = Ax + Bu (V-1) 
involves the solution of a Matrix Ricatti Equation of the form 
or 
D + QA + A'Q - QBH-1BIQ = 0 
D + QA + A'Q - Q(E)Q = 0 
(V-2) 
(V-3) 
where E = BH-1BI. D, Q, A and E are (n x n) matrices, and D and E 
are positive' semidefinite matrices. 
Employing the computationally feasible method of J. E. 
Potter40 , the solution procedure of equation(V-3) starts with the 
formation of an (2n x, 2n) matrix AM given by 
AI1 = [AI Dj 
E -A 
which has the property that if A is one of its eigenvalues, so 
is - A • 
An (2n x 2n) matrix T is then constructed as 
(V-5) 
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where T11 to T22 are all (n x n) matrices. The first n columns of 
T are made up of the eigenvectors corresponding to the positive 
eigenvalues of AM. The second set of n columns of T, on the other 
hand, are made up of the eigenvectors corresponding to the negative 
eigenvalues of AM. 
The positive definite, symmetric solution Q of equation 
(V-3) can be shown tobe39 ,40 
Q=T11.T21-1 (V-6) 
In the computer subroutine (Ricatti) that follows, NS = n, AA = D, 
-1 BRB = E, HI = H ,AU = T11 and AL = T21 • The steps for computing 
Q are: 
(1) Calculate matrix E. 
(2) Form matrix AM. 
(3) Compute the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of AM. 
(4) Obtain the eigenvectors corresponding to the eigenvalues of 
AM with positive real parts. These eigenvectors are then 
arranged to form the first n columns of T (the formation of 
the second set of n columns of T is omitted since it is not 
required in the solution). 
(5) Invert the lower half of the first n columns of T and 
premultiply the result with the upper half to obtain the 
complex solution of Q. 
(6) Obtain the real parts of Q as the final solution (this is 
because the real part of every element of complex Q is always 
-very much greater than the imaginary part which itself is very 
small and can be neglected). 
SUBROUTINE RICATTICR,B,RR,HI,N5,NC, Q) 
CONPLE.:'; AU .. RL ALL 
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DINENSIDN AUS .• 1S), SUS.' n .. RAUS .. 1S), aus .. lS) .. SHBUS, lS) 
DINEN5ION AN (']6 .• JE) .. AU(18,.18) .. AL (:1.8 .. :18) .. DD(]6) .. INTGEF:(]:t7) 
frINEN5ION t-JP(]:6.! .. NI (]:f;:,) .• ALL (18 .. :1.8),. ~l(]:6 .. ]:6) .. HN(l .. 18) 
DINENSIDN 8TRU .. 18) . 
NN=2*NS 
I4R ITE (" 2 .• 100) 
C CALCUL.'1TIQN OF NRTRIX [BHBl 
C 
C 
DO 10 1=1..115 
BTRU .. D=8CI .. V 
10 I·mu .. 1 )=HI*8TRU .. n 
CALL F01.CKF(BHB, B .• W-/.· 115 .• NS .. NC .• DD .. 1, 1.. 0) 
CALL FfllCPF(OD .. 1-111 •• 1.. 0) 
UJ;: I TE (2 .. 2ge) 
CALL PR INTOUTl (SHB, 115) 
C FO.RN NFITRI.~,· fAN] 
C 
C 
00 2 l=l,NS' 
DO 2 ,T=l .. NS 
ANd, J)=AU .• 1) 
AN«(J+NS), ,T)=SHSO .. n 
ANd .. (,T+NS»=AA(J, n 
2 AN«I+NS) .• (,T+NS'>'>=-R(J, J) 
C CALCULATE THE EIGENVALUES AND EIGf/JliECTORS OF [ANJ 
CALL F£t1ATFUm, 2.· AN .• NN, K .. L DIn 
C 
CALL F01AKFU/N, g, L AN, NN .• INTGER) 
CALL F01APFam .• K .. L. INTGER, AN .. itN .. 1/ .• NN) 
CRLL F02RQFOm, K, L 2.0**(-17) .• AN, Nil, 1/ •• flNd·JR, J./I, INTGEP, 0) 
CALL F01AUFom, g, L NN, DD, \/, !IN.! 
l-JIUTEC2 .. 161.) 
l-IRITE(2 .. 102)(UR(J), WO ) .. 1=1., NIJ.) 
C DBTAIN THOSE EIGENVECTORS CORRE5PONf>ING TO THE EIGEN~,rRLUE5 
C OF [AN] l-JITH POSITIVE REAL PARTS 
C 
1=1. 
K=1. 
10 IFCl-JR(1» 0,9,5 
IFO·JJ( D) £l .• 6 .. tl 
1=1+1 
GOTO 6 
5 IFO.JI (J >.> 7 .. 0 .. ;:' 
DO 8 .J=1.. NN 
8 V(.J .. K)=V(t.T .. I'> 
HI (f;)=J.Jl <' 1.) 
/('=/<'+1 
GOTO 6 
7 DO 9 ,T=1.. NN 
'.o'(,..T .. K)=V<",-T .. I'> 
9 V( . ..T .. K+l)=:V(.J .. [+1'> 
C 
H 1 (le) =tU n) 
U I U::+l )=/J1 (" 1+1) 
K=K+2 
1=I+l 
6 1=1+1 
1FWN-J.) 0,10 .. 10 
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C PLACE THE E1GEINECTORS INTO THE CONPLEX FORI'I [Au] All[) [AU 
C !-IH£l~E [RU] AND [AL] APE THE UPPER AU{.i LONER PARTS OF THE 
C EIGENVECTORS REPECTIVEU' 
C 
I=l 
16 1FCUI(1» 12,0,12 
DO 1:? ,T=l, US 
AUC,T .. D=CNPLX(I"(J .. n .. 0. 01) 
1:? AU,T.. D=CI'1PL.'1(V(,T+N5, n .. 0. 01) 
GOTD 14 
12 DO 15 ,T=l, U5 
AUC,T, I ) =CNPL.\·(ll(,T .. ]), \·'C,T.. 1+1).) 
AU(,T .• 1+l)=CI'1PU{(\l(cT, I),-l/(,T, 1+1» 
AL(,T .. D=CNPL.\·(I/(,T+NS .. n .. V (,T+N5 .• 1+1'>'> 
·15 AL(,T .• I+J)=CNPLX(ll(cT+IIS .. n, -V(J+N5 .. 1+1» 
1=1+1 
14 1=I+J 
1F<"NS-J'> O,16 .• le; 
C INVE.~T [RLl AND OBTAIN THE SOLUTIDN faJ 
DO 20 1=1, NS 
DO 20 ,T=l, NS 
ALLCI,cT)=CNPLX(O. O1,Q 0) 
20 ALU], I)=CNPLXU. 0 .• O. !~) 
CALL F04ADF(AL NS, ALL US, !IS .. U5.· ALL 1/5 .• [ID, 0) 
DO 22 1=1.. NS 
DO 22 ,T=1.. U5 
ALC1, cT)=CI'1PLX(O. O,Q 0) 
22 OC I .. ,T)=O. 0 
DO 21. 1=1,,'15 
DO 21 ,T=l, U5 
DO 21 K=1.. NS .. 
AL C r.. ,T)=AL n .. n+AUU, K) *ALL (K .. ,T) 
2:1. O(!., ·J)=REAL (AL (I., ,J)) 
NRITEf2,20:?) 
CALL PRINTOUT2(AL 115) 
CALL FtilCAFnNTGER, NN .. 1.., 0.> 
CFlLL F01CAFU)[:" NU .• 1., 1'1) 
CALL F01CAFU/L NN .• 1, M 
CALL F!.:11CAF(I'/R, NN .• 1.. 0) 
:100 FORNATUH1.. 100e *'), /, 1 OX.' / SOLUTION OF THE HATR IX 
lRICATTI EOUATIO!r .. / .• l[10e .w"'» 
101 FOF.'NAH.····.····/1H .' " E IGENVAI. UHS OF [AN]'" /.> 
102 FORNATUH .' E15. 5., 5X .. E15. 5) 
200 FORNAT(/.····./lH ,"HATe1S fBHBJ'·,···.) 
2tU FORNAH/,····,,··1H I "CONPLEX NAT,RIX [01",/) 
RETURN 
END 
• 
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APPENDIX VI 
COMPUTER ALGORITHMS 
VI-1 ALGORITHM FOR THE APPLICATION OF LINEAR OPTIHAL CONTROL 
( start 
/ read in system parameters 
• 
of the system x = Ax + Bu, 
read in the values of the 
weighting factors A1 to A5 
I 
set the load conditions 
(set the values of P and Q.o) 0 
I 
calculate the steady-state values, 
form the matrices A and B 
I 
form the matrices D and H 
of the performance index 
I 
solve the Matrix Ricatti Equation 
D + A'Q. + Q.A _ Q.BH-1B'Q. = 0 
I 
calculate the optimal-controller-
gain matrix -1 K = - H B'Q. 
and form the closed-loop system 
• 
x = (A + BK)x 
I 
set value of step disturbance and 
compute the system time response 
I 
/~rintout 
plot the 
the results a~ 
time response 
stop 
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VI-2 ALGORITHM FOR THE APPLICATION OF MODAL CONTROL 
start 
I 
~ead in system parameters 
• 
of the system x = Ax + Eu 
I 
set the load conditions 
(set the values of P and Qo) 0 
I 
calculate the steady-state values, 
form the matrices A and B 
I 
compute the matrix V 
and vectors A and P 
I 
declare the required eigenvalues 
and store in the vector p 
I 
compute the vector QK, then 
the controller-gain vector K 
I 
.. 
form the closed-loop 
• 
system x = (A + BK)x 
r 
set the value of initial condition 
and compute the system time response 
I 
/ printout 
plot the 
the results' anJl 
time response 
I ( stop ") 
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VI-'1 ALGORITHM FOR THE FULL-OBSERVER DESIGN 
start 
I 
/ read in system parameters of 
• 
the system x = Ax + Bu, y = Cx, 
read in the feedback gain 
matrix K and matrix A 
I 
set the load conditions 
(set the values of P and 
0 Q,o) 
I 
calculate the steady-state values, 
form matrices A, Band C 
I 
solve the Matrix Ricatti Equation 
I + Q,l' + AQ,1 - Q, C'A-1CQ, 1 1 = 0 
compute the matrix S = (A-1eQ, ), 1 
and the eigenvalues of (A - se) 
I 
form the overall observer-controller 
closed-loop system of order 2n 
I 
set the value of initial condition, 
compute the true system 
states and the observer outputs 
I 
jprintout 
plot the 
the results an~ 
time response 
I 
stop 
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VI-4 ALGORITHM FOR THE LOW_ORDER OBSERVER DESIGN 
( start ) 
I 
~ead in system parameters of 
• 
the system x = Ax + Bu, y = Ox, 
read in the feedback gain 
matrix K 
I 
set the load conditions 
(set the values of Po and Qo) 
I 
calculate the steady-state values, 
form the matrices A, B and e 
I I choose matrices Q, and S I 
I 
solve for T and R in the eCl.uations 
Q,T - TA = 
-
se and TB = R, check 
the solutions 
I 
form sCl.uare matrix T1 = [~] , 
compute the inversion T -1 1 =W 
I 
partition W, form the overall observer-
controller closed-loop system of order 2n-l 
I 
set the value of initial condition, 
compute the true system 
states and the observer outputs 
I 
j;rintout 
plot the 
the results anI' 
time response 
I 
stop 
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APPEND IX VII 
SOLUTION FOR EQUATION QT - TA = C 
The algebraic matrix equation 
QT - TA = C (VII-1 ) 
where Q, A and C are given (p x p), (n x n) and (p x n) matrices 
respectively and T is an unkncwn (p x n) matrix, is equivalent to 
a system of (p x n) scalar equations in the elements of T. By 
expanding equation(VII-1) in terms of the elements of the matrices, 
a general pattern is revealed by which this equation can be 
rewritten as 
YX = K (VII-2) 
where 
Y 11 Y12 • • • • • • Y1P 
Y21 Y22 • • • • • • • Y = • • • • 
• 
• • • • 
• 
• • • • 
Y • Ypp p1 • • • • • • • • 
with Y an «p x n) x (p x n» square matrix and each submatrixof 
which (i.e. Y11 , Y12 ' •••• ,Ypp) of dimension (n x n), and 
-a11+qkk -a21 • • • • • • • • • • • -an1 
-a12 -a22+qkk -a32 • • • • • • • • • 
Ykk = 
• 
• 
-a23 
• 
• • 
• • 
• • 
• • • 
• • 
• • • 
• -a n,n-1 • · . • 
-a1n -an_1,n 
• 
-ann+qkk • • • • • • • • • • 
(k = 1,2, •••• ,p) 
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qij 0 • • • • • • 0 
• 
0 qij 0 • • • • • (i = 1,2, •••• ,p) 
Yij = • • • 
• 0 • • (j 1,2, •••• ,p) = 
i;o!j • • • 
• • • 
0 
• • 0 • • • • • • 0 qij 
• • • 
and 
The lower case letters a, q, t and c, together with their associated 
numerical subscripts, represent the elements of the matrices A, Q, 
T and C respectively. The patterns of arranging Y and K follow 
closely the pattern of arranging the T elements in X. If the 
pattern of X changes, so do the patterns of Y and K. 
Equation(VII-2) can easily be formed on the ICL 19048 
digital computer of the Loughborough University of Technology and 
the NAG subroutine F04ATF can be used for the solution. 

